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Racial Developments
Archbishop Fights
Bias inEmployment
NEWARK Archbishop Bo-
land this week urged all par-
ties involved In present or fu-
ture building for the Archdio-
cese of Newark "to make
every reasonable effort to pro-
ceed without discrimination ol
any kind, whether based on
color, race or nationality."
The statement was contained
in a message which reem-
phasized the Church's position
on interracial justice. It was
released at a meeting in Tren-
ton attended by Rev. Aloysius
J. Welsh, director of the Pope
Pius Institute of Social Ed
ucation.
IN OTHER developments
this week:
• Msgr. Walter P. Artioli,
pastor of Ml. Carmel. Jersey
City, was named to the 15-
member Jersey City Civil
Rights Commission by Mayor
Thomas Gangcmi. The group
is expected to meet next week
after being given official
status by the City Council.
• Rev. John F. Doyle of St
Joseph's. Oradell. joined the
New Milford Inter-Faith Coun
cil. which is designed to pre-
pare for the possible recep-
tion of Negroes into the now
all-white community. (St. Jo-
seph's rectory is located ill
New Milford )
• Bishop Floyd L. Begin of
Oakland. Calif., backed the
right of Negroes to stage non-
violent civil rights demonstra
lions. "They should demon
strate in order to make this
country practice what it
preaches in the Constitution.''
Bishop Begin declared "After
all. these people have been
waiting 100 years to receive
these rights."
• The Diocese of Charles-
ton. S.C.. announced plans for
racial integration in its
schools Bishop Francis F.
Reh said the program will go
into effect with registration
next May for the 1964 65 school
year.
• Protestant. Catholic. Or-
thodox and Jewish leaders
sponsored formation of a Bos
too Conference on Religion
and Race to "mobilize the
sponsored formation of a Bov
ton Conference on Religion
and Race to "mobilise the
moral and spiritual forces" In
the community against dis
crimination. Richard Cardinal
Cushing is a member of the
sponsoring committee.
IN HIS STATEMENT, Arch
bishop Boland noted that he
had recently appointed Father
Welsh as. liaison from his of-
fice to the Archdiocesan In-
terparochial Directors' com-
mittee in the role of coordina-
tor of interracial Justice pro
grams for the archdiocese, lie
also pointed out that Father
Welsh is serving on the New
Jersey Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity with
"our full approval." The com-
mittee was named by Gov.
Richard J. Hughes.
11c outlined the Church's
position as a promoter of in-
terracial justice and said; "We
deplore discrimination anil
condemn the prejudice in
which it has- its roots In the
present crisis of interracial un
rest, we earnestly implore all
Catholics to abide by the high
est Christian ideals of brother-
ly love and neighborliness.
"It has been our policy pre-
viously and it will continue to
be our policy to insist, on jus-
tice for all as far at our
power permits In regard to
the particular area of building
and construe lion about which
accusations and denials have
been publicized recently
“(1) EMPLOYERS and
others m charge of hiring are
morally obliged not to dts
criminate against any
qualified applicant because of
his color, nationality or race
Of course, they are not obliged
to hire unqualified persons
**(2> In these days of rela-
tively high unemployment af-
fecting all, with a higher rale
among minority groups, em
pkw«M».auuane and ether pub-
lic forces should recognise
their social responsibility lo
support reasonable programs
for 'oo the job' training, ap
prentice ship and other voca
lional education techniques dr
used to qualify all worthy ap-
plicant! for skilled and semi
skilled jobs, regardless of
racial or national background
or pigmentation of their skin.
"WE EARNESTLY urge all
parties involved in present or
future building for (be Arch-
diocese of Newark and ils af-
filiates architects, contrac-
tors. unions and all other,
workers of any description
to make every reasonable ef-
fort to proceed without dis-
crimination of any sort,
whether based on color, race
or nationality We look for-
ward to receiving willing
and sincere cooperation on this
score from all immediately
concerned with the planning,
preparation, constructing and
equipping of buildings for the
Catholic Church of the Arch-
diocese of Newark."
In Paterson
Four Named
Consultors
PATERSON'—Bishop James
J. Navagh this week announ-
ced the appointment of four
pastors as pro-synodal parish
priest consultors. effective
June 24.
Those named include Msgr
Emil R Sucnon. pastor of Sa-
cred Heart. Rockaway; Msgr.
Joseph R. Brestel, pastor of
St. George's, Paterson; Msgr.
Christian D. Haag, pastor of
St. Monica's. Sussex, and
Msgr. Joseph J. Gallo, pastor
of St. Joseph's. Newton.
The duties of pro-synodal
parish priest consultors include
acting in an advisory capacity
to the Bishop in the reassign-
mint of parish priests.
REUNION - Archbishop Boland greets Auxiliary Bishop
Caesar M. Gatimu of Nyeri, Kenya, at the Newark
Chancery Office June 25. The African Bishop met the
Archbishop at the first session of the Vatican Council.
Bishop Gatimu Is on on extended visit to this country
in search of assistance for his diocese.
Argumentfor Parochial Aid Seen
rbit analysis of tbt VS. Supreme Court't rn ent ruling
upholding the right of a member of a religiout sect to re-
ceive public uelfare benefit j uilboul surrendering her right
of religious freedom urns prepared by George E. Reed, asso-
cinte director of the Legal Department. SCtt’C. end en au-
thority on the question of Cburcb-Slele relations in constitu-
tional law.
The U. S. Supreme Court
has given parents ol parochial
school students a strong now
argument to use in their ef-
forts to win equal treatment
for their children in the dis-
tribution of public welfare
benefits.
Overshadowed somewhat by
the court's ruling the same
day. June 17, barring public
school prayer and Bible read-
ing. the decision in the case
of Sherbert vs. Verner may
nevertheless have a substan-
tial bearing on the whole ques-
tion of public aid for children
in parochial schools.
IN TIIE CASE, a member
of the Seventh Day Adventist
Church was discharged by a
South Carolina employer be-
cause she would not work on
Saturday, the sabbath day of
her faith. She then filed for
unemployment compensation
under the state law.
The South Carolina Employ-
ment Security Commission
found that the appellant's self-
imposed restrictions spe-
cifically, her refusal to work
on Saturday constituted a
voluntary termination of em-
&
ployment which made her un
available for work. Conse-
quently. it held that she was
not entitled to unemployment
compensation.
This ruling was supported
by the Supreme Court of South
Carolina, which rejected the
contention that the statute
denied the appellant her right
to the free exercise of her re-
ligion as guaranteed under
the First Amendment.
TUB U. S. SUPREME Court
held, 7-2, that the South Car-
olina court was in error. Jus-
tice William J. Brennan Jr.,
who wrote the majority opin-
ion. lelied on the school bus
transportation case of Ever-
son v. Board of Education In
fiat case, decided in 1947, the
Supreme Court had upheld a
New Jersey law under which
the slate paid tie cost ot
transporting parochial school
students to and from school.
Applying the principles of
the Everson ruling to the
Sherbert case, Justice Bren-
nan staUd:
"This holding but reaffirms
a principle that we announced
. a decade and a half ago,
namely that no state may 'ex-
clude individual Catholics,
Lutherans, Mohammedans.
Baptists. Jews. Methodists,
non-believers, Presbyterians,
or the members of any other
faith, because of their faith.
or lack of it, from receiving
the benefits of public welfare
legislation.' Everson v. Board
of Education."
This language, which la con-
sistently and conveniently ig-
nored by those opposing trans-
portation of children to
church-related schools or par-
ticipation in federal aid pro-
grams, Is given renewed vig-
or and currency by the coart's
decision in the South Carolina
case.
The language in the con-
text of the Sherbert case Is
made more meaningful at a
lime when a number of states
are considering school bus
legislation.
JUST AS THE Seventh Day
Adventist could not be con-
scientiously forced to "choose
between following the pre-
cepts of her religion and for-
feiting benefits," so it logical-
ly can be argued that par-
ents who wish to have their
children transported to paro-
chial school*-- may not be
drnied this "benefit or
privilege." .
Withholding of transport-
ation services is substantially
the same as withholding of
unemployment benefit] In
each case the withholding is
related lo the exercise of a
religious right protected by
the First Amendment. Actu-
ally. the transportation case
is stronger for the child at-
tends school in compliance
with the compulsory educa-
tion law, in addition to the
parental choice, where his
studies contribute to the pub-
lic benefit of the whole com-
munity.
IT HAS frequently been
argued that when a par-
ent in the exercise of religious
freedom and in pursuance
with religious conviction sends
his child to a parochial school,
he thereby makes a voluntary
choice for which he should
pay
The Supreme Court meets
this "you've made your
choice, now pay for it" argu-
ment head-on and rejects it in
these words:
"It is too late In the day
to doubt that liberties of reli-
gion and expression may be
infringed by denial or the
placing of conditions upon a
benefit or privilege."
PARENTB NOW HAVE this
strong holding upon which to
rely; a holding which clarl-
fies and gives substance to
the language in the Everson
rase referring to "the with-
holding of welfare benefits."
During the last year It has
been contended that the Ever
son case Is no longer persua-
sive because of the dissent of
Justice Willism O. Douglas in
Engel v. Vitale (the New
York Regents' Prayer case of
1962) in which he ssld the
transportation case was in-
correctly decided
None of the other justices
have concurred in this view,
however, and in light of the
derision in the Sherbert case
it is illogical to think that
they will.
It is not wise in this field
to make broad applications
on the basis of a particular
decision. But certainly the Ju-
ridical philosophy and the
precise language of the
court's Sherbert opinion
strongly point to the conclu-
sion that transportation legis-
lation and other public
aid legislation for children in
parochial schools must now be
evaluated in the light of prin-
ciples favorable to their con-
stitutionality.
And arguments in support
of such legislation may now
validly be based upon free
exercise considerations under
the First Amendment, as well
as upon public purpose prin-
ciples under the 14th Amend-
ment.
Other School News
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Pope, Kennedy Meet;
Throng at Coronation
Supreme Court Ruling:
VATICAN CITY-A private
talk with President Kennedy
Tuesday climaxed a week of
activity for Pope Paul VI
a week highlighted by, but
hardly limited to, his corona
lion on Sunday.
In other mailers during the
week, the Holy Father:
• Made a plea for in-
creased vocations, especially
in the Rome Diocese, during
an audience for seminarians.
• Praised the press for its
coverage of Pope John's death
and (he conclave.
• Offered Maas in the Am-
brosian Rite for a group of
pilgrims from Milan.
• Expressed his joy at the
maturity of Africa's new na-
tions in the course of an audi-
ence for a Nigerian group.
PRESIDENT Kennedy be
came the third U. S. chief ex-
ecutive to visit a Pope while in
office when he arrived in Vat-
ican City at 10 a m Tuesday.
He came to Rome the day be-
fore after a 10-day lour with
stop* in Germany, Ireland and
Great Britain.
Before the final stages of
hit fatal tllneas, Pope John
XXIII had scheduled a pri-
vate audience with the Presi-
dent for late in June. Mr
Krnncdy revised his travel
plans upon Pope John's death,
selling his Rome visit back in
hopes that anew Pontiff
would be elected in time for a
meeting The quick election of
Cardinal Monunt to reign at
Pope Paul VI paved the way
VATICAN CITY-Pope Paul
VI was crowned in St. Peter’a
Square June 30 in a magnifi-
cent evening ceremony wit-
nessed by 250,000 people. When
Alfredo Cardinal Ottaviani
placed the triple tiara on the
head of the successor to Pope
John XXIII, the throng cheer-
ed and the great bells of St.
Peter's Basilica rang out—a
peal taken up by Rome’s 500
churches to tell the city its
new Bishop had been crowned.
Earlier, the Pope delivered
a message to the world in
nine languages.
The crowning capped a
three-hour ceremony—only
half as long as usual—which
began at 6 p. m. to avoid
Rome's intense summer heat.
The vast crowd included del-
egations from 82 foreign na-
tions. including the U.S. The
FIRST PORTRAIT - This picture, the first "official" portrait of Pope Paul VI, has been
released by the Vatican.
Reopen
Council
Sept. 29
VATICAN CITY (NO - The
second session of the Second
Vatican Council will open 00.
the last Sunday of September
The date Sept. 29, the
Feast of Si Michael the Arch-
angel .was set in a docu-
ment signed by Amleto Car-
dinal Cicognam. papal Sect*
lary of State, and issued fol
lowing sn audience with Pope
Paul VI
ALTHOUGH all interim
council work was stopped for
a month by Pope John's final
tilness and death, and the elec
two and coronation of Pope
Paul, the opening of the sec-
ond session will take place
only three weeks after It was
original!) scheduled. John
XXIII had ordered Ihe second
session to begin on Sept. *
Announcement of the new
dale his been sent to council
Fathers by the council's gen-
eral secretariat
It was also announced that
the work of the Coordinating
Commission of tire Council,
headed by Cardinal Cicognani,
was to begin on July 3 to com-
plete its revision of the ma-
terial to be dealt with at the
second session Before his
death. Pope John reviewed
and approved all but two of
the 17 revised projects
Reveals New Red Approach
To Church in United Slates
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
prominent analyst of com
mun.vi tactics said in an in-
terview here that the U. S
Reds are offering the hand of
friendship to the Catholic
Church and warned that the)
should get "a negative re-
sponse
"
Rev John F. Cronin. SS.
assistant director of the
NCWC Social Action Depart-
ment, said the Commuius!
Party. US A, made a "ma-
jor reversal of policy" after
issuance of the late Pope
John xxiii s encyclical
Pacem in Terns, earlier this
year.
THERE WERE earlier in
diratioas of a change in the
party's attitude toward the
Church, he sajd, but com-
munists think Pacem in Term
opetis the door to "united-
front relations "
"The earlier indicationv
"
he said, ’ were the forward-
looking attitude of the
Church, as shown in the ecu-
menical council, the willing-
ness of the Holy See to have
contacts with communist
spokesmen; and the increas-
ing social influence of the
Catholic Church here, as
shown in the National Con
f erenc o oo Religion and
Race.”
Under the direction of Gua
IUU. chairman of the party,
he said, the communist* re-
solved to send ■ letter to
Catholic leaders in various
cities.
"This letter would refer to
the encyclical. suggesting
speakers and debates around
the communist position and
around the suggestions where
the Pope calls for positive
contributions," he said. Dis-
cussion in Catholic colleges
was especially encouraged by
the communists.
He disclosed the Reds al-
ready have offered united-
front suggestions to top Cath-
olic leaders, offering to work
with them in areas such as
race relations, peace and civil
rights.
"These offers have been re-
fused," Father Cronin said.
HE CALLED for "utmost
caution" in any contacts with
party members Three ftetors
make this necessary, he said.
They are;
“(1) The U. S. Communist
Party is not independent, but
is totally controlled by (he
Communist Party, Soviet
Union. To the extent that
high Church authorities find
it prudent to discuss certain
issues with communist pow-
ers, these discussions should
be held with the real centers
of authority in the communist
world.
•"(J) The Communist Party
Is actively engaged In seeking
to Infiltrate power centers
here in the United Statea. Al-
though It is weak at the mo-
ment. it could do great dam-
age, for example, If It could
influence the trend of the
movement for racial Justice in
our nation. If violence were
to be substituted for non-vio-
lent protest. we could hive
conditions approximating civil
war
"(J) There are two areas of
potential social tension here
at the moment The race
problem is already in a high
state of tension The uncm
ployment situation could be a
serious social problem if it
worsens beyond present
levels. Communism thnves in
tension situations, and these
conditions offer a possibility
of reviving the weak Com-
munist Party here
"Communists will seek to
misinterpret passages m
Pacem in Terris, holding that
the Church has removed its
objections to united front ac-
tion.
In fact, the encyclical
holds thai any contacts with
communists should be held
only by competent persons,
with the utmost prudence, and
subject to ecclesiastical au-
thority. All these reasons dic-
tate a negative response to
communist offers here in the
United States "
New Jerseyan
At Coronation
NEWARK Charles W
Engelhard Jr., chairman
of Engelhard Industries
here, was one of four ol-
ficial I’S representative*
at the coronation of Pope
Paul VI June 30
Engelhard, a resident of
Far Hills, is a vestryman
in the Episcopal parish in
Bemardsville The other
members of the delegation
were Chief Justice Earl
Warren, Sen Mike Mans-
field of Montana and Rabbi
lewis Finkelstein. chancel-
lor of the Jewish Theologi-
cal Seminary of New York.
American representatives
were headed by Chief Justice
Earl Warren Among the 71
Cardinals present were all five
American Cardinals.
ALTHOUGH THE former
Giovanni Battuta Cardinal
Monuni of Milan became Pope
as soon as he accepted his
election in conclave, the coro-
nation ceremony is a tradi-
tional ritual in which anew
Pontiff publicly takes oa the
burden of (he papacy.
Marked with inromparabl*
splendor, the ceremony was
interrupted three times for a
grim reminder of man’s mor-
tality Each time a piece of
burning flax flared up before
the Pope, sn attendant sol-
emnly reminded him: "Sic
transit gloria mundi—Thus
passes the glory of the world."
The program began mo-
ments alter 6 p m with a pro-
cession from the Hall of Vest-
ments in the Vatican. The
lengthy procession traveled
down the Royal Staircase,
through the famous Bronze
Doors and into the square.
A group of Swiss guards led
the way. followed by eccsesias-
tical members of the papal
household. Members of the
Cuna staff were followed by
several hundred Patriarchs,
Bishops, Archbishops an£ Car-
dinals, dressed In whit# vest-
ments and wearing white
miters.
FOLLOWING THE Cardinals
were various officials behind
Oura came Pope Paul, carried
high on his portable throne by
eight men. He was dressed in
full pontifical robes with a
miter of cloth of gold and a
large, richly embroidered cape
enveloping him from neck to
feet.
Both lay and religious atten-
dants surrounded the papal
chair, followed by Abbots and
generals of religious orders.
Hungarian Bishop
Hopeful on Talks
ROME (NC) The acting
head of the Hungarian Bisii-
opt’ Conference said here he
is very hopeful that negotia-
tions between his communist-
ruled nation and the Holy See
can improve Church-State re-
lations there.
Bishop Kndre liamvas of
Csanad spoke in a interview
published by the Home news-
paper. II Tempo. He was here
to attend the coronation of
Pope Paul VI.
BISHOP HAMVAS was
asked about the possible suc-
cess of interrupted negotia-
tions regarding Jozsef Car-
dinal Mindszenty, Primate of
Hungary now living in aay-
lum at the U.S. legation in
Budapest —and better con-
ditions for the Church in Hun-
gary.
He answered that he is "op-
timistic, very optimistic about
the possibility of reopening
negotiations and of their posi-
tive results." He added that
"on the part of the Hungarian
government there is good
will."
Asked about the fact that
communist officials have
blocked appointments of Bish-
ops to vacant dioceses in Hun-
gary, he said; "The question
of vacant dioceses is not dif-
ficult to solve."
To a query about his rela-
tions with Cardinal Minds-
zenty, he replied: "I have no
relations. ,
“I have never made efforts
to converse with him. It was I
who invited (Franziakui) Car-
dinal Koenig (Archbishop of
Vienna] to Hungary. Bu|t he
returned to Vienna directly
from Budapest without coming
to my residence at Szeged."
Cardinal Koenig saw Car-
dinal Mindszenty in mid-April.
After his return he said that
many factors are involved in
Church-State negotiations in
Hungary. He added; "I do not
believe there will be a rapid
solution." Before going to
Budapest, Cardinal Koenig
had revealed that he had
hopes of persuading Cardinal
Mindszenty to leave Hungary
and com eto Rome.
(Continued on Page 2>
(Continued on Page 2)
After being seated. the Pontiff
received the obedience of the
Cardinals, who approached the
throne in order of seniority,
knelt, and kitted the papal
ring.
THE PONTIFF'S coronation
took place following a Solemn
Pontifical Matt, celebrated at
a portable attar near the
throne, and hit term on Cardi-
nal Ottaviani held the crown
high over Pope Paul a head,
then lowered it slowly and aet
it firmly in place.
*"Receive the tiara adorned
with three crowna," he raid in
a atrong voice, and know that
thou art the Father of Prince*
and Ruler of Kings, the Vicar
on Earth of Our Savior Jesus
Christ to Whom is honor and
glory through the «ges **
Moments latrr. the throng
hushed a* the Holy Father im
parted his blessing
First the Pontiff recited
the Litany of the Saints, asked
God to forgive the situ of man
and asked that mankind re-
ceive pardon, absolution and
remission of at ns. and then
gave the papal blesaing to the
watching throng.
POPE PAIX emphasized hit
quest for peace and Christian
unity in hia nine-language ser-
mon.
The Pop# spoke longest in
Latin, and moat briefly in Pol-
ish and Ruaiian
He warned agauut illusions
that the path to Christian unity
would be an easy one But he
added'
Relying only on the
weapons of truth and charity,
we intend to pursue the
dialogue" with nonCatholie
Christiana
The Pontiffs remarks in
English were as fallows:
"WE WISH now to address
to our venerable brothers and
beloved children who use the
English language, a word of
greeting and blessing m their
mother tongue Spreading
Irom its birthplace In the
British Isles to every con-
tinent and every corner of the
earth, your language make*
a notable contribution to-
wards increased understand-
ing and unity between na-
tion* and races,
"Like our venerable pred
eceaaora on the Throne of
Peter, w# too intend to dedi-
cate ourselves to the enrour
agement of greater mutual
comprehrosian. charity and
pesce between peoples, that
peace which our Blessed Lord
left to us and which the
world, without him cannot
give
"We eibort you our chil-
dren, and all English-speaking
men of goodwill, to strive and
to pray that this priceless
blessing may be given and
preserved upon earth, aa an-
nounced by the angel* when
Christ, our Savior wa* born
"Giving glory to God in the
highest we invoke hts richest
graces upon you all. your
families at home, especially
the children, the sick and the
suffering; and to all we im-
part from our paternal heart
* special apostolic benedic-
tion "
for necessary arrangements
Woodrow Wilson, the first
I- S president to meet with
* Pope while still *er\ ing .n
office, visited Pope Benedict
XV :n !9i» In President
Dwight D Eisenhower had an
audience with Pope John Sev
eral other Presidents visited
Pope* eftze leaving office
Mr Kennedy visited tne
North Amenran College at
the zuest ,andArchbishop Mar-
lin J O Connor, rector, after
hu meeting with the Holy Fa-
ther.
IN HIS MEETING with the
seminarians. the Pop#
stressed the "passion" with
which present day pnett*
should work to accomplish
Iheir mutton He urged the
seminarian* to he diligent ,n
their studies evert;** self-
ductpLne and plan their fu-
ture carefully
"You have taken first place
in my heart because you are
my seminarians and because
>ou are student* of this be-
loved diocese which the Lord
ha* entrusted to my pastoral
care." declared the Pope, who
la alio Bishop at Rome
"I think of you. follow you
and pray for you." he told the
seminarian*, "and 1 would
like to know you and visit
you
"
THE HOLY FATHER mid
•om* l.Oon Italian and Foreign
newamro he will do all he rsn
to help them cover and under-
stand the second session of the
ecumenical council, which will
begin Sept. 29.
The Pontiff drew * pm.
longed burst of applause when
he referred to reporters as
"colleagues." recalling that
hi* father had been a journal-
ist.
“We refer to this fact . . .
to tell you . . how predisposed
is our mind to sympathy, es-
teem and trust for what you
are and for what you do. W>
ran almost say that our fami-
ly education make* ua one of
you. It makes you our col-
leagues and friend* '*
The Pope alao suited head-
quarters of Vatican Radio
»«*ere. in a brief ulk. he
stressed the importance of
modern communications m the
We of us# Church
P*>PE P\l'L followed the
custom of the Milan Archdio
reae in celebrating an Am-
brtvaian Rde Matt for pd-
grtma The Ambrosian Rite,
followed in Milan and several
nearby areas, ha* several sig-
nificant differences from lha
Lutin Rite Mass, among them
a different arrangement erf the
Kyn«, arnging of the Credo
before the Preface; an offer-
ing of bread and wine by lay-
people: omiitwn of the Agnua
Dei except in Requiem
Maaaev; and. frequently, an
Ok! Testament lesaon in addi-
tion to the Gov pel and Epistle
F'oUowmg another old tradi
tion. Pope Paul bleated pat-
hum*. liturgical garments
made from the wool of iamo*
Pallium* are hand* worn by
Archbishops and certain priv-
ileged Bishop* The lamb* had
been bleated by the la:e Pope
John, tn keeping with custom,
oo Jan 2*. the Feaat of St.
Agnea
Every June 2S. the eve
of the Feaat of SS Peter and
Paul. Ihe reigning Pontiff
blesaei the pallium* in St Pe
ter i
THE POPE SPOKE in Kng
!i»h at an audience granted to
70 Nigerian* who had com# to
Rome for hi* coronation and
to repay the visit he made to
their country a year ago when
he was Cardinal Archbishop of
Milan
The Pontiff stayed several
day-* m the African nation
during his tour of ihe conti-
nent. traveling about 1.200
miles throughout the country
to visit misstonert and inspect
Catholic institution* The Nig-
erian pilgrims were led by
Bishop Godfrey Okoye,
C-SSp, of Port Harcourt.
After sending his best wish-
es to Catholic miMtons in Ni-
geria and all Africa, the
Pope said he hopes that all
the new nations of the con-
tinent "may enjoy the rights
wtuch sre characteristic of
modem civilized society and
that, helped fratera’aily by
countne* which are more de-
veloped economically and cul-
turally. they may achieve in
freedom and peace a prosper-
ity corresponding to their mu-
tual human dignity."
The Pontiff declared:
"We welcome with admira-
lion and Joy the awakening of
Africa to civil maturity and
consequently to freedom, in-
dependence and progress."
FORMAL MOMENT - Wearing his miter, Pope Pawl VI
stands before the microphone in the Sistine Chapel to
give the first public addrees of his reign.
Brief Postponement
Pilgrims Reassured
On Beatification
VATICAN CITY—A group of
American pilgrim* who came
here expecting to attend the
beatification of Bishop John
Neumann of Philadelphia were
assured by Pope Paul VI that
the ceremony would not be
postponed for long.
"We understand your keen
disappointment," he told them
in English, “on learning of the
postponement of the beatifica-
tion ceremony which would
have given the world still an-
other example of heroic virtue
nurtured on American soil. It
will not be long before Bishop
Neumann is numbered among
the blessed."
Later, while talking to a
group of Pennsylvania Bishops
accompanying the pilgrims.
Pope Paul was asked when the
csremony will be held. "Per-
haps during the next rrrsinn of
the council," he replied.
The beatification, originally
scheduled to be held June 23.
wss postponed because of the
death of Pope John.
THE PONTIFF praised
America's "warm hospitality
and generosity" in his address
to the pilgrims He lauded
Americans because "in your
abundance you have not for-
gotten the leas fortunate coun-
tries." He particularly cited
American aid "to the new,
emerging nations
"
He extended his greeting* to
all U.S. Catholics and non-
Ca (holies
Pope Paul said the visit to
Rome ' should be a neb and
unforgettable experience all
around you there are monu-
ment* and reminder* of the
Slone* of the Church and her
faithful.
"Here one can *etue in
a special way the unity and the
ageleasnesa of the Church ’’
He called upon the Ameri-
can pilgrims to "imitate the
heroic men and women ven-
erated in the numerous
churches of this holy city."
"You are the first group of
Americana." he said, that we
have met since our election to
the Chair of Peter We ask you
to take hack to all the citizen*
of the US. our first greet
age here. All morning people
tags.”
Pope Paul’s First
English Address
S CUT Stu t Srrtict
Following it tht lexl of Pop* Pouf VII fir,l Fngliib-
longuoge oJdrttt. It u Ol gn rn to en Americon pilgrimage
group June 2 5, 1963. Tht pilgrimage wot planned to coincide
with tht btetificotion of Bnhop John Stnmonn of Philodelphio
hut tht ceremnnin hod to be poitponrd become of' the dtoth
of Pope John XXIII.
We are very happy to greet
you, our beloved children from
the United States of America
who have made this long jour-
ney to see your venerated
Bishop Neumann raised to the
tonors of the
altar. We tin-
.erstand your
keen disap-
pointment up-
on tearing of
the postpone-
ment of the
ceremony of
beatification
which would I
have given to |
the world yet another example
of heroic virtue nurtured on
American soil. It will not be
long before Bishop Neumann
is numbered among the bless-
ed.
However, your visit to Rome
ahould be a rich and unfor-
gettable experience All
around you there are numer-
ous monuments, reminders of
the glories of the Church and
her faithful, Here one can
sense in a special way the
unity and ageleasnesa of the
Church And here, at the tomb
of St. Peter, we traverse cen-
turie* to return to the times of
the Apostle* Peter and Paul.
The lessons that one learns
here are precious, and are an
encouragement to imitate
heroic men and women ven-
erated in the many churches
of this holy city.
WE ASK YOU to take back
to all citizens of the United
Stales our greetings. We have
visited your noble country and
wo have experienced personal-
ly your sincere and warm ho*.
Pitality and generosity. The
industry of your people anil
the rich blessings of natural
resource* have made your* a
prosperous land. In your
abundance you have not for-
gotten less fortunate peoples,
and to them and to new
emerging nations you have
given valuable assistance.
The Catholic* of the United
Stat« have been outstanding
for their devoted loyalty to the
aucceasora of St. Peter; they
have been singularly gener-
ous to the Church and its mis-
sionary activity. Your young
men and women are giving of
their talents In every part of
the world.
We are mindful, too, of our
non-Catholjc brothers, and
upon them and their loved
ones we invoke rich heavenly
grace.. To you, venerable
brother* and beloved children,
to your families and . friend*,
and through you to our broth-
er Bishops, clergy, rellgioui
and all faithful of the United
Statei, we impart, in pledge
of abundant heavenly blessings
and assistance our special pa-
ternal apostolic benediction. X
Nixon Family
Meets Pope
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Paul VI has received
former Vice President
Richard M. Nixon.
Nixon accompanied by
Archbishop Martin J. O'Con-
nor, rector of Rome's North
American College talked
with Pope Paul in the Pon-
tiff's private library for more
than IS minutes. After the
private audience. Pope Paul
received Mrs. Nixon and the
Nixon daughters, Patricia, 17,
and Julie, u.
After the audience, Nixon
lauded the Pope, saying that
ha “hai a very broad under-
standing not only of the prob-
lem* of the Church, aa one
would expect, but alao of the
world.” ."He is Interested in
all peoples around the world
and I am sure he will carry
on the great tradition of
Pope Plus and Pope John,”
he added. a
Pope Paul and the Council: Reforms to Continue
VATICAN CITY (NC) - If
the pronouncements of Gio-
vanni Battista Cardinal Mon-
tini on the Second Vatican
Council are any indication of
the mind of Pope Paul VI on
the tame, then there is every
reason to expect the council
to continue iu program of
sound and vigorous reform.
Even before (he world knew
who would be chosen the suc-
cessor of Pope John XXIII,
the question of the continua-
tion of the council was a para-
mount question.
The dying wish of Pope John
made it all but certain that
no matter who would bo elec-
ted the council would continue.
The real question waa how
would it continue.
When the choice of the
Cardinals fell upon Cardinal
Montini, this could more eas-
ily be answered, for few ec-
cleeiastici In the world ex-
pressed themselves publicly on
the subject of the ecumenical
council more than dki Cardinal
Montini.
AS ARCHBISHOP of Milan
he delivered three major ad-
dresses on the council, com-
posed a lengthy pastoral let-
ter on the subject, and wrote
a weekly comment from Borne
for hi* archdiocesan newspa-
per wife the first session of
the council was In progress
last fall.
In 1959 w hen Pope John first
announced his intention of call-
ing an ecumenical council.
Cardinal Montini was the first
to respond publicly. The day
after Pop* John's announce-
ment. Cardinal Montini wrote
a letter to the clergy of Milan
expressing hit happiness at
the prospect, and hi* anti-
cipation of great accomplish-
ments for it
On the basis of what Mon-
Uni the Cardinal said, the out-
standing questions of the coun-
cil in the mind of Montini the
Pope will be: the powers and
rights of the Bishop* in rela
tion to the powers and right*
of the Pope; the nature of the
Church; Christian unity; the
apostotate of the laity: and
the revision of the Cod# of
Canon Law.
HIS THOUGHTS were ex-
pressed In the pastoral letter
written from Rome in Lent of
1962:
"Ever since the moment In
which the Pope announced the
council, w* ourselves have
raiaed a cry of marvel of joy
and of hope. . .When the Pop#
announced the ecumenical
council it seemed that he had
guessed a secret expectancy
not only of the episcopal col-
it ge but of the whole Catholic
world.
A flame of enthusiasm
passed through the Church.
He had the intuition, perhaps
the inspiration, that calling the
council would stimulate a vi-
tality In the Church without
comparison.''
Cardinal Montini developed
at length the role which the
Pope has in a council. He
wrote:
"It la very Important to un-
derstand the position of the
Pop# in regard to the ecu-
menical council. It is neces-
sary to remember that the
Pope alone possesses the su-
preme and full power of Juris-
diction over the whole Church
. . Therefor# the Pop* cm
act. with full authority and
efficacy, without the council
He never icts. even in the
exercise of such authority,
without considering himself In
communion with the epis-
copate and the Church. But
the Faith of all la given to
him and to him alone to con-
firm. T' fc e council, on the other
hand, cannot act validly with-
out the Pope.
"THE COUNCIL does not
add substantial validity to the
authority of the Pope, while
unity with the Pope la Indis-
pensable If the council is to
have Its specific efficacy. The
council does not distinguish
Its Jurisdiction from that of
the Pope, but identifies itself
with that of the Pope, constitu-
ting with him the supreme
power in all the Church.
"The council therefore Is not
indispensable lo the govern-
ment of the Church but. while
the council is united with the
Pope, the government of the
Church takes on Its most
solemn, most manifest and
most efficacious form
.
.
“Therefore the hypothesis la
wholly unfounded which
speaks of councils as useless
after the definition of the ful-
ness of the pontifical power
which was pronounced by the
Firat Vatican Council. It
seem* to us that Just the con
trary ha* been demonstrated
by the convocation of the coun-
cil . .
"Pontifical authority does
not diminish but sustains the
episcopal authority and finds
its own honor in the dignity
and the stability of the epis-
copate."
IN CARDINAL Montini'.
mind, the constitution on the
Church was the greatest thing
to be expected from the coun-
cil On this he wrote:
"The declaration most ex-
pected from the council con-
cerns the Church itself, at
everyone know* lu constitu-
tional law is sts 11 not wholly
clear and defined
. .
"The interruption of the
work of the First Vatican
Council and the need to clarify
the essence of the episcopate,
it* functions, its power* and
lla obligations, leave one to
suppose that the Second Vat-
lean Council will' include
among its topic* slso that of
the episcopate, to illustrate its
evangelical origin.*, the sacra-
menlal gift* of grace and the
power* of teaching, of minis-
tering, and of jurisdiction, both
In the person of the individual
Bishop and in the expressions
of the Bishops collectively,
•nd to confirm its dependence
upon the Pope and at the
same time its communion, its
brotherhood and its collabora-
tion with the Supreme Pon-
"This matter of the episco-
pate, under a doctrinal as well
a* under a juridical and pas-
toral aspect, is perhaps the
mo*t awaited, the most grave
and the moat potentially fruit-
ful of the benclicent results
ol the council.
"The discussion on the na-
ture and function of the episco-
pate in harmony with the Ro-
man pontificate could bring a
new and spontaneous affirma-
tion of unity of the Church
around the Chair of St. Peter
and give a beginning to a
great and more organic Inter-
nationalization of the central
government of the Church."
IT MAY HAVE come as
surprise to some to hear Car-
dinal Mootmi. whose back-
ground was so thoroughly
steeped in the spirit of the
Roman Curia, speak about re-
form.
Hu remark* at the time are
given greater Importance now
that he has ascended the
throne of Peter.
He said
"The idea of ecclesiastical
reform. *o eaay and at the
tame time to difficult, is grow-
Ing In our spirits. It la the
Pope this time who is arous-
ing it before the whole Church.
Reform, the program of the
saint* and the trumpet of
rebel*, ha* been from time to
time through the centuries the
renewing ferment of Catholic
tradition, a* it ha* been the
dividing ferment of the
Church'* compsctne**. . .
"Whence spring* the concept
of reform? It l* bom of two
root*: observation of evil and
reaction variously conceived
“THE WORK OF God 1*
realized in men of this world
who can be fallible and frail,
even if sustained by grace and
by the pledge of following
Christ. It i* necessary, in
other words, to distingush two
aspects of the Church, that of
divine institution and that of
a community composed of
men. . . It is the character
of this council, which ex-
pressly tends to some no-
table reform, that it derive*
from the fact that the desire
for good rather than flight
from evil has inspired its con-
vocation. . .
"The Church cannot change
it* fundamental structure or
Ha traditional aspect. It will
not be able to break its ad-
he*ion to the interpretative
legislation of the evangelical
spirit (as for example on ec-
clesiastical celibacy), but one
may believe that not a few in-
novations can be introduced
by the council, and be re-
ceived favorably by the faith-
ful: in the field of the liturgy
and in pastoral and missionary
fields where special conces-
sions will certainly be given
to the apostolic ministry. . ."
ONE OF THE most vigor-
ous appeal* for reform from
a man of Cardinal Montini *
stature came toward the end
of this pastoral letter when
he wrote:
"The message of religion in
its authentic content should
be adapted to the intelligence
and in part also to the tastes
of men. who In the course of
the centuries have changech
their language and their men-
tal habit*. Here it is a matter
of refurbishing and of revivify-
ing the exterior vestment* of
religion.
"It 1* a matter of giving
them the possibility of circula-
tion through the avenues of
language and culture and the
arta of our time. And this the
council will do. even If It will
defend Latin as the language
of the priest and of Ha world
correspondence and even if it
preserves the genuine and
marvelous expressions of our
immortal liturgy.
"THE COUNCIL, I think,
will do more for our world.
That ii. it will seek not only
to make our religion more
readily understandable, but al-
so more easy to practice. On#
may not think that the Church
will ever change the law*
which God willed to be the'
foundation and the monitor of
expect that the Church and
the council will be their in-
flexible defender, But there
are also ecclesiastical laws,
and some of these are no long-
er in use and are difficult to
apply to the requirements of
modern life This is why one
vpeakv of bringing Cannon Law
up to date.
"The Church will seek to do
today what it ha* done for
centurie*: to give peace and
brotherhood to men. making
them sons of God in Christ.
It will veek always to give a
•oul, a Christian soul, to the-
world" *>
Cardinal Notes
Warmth of Pope
VATICAN CITY - After his
election, Pope Paul VI per-
tonally greeted everyone who
had taken part in the conclave
that elected him, even the
kitchen help.
Thi* was revealed here by
Franztskus Cardinal Koenig of
Vienna who stressed the
Pope'a personal warmth in an
interview here.
"AFTER THE election, we
Cardinals went in to lunch to-
gether and sat according to
our place in the conclave,"
he recalled. “The new Pope
appeared dresaed in white, lie
tat at the place that he had
occupied as a Cardinal instead
of at the head .of the table.
That place was assigned to
Eugene Cardinal Tisserant,
dean of the Sacred College of
Cardinals. This surely waa a
warm gesture.
“After lunch, he invited all
the Cardinals to pose for a
group photograph Later, he
greeted personally every one
of the persons who had taken
part in the conclave, even (he
kitchen help and the other ser-
vant*. He had a kind word
for each one.
"During the first solemn
obedience of the Cardinals In
the Sistine Chapel, at they
came to the throne one at a
time, they kissed Uie ring of
the Holy F'ather and em-
braced him. He came down
from the throne when he saw
the older members of the Sa-
cred College to embrace them.
This too was a very affaole
gesture which showi us a
very human side,"Cardinal
Koenig pointed out.
For Mother Seton
NEW YORK (NC) - Anew
parish in Shrub Oak. West-
chester County. will be the
first in the world named in
honor of Blessed .Elizabeth
Ann Set on
Mother Seton. found res* of
the Sitter* of Chanty in the
U S . waa beatified March 17,
the firat native-born American
citizen to be so honored
Pontiff Gifted
In Languages
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Pope Paul's command
of languages was quickly
illustrated in the first days
of his pontificate
In hi* talk on peace and
the Vatican * relation* with
the nation* of the world,
made before diplomats of
50 nation*, the Pontiff used
French.
In addre*ssng American
pilgrims, he spoke in Eng-
lish. and conversed in Po-
lish with Stefan Cardinal
Wyszynski. Primate of
Poland
He crowned the display
of linguistic ability at hi*
coronation, when he spoke
in nine languages: Latin,
Italian. French, English.
German, Spanish, Portu-
guese. Polish and Russian.
Papal Blessing
For Notre Dame
NOTRE DAME. Ind (NC)
Pope Paul VI imparted by
wire his apostolic blessing to
the faculty aod students of the
University of Notre Dame and
recalled his visit to the in-
stitution in 1960
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Bible Rule Overshadowed
Other High Court Actions
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Church-State relation*, civil
right*, obscenity and censor-
ship in all these areas with
moral and religious dimen-
sions the U.S. Supreme Court
took important actions during
its 1962-63 term.
The decision barring reli-
gious exercises from public
schools had the effect of over-
shadowing somewhat the nine
preceding months’ activity,
J>ut during the year the court
had acted on a dozen other
cases raising Church-State is-
sues; pushed racial integra-
tion ahead on several fronts;
and handed down one major
decision on censorship and set
the stage for another next
year.
On the same day the court
announced its prayer decision,
it remanded a similar case in
which the Florida Supreme
Court had upheld religious
practices in Dade County pub-
lic schools. The U. S. Supreme
Court directed the lower court
to give the case further con-
sideration in light of the rul-
ing in the Mary land and Penn-
sylvania cases.
June 17 also saw the court
uphold. 7-2, the right of a
Seventh Day Adventist woman
to receive unemployment com-
pensation from South Carolina
even though she refused,
on religious grounds, to ac-
cept available Saturday work.
THESE DECISIONS, how-
ever, by no means exhaust
the court's action on Church
and State. Others include the
following:
• Last Oct. * the court re-
fused to review sn sppeal
from an Oregon Supreme
Court ruling that lending text-
books to students in religious-
ly oriented schools violates the
state constitution. The Oregon
court had upset the 20-year-old
textbook lending program on
the grounds that providing
books to Catholic school stu-
dents violated the state consti-
tution's ban on spending pub-
lic funds to aid religious in-
stitutions.
• On the same day the high
court refused to consider a
case from Kentucky in which
an arrangement for leasing a
hospital built largely with pub-
lic funds to Catholic nuns had
been challenged on Church-
State grounds. The court's ac-
tion in effect upheld the con-
stitutionality of the leasing ar-
rangement. involving Benedic-
tine nuns and t hospital in Ir-
vine, Ky.
• The court on Dec. 17 dis-
missed a challenge by three
Louisville retail stores to Ken-
tucky's law banning unneces-
sary business activity. This
was in line with its 1961 deci-
sions upholding the constitu-
tionality of Sunday observance
laws of several other states.
• On Feb IS the Supreme
Court dismissed an appeal by
several Jehovah's Witnesses
whose children were expelled
from public school in Arizona
for refusing, on religious
grounds, to take part in sing-
ing the National Anthem.
The court did not comment
on this case, which raises is-
sues similar to those In the
case of the Seventh Day Ad-
ventist denied unemployment
compensation in South Caro-
lina.
Presumably the court
felt that Arizona had a reason
sufficient to justify its Mellon
in expelling the Jehovah's Wit-
nesses pupils, but that South
Carolina lacked an adequate
reason for refusing unemploy-
ment compensation to the Ad-
ventist.
• On April IS the court re-
fused to consider an appeal by
members of a religious sect,
the Emmanuel Association,
who alleged that Nebraska
school regulations on teacher
certification infringed on par-
ents’ rights to educate their
children in religious schools of
their choice.
THE COURT handed down
one decision in the area of
censorship and obscenity. On
Feb. IS it held. At. that the
Rhode Island Commission to
Encourage Morality in Youth
violated the Constitution by
sending book and magazine
lists of publications it deem-
ed objectionable for youth and
suggesting it might recom-
mend prosecution of distribu-
tors who did not comply with
its findings.
The court also set the stage
for a landmark ruling on ern
sorsbip by agreeing to hear
arguments on a Ism Angeles
bookseller's conviction for
selling Henry Miller's novel
' Tropic of Cancer" and on an
Ohio theater manager's con
viction for showing the film
"The Lovers "
Msgr. Oesterreicher Says:
Christian-Jewish Document
Is Still Before Council
NEWARK-Msgr. John M.
Oesterreieher, one of the au-
thors of a declaration prepar-
ed for the Second Vatican
Council on Christian-Jewish re-
lationships. this week refuted
statements on the subject at-
tributed to Rev. Gustave Wei-
gel. S.J.
IN A QUESTION and an
swer session at the annual con-
ference of the National Com
m unity Relations Advisory
Committee, a Jewish organiza-
tion. in Atlantic Ckty. Father
Weigel waa reported to have
said that a statement concern-
ing anti-Semitism was prepar-
ed for the council by Msgr.
Oeaterreicher and Abbot Leo
Rudloff, O S B
He said it was not presented
because it might have seemed
to the Arab states to be a pro-
Israel document He also said
that he did not believe it
would come up in the second
session which open* Sept. 29
REACHED BY phone at
Grailville. Ohio, where he is
attending a theological con-
ference, Msgr. Oesterreicher
issued a statement which
made the following msm
points:
(1) At no time was there
contemplated or drafted s
mere condemnation of anti-
Semitism The Church has con-
demned snti-semitism several
times in the past and these
condemnations stand The
council is not to issue con-
demnations but to make Cath-
olics everywhere see the great
problems of today in a posi-
tive light
(2) The declaration referred
to as prepared by himself and
Abbot Rudloff was actually
prepared by many member*
of the Secretariat for Christian
Unity. Lake every other Mate
meat prepared for the coun-
cil. it has gone through many
stages But it has not been
dropped and there is every
reason to hope that the coun-
cil will have something to say
on the ties binding Christian
and Jew to one another as sons
of Abram.
(3) It is true that there has
been opposition to any state
meat on the Jews by the coun-
cil. because it could be mi*-.
construed as a political Inter-
ference. This is not as far-
fetched as it seems. In an ar-
ticle by • Jewish spokesman
in a Catholic periodical, the
author was so earned away as
lo suggest that the council
crown its work by recognition
of the State of Israel This
showed little discretion and
little awareness of the function
of the council, wtuch Is stnctly
non-political
(«) Whenever a story like
this appears, one or another
Arab stale proteota At no time
ha* an Arab Bishop opposed a
statement by the council seek
tng to strengthen the religious
and human be* between Chris-
tians and Jew*.
Msgr Oesterreicher summed
It op saying “I do not know
what the council will do After
all, this solemn gathering of
Bishop* is a sovereign body
It is In no way bound by the
schemata proposed or not pro-
posed. But there is every like-
lihood that the Second Vatican
Council
... will promote the
spirit of dialogue and friend
ship between Chrtsuans and
Jew* "
Cardinal Outlines Tasks
Facing New Holy Father
By RICHARD CARDINAL
CUSHLNG
ROME (NC) - Pope Paul
VI faces superhuman burdens
that only the prayers of entire
Christendom can lighten.
On the international scene,
the Pontiff is confronted with
a bewildered and chaotic
world.
Exaggerated nationalism
which forced us into two
wars is still rampant. Newly
independent nations, unaccus-
tomed to self-government, are
with instability.
One-fourth oi the world's in-
habited areas are controlled
by atheiatic communism.
SOME THINK we are enter-
ing a non-Christian era. While
we cannot agree, nevertheless
there Is evidence for their
conclusion.
Despite its current prosperi-
ty, Italy gave an approval to
communism during the recent
election which surprised even
communist leaders. Italian
voters may not be classified
but their support of com-
munism is definitely discour-
aging.
The progress of this interna-
tional conspiracy in the center
of Christianity is cited by
those who predict the dawn
of a non-Christian era
Pope Paul is faced with the
problem of counteracting this
propaganda. Unnumbered
children are being trained to
become the communist adults
of the future.
LATIN AMERICA is anoth-
er problem that weighs heav-
ily on the new Pope. Cuba
ha* been lost. Other countries
to the south face a crisis
which could explode at any
time.
One-third of the earth's
Catholics live in Lstin Ameri-
ca. It has been conservatively
estimated that over 100,000
priests are needed to give
them adequate religious serv-
ice and instruction.
But even if enough priests
•nd lay apostles were avail-
able, their efforts would be of
little avail as long as the
present social order prevails
in many of these countries.
You cannot instruct and
nourish people’s souls when
their bodies are wasting from
hunger.
Within a few yeara, because
of Latin Amerlca’a high
birth rate, half of the world's
Catholics could be located in
this part of the Western Hem-
isphere. It will be Pope Paul’s
task to keep them within the
fold of the Church.
ANOTHER CONCERN it
the missionary life of the
Church.
We read of places closed
to Catholic missionaries, of
the curtailment of apostolic
work, and of the exile end un-
just treatment of miaeion-
tries. Missionaries are the ful-
fillment of the command
Christ gave to the Church:
“Go. therefore, and make dis-
ciples of all nations."
The Church of Christ must
expect difficulties of every
variety. "If they have per-
secuted me. they will perse-
cute you also," said the la>rd.
The human instruments of the
Church are not greater than
their Master. If all thing* go
well with us. if no opposition
is encountered, we can be
sure that God's work is not
being accomplished in God's
way.
WHILE THE Church faces
many problems, there are
many reasons for hope and
confidence.
The Church is still young.
We must always look to the
future "Thy kingdom come,
thy will be done." we pray
in the prayer that Christ gave
us.
In His time and in His way
thst prayer will be answered.
Troubles and trials we must
expect. Without them we
would never fulfill the divine
mission of Christ. The more
troubles, the more saints; and
1 believe that we have more
saints today than we had at
any other time in the history
of the Church.
Red Overture
To Vatican?
LEOPOLDVILLE (NC) -
The Apostolic Nuncio to the
Congo quoted Pope John
XXII! as saying that Soviet
Premier 7 Nikita Khrushchev
made “overtures” toward
atarting diplomatic rela-
tions with the Holy See.
Archbishop Vito Robert!,
speaking at Lovanium Uni-
versity here, said; “When I
left for the Congo, Pope John
XXIII told me: ‘Khrushchev
has made overtures to set up
diplomatic relations with the
Holy See. But he must first
assure freedom for the
Church. We are hopeful that
this will be doM.' "
as ideological communists,
$100,000 Bequest
For Chicago Loyola
CHICAGO (NC) 4- A bequest
in excess of $lOO,OOO from the
estate of Mrs. Cornelius
O'Leary, widow of a Chicago
industrialist, was left to Loyola
University here.
The fund will be used to
establish a memorial to the
O'Leary* in the new $5 mil-
lion university dental school
and to provide a full-tuition
four-year scholarship.
UN CHAIRMAN - Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio of Newark
and Auxiliary Bishop Dougherty of Seton Hall University
look over plans for the celebration of United Notions
Week in Newark, for which the Bishop has been named
chairman. The first meeting of the committee will be
held July 8 of the Newark Board of Education.
Rhode Island Textbook Requests
Are Fewer Than Anticipated
I’ROVIDENCE. It I (RNS)
Far fewer requests than ex-
pected hsve been made by
private and parochial schod
pupils for loan* of textbooks
under Rhode Island's contro-
versial new law permitting
such aid.
The reason; Catholic
schools, which enroll « 000 of
the state's 11,000 pnvste
school students, already have
most of the bosks their pupils
will need (or the coining year
MSGR. ARTHUR T Geoghe
gan. school superintendent of
the Providence Diocese, in-
dicated that most parochial
schools at least on the tie
menury level had the lest*
needed in studies covered by
the statute.
Under the l*w r Rhode I*
Uixl communities must fill re
c jests from non public school
students for books in science,
mathematics *n<l foreign lan
gusges’ A long list of rec
cnimended texts in these
fields, from which all loans
must be made, has been dis-
tributed by the Rhode Island
Department of Education
Although pupils may ask for
the books, official* of non pub-
lic schools are barred from
asking for them under the law
To solve this problem, parent
groups m Rhode Island plan
lo assist pupils in making the
requests It has been indicate:!
that the private and parochial
school PTA group* would serve
as intermediaries between the
schools and the pupils
STATEWIDE, IT has been
estimated that about Sm.ooo
is involved in the book loan
program. Cities ami towns will
pay for the books and will be
reimbursed, from 25 to SO%.
through the regular state aid
to education program. How-
ever. because most Catholic
schools have the texts they
need, the cost of the loan pro-
gram t* expected to fall short
of original projection* (or the
I*3 61 school year.
Msgr Geogbegan com-
mented on u»e "hands-off at-
titude taken by the diocese
since passage of the law last
February
"The Catholic School Board
and our schools are totally
disassociated with the imple
mentation of the textbook
law." he said.
Catholic schools will do only
two things, he stressed They
wiU give the name of the text
book to a pi rent on request,
and they will provide answers
to public school authorities
who call to verify that a pupil
requesting a book is actually
enrolled in the school
The Rhode Island affiliate
of the American Cml Liberties
Union, which is planning to
challenge the law s eon-
stiZudonahty. u watting lo *ee
how the dtstnbuUcn process it
handled before introducing the
case in the court
Five Teachers
Receive Grants
JERSEY CITY - The Abd-
Allah Caravan of the Order
of Alhambra. K of C, ha*
given scholarship grants to ftva
teachers who work with
handicapped children
Th# recipients wars Sister
Man* Paula. CSJ. Sister
Bernadette Mane. Sister M
Thomas Anne, CS J
,
Sister M
Victoria Li Puma. MP F .
and William Talero of Jersey
City
The education of teach
ers in special training to help
handicapped children Is the
principal charitable aim of
the Order of Alhambra
Voluntary Bible
Reading Legal?
DOVER. Del (SC) Dela-
ware* AUy. Gen David P
Rucksoo decided Bible reading
and recitation of the Lord's
Prayer may be coolinucd in
the ltate's public school* on a
voluntary basts —and be has
personal plans to back up bis
opinion.
The recent US. Supreme
Court decision. Buckson said,
ruled out state law which re-
quires such esercises. But the
' same Constitution and arti-
cle* thereof, which are now
being interpreted to abolish
law* which make religious
services a duty, may also b«
invoked to permit religious ex-
ercises as a right." he added.
Buckson said that at the
opening of the next school
term his child will read from
the Bible in class, recite the
Lord's Prayer and give the
salute to the flag.
Rabbi Supports
Aid for Parents
FALLSBURG. N. Y <NC>-
The head of the Rabbinical
Council of America called for
legislation granting income
Ux credits h> parent* who
pay tuition for children in
parochial aod private school*
Rabbi Abraham N A*
RuUck. president of the coun-
try's largest Orthodox rab-
binic body, said this "recog-
futson of the inter-rekaUaavhip
between public and pnvste
eduction would not constitute
an infringement of the basic
American scheme of separa
Uon of Church aod State *’
The Jew tab leader urged
strong rapport of Connecticut
Sen Abraham A. RibicofTs
proposal for legislation grant-
ing limited federal aid to pri-
vate schools
Richmond Diocese
Limits Class Size
RICHMOND. Va. (NC)-The
Richmond diocesan school
board hat told Catholic schools
to limit classrooms to 30 pupils
beginning m the 1964 63 school
year.
In addition, double sections
were ordered to be discon-
tinued.
New Bible Anthology Prepared
By Priest, Rabbi, Protestant
NEW YORK (NC) - A
priest, a rabbi and a Metho-
dist layman have collaborated
on a Bible anthology for use
in public school courses in
literature, history and social
studies.
The book. “Bible Selections
for General Education," is
scheduled for publication In
time for use during the 1963-
'64 school year.
ITS* PUBLISHERS, Harper
and Row, linked publication
of the anthology to the U. S.
Supreme Court’s June 17 rul-
ing against devotional Bible
reading and prayer in public
schools. The court said it had
no objection to Bible reading
in secular subjects, such as
literature and history courses.
The anthology is believed to
be the first such undertaking
in America by scholars from
the three major religious
groups.
Collaborating in its prepara-
tion were Rev. Walter M. Ab-
bott. S.J., feature editor of
America magazine and found-
er of the publication New
Testament Abstracts: Rabbi
Arthur Gilbert, staff consul-
tant for the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews;
and Rotfe Lanier Hunt, asso-
ciate director of the depart-
ment of church sod public
school relations of the Nation-
al Council of Churches.
A publishers' announcement
thst "no attempt has been
made to obscure radical dif-
ferences In belief, but on the
contrary . . . they have sought
to make these differences
comprehensible, feeling that
any peraon living in the plur-
alistic society of the U. S.
should have some understand-
ing of the religion of his
neighbors."
IT QUOTED the compilers
as saying thst "a knowledge
of people, places and ideas
contained in the Bible, and sn
awareness of the different in-
terpretations is part of the re-
quired information of civilized
people.”
The publishers said the se-
lections in the anthology come
from various English transla-
tions of the Bible and "illu-
strate the development of the
English language and the
growth of Biblical scholar-
ship."
In Florida
To Study
Religion
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (RNS)
—Florida’s legislature reacted
swiftly to the UJ>. Supreme
Court ruling against devotional
Bible reading and recitation of
the Lord's Prayer in public
schools.
It passed a bill allowing but
not requiring secular courses
in religion to be taught in
Florida schools. County school
boards may decide whether
they want such a course in-
cluded In the curriculum of
their schools
The vote in the House of
Representatives was 119-1, in
the Senate it was unanimous.
Tax Exwmption
Bill Withdrawn
MADISON. Wls. (NC) - A
bill to grant a state income
tax exemption for children
who attend non-public schools
has been withdrawn by its au
thors in the Slate Assembly
following an opinion by the at-
torney general that the ex-
emption would be unconstitu-
tional
Additional exemptions rang
mg from $lO to $4O for each
child of a taxpayer attending
non public schools were oppos-
ed in different versions of the
bill before the Assembly this
session
Religious Reference
Ruled 'Acceptable'
SACRAMENTO, CaL (NC)
Gov Edmund Brown has
signed into law a bill which
states that references to rail-
gioo or uae at religious litera-
ture in public schools are ac-
ceptable if they do not con-
stitute instruction in religious
principle* or aid a sectarian
purpose
THE PAPAL decoration Pro
Ecelesta et Ponhfice had it*
origin In IM9
Vows Fight
On Flag Suit
LAWNDALE. Cal. (RNS)
The Catholic Council on Civil
Liberties (CCCL) announced
here it will oppose a suit that
has challenged the constitu-
tionality of the words "under
God" as recited in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag in
California public schools.
Thomas Francis Ritt. na-
tional director of the CCCL,
said the group would enter the
case by filing an amicus
curiae (fnend of the court)
brief.
THE SUIT was filed in Los
Angeles Superior Court by
Has well Parker, a high school
teacher The Southern Cal-
ifornia Chapter of the Ameri-
can Civil liberties Union
(ACLU) is representing him
Rilt said the CCCL would
oppose the arguments of Park-
er sad the ACLU He also said
his group u preparing to ar-
gue against what he called
"the aeculanstir policy" of the
ACLU in Church State rela-
tions
The ACLU. Ritt aaid. "will
a« stop with this one suit. but.
according to reliable sources,
will press similar suits
throughout the country "
RiU said the CCCL * legal
committee will enlist the aid
of Catholic attorneys all over
the country "The gauntlet is
down." be said, "to ail reli-
giously oriented Americans.
The devotees of America's
fourth religion secularism—-
seem to be preparing to drive
all vestiges of God and reli-
gion out of American public
life
"
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Marsh is one ol the lew
diamond merchants in the country
where perfection in diamonds
is absolutely assured.
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SAVERS...
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SAVE BY JULY 10th
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. . .
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Savings Loan Association
Th* name thot'i played a major role ... In
•ovingt and home financing
...
in Bergen
County »ine 1911.
You Can Save 13 Ways At Oritani!
... And, EveryoneInsured.
Home Financing, Too ... Whether
You Want to Buy or Build A Homel
"Where You Save . . .
Does Make A Difference!”
Home Office: 321 Main Street, Hackensack, N. J.
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Politics and Morals
The political future of two prom*
inent publicofficials hangs in the balance
because of involvement,either directly or
indirectly, in personal, moral issues.
All America is asking whether Gov.
Rockefeller signed his own political obitu-
ary when he divorced his wife of 31 years
and remarried in a short time.
Prime Minister McMillan is tottering
on the brink of destruction because a
prominent member of his political family
has been plunged into disgrace and dis-
missal because of a sex scandal.
IN THE CASE OF Rockefeller the
battle lines have been drawn. One power-
ful group says that he has already elim-
inated himself from any consideration as
a candidate for the presidency. An irate
woman puts it this way: “The humilia-
tion of Mrs. Mary Rockefeller continues
unabated. But she has not yet been put
out to pasture. She is not ‘alone.’ Count-
less people are with her. remembering
her quiet dignity and charm over the
years. ‘The ghost at the feast’ that dis-
turbs the conscience is the callous de-
struction of family life the injured be-
ing a wife of 31 years, a husband of 14
years, four married children, nine grand-
children, four children under 1% and a
highly respected name. He will be pun-
ished on Election Day.”
The opposite view we get from a
news commentator “In carefully staged
appearances before select audiences,Mrs.
Rockefeller's quick smile, charm and en-
durance on receiving lines and at banquets
and other political chores demonstrated
that, from the standpoint of personality,
she could be a good campaigner.”
MR. McMILLAN, because of the Pro-
fumo scandal, just missed being sub-
merged by a scant 60 votes. Practically
everybody Is predicting that if he does
not resign he and his party will go down
to an ignominious defeat in the coming
election.
He is being blamed by the Liber-
al Party for the moral debacle, no matter
how much he protests his innocence. The
die has been cast.
It is refreshing to know that the pub-
lic is deeply interested In the moral char-
acter of elected and appointed officials.
They are in the public eye they are
public figures. And their moral offenses
cannot be brushed off as private or per-
sonal affairs.
Jobs for Juniors
You have to admire a person who
strives to add his drop to the bucket in
other ways than just shedding tears into
Most of the social problems we are
presentlyfaced with can be solved if each
one accepts the solution as his personal
responsibility and then does something
about it. Too often we are content to pass
the burden off to somebody else. You
konw, a “let-the-government-take-care-of-
it" attitude.
TAKE THE PROBLEM of unemploy-
ed youngsters. Normally thousands of
them would have secured summer jobs.
With the present unemployment situa-
tion, most of them will be just hanging
around for the next two months. Some of
them are bound to get into trouble. Van-
dalism can be very costly. Work supplies
a needed discipline.
The problem has a solution if enough
of us will pitch in and help.
If we look hard we ll find many Jobs
around the home, the church, the parks,
the shops, the stores that these youngsters
are capable of doing, even on a part time
basis. They don't have to be paid a lot,
but they shouldn't be offered slave wages
either.
Each job may be a small drop in the
bucket, but enough of them will fill it to
the brim.
Look around your own neighborhood
for young people who seem to have time
on their hands. Perhaps that fence of
yours could stand a coat of paint, or the
lawn may need a little extra care. If you
have a business, maybe some of them
could be given a job for a few days or a
few weeks.
AND A WORD to the young people.
Just don't sit around bemoaning the fact
that there are no jobs. Push a few door
bells and sell yourself. Others are doing
it. No doubt your talents are worth a
high salary. Rut tf it means getting some-
thing to do. settle for less.
Join the “Jobs for Juniors Club”
There are two kinds of membership
There are those who have jobs to give
and those who will take them. The sum-
mer will not be wasted If both types of
members show some activity.
A Sane Summer
The Latin phrase “Mens Sana in
Sana Corpore,” “a healthy mind in a
healthy body,” takes on special signifi-
cance and application as we enter the
beautiful but potentially dangerous season
of summer.
OF THE FOUR SEASONS, summer
is literally the most popular more peo-
ple are on the move for rest, enjoyment
and relaxation than at any other time of
the year. Summer is God’s gift to man to
refresh and re-create his body, to recharge
his physical batteries.
The ultimate purpose of this is not
mere physical or sensual pleasure and en-
joyment, but that man may be better able
to fulfill the duties of his state in life and
thus more effectively and certainly at-
tain his final end.
The foregoing would never be used
as an advertisement in the tourist and
travel section of a secular publication.
The emphasis today in vacation lures is
almost exclusivelyon the cult of the body.
Summer attire, especially bathing attire,
is deteriorating disappearing is a bet-
ter term not only to the point of im-
morality, but to the point of bad taste
and worse manners.
The cult of the body alone takes Its
toll of bodies in summer time in stagger-
ing and ever increasing numbers. Intoxi-
cation. reckless driving, rapes and other
immoralities turn the beautiful season of
r:r"*s«r ir.to a r.‘ghtmare of diseased and
broken bodies and broken homes.
AN ENJOYABLE summer is one in
which the cult of the body is matched
by the cult of the soul. It is a time of the
year when greater leisure time is used
not only for physical recreation, but spir-
itual rejuvenation of the mind and the
soul more time for good reading, more
time for stimulatingconversation (a dying
art), more time for prayer. This is the ra-
tional way to spend a vacation culti-
vating the body and the soul because
man does happen to have both.
Priestly Assignments
In the first official audiences of the
recently elected Pontiff. Paul VI. speaking
to diplbmats from many of the great na-
tions and to the pastors of Rome, he
evidenced his understanding of world
problems and particularly the role of the
priesthood in the modern world.
SPEAKING to the pastors about the
evangelization of the modem world Pope
Paul said, “probably no age but the
present, either by nature or by meditated
intention, has been so historically alien
and contrary to the priesthood and its re-
ligious mission. At the same time, no age
but ours has ihown itself so needful, and,
we should say, more susceptible open-
ing a great hope, before us, as it were
to the pastoral assistance of good and
zealous priests. But we believe, simply,
that this ancient and venerable institu-
tion of the parish has an indispensable
mission of great reality.”
Recently, Archbishop Boland and
Bishop Navagh gave newly ordained
priests their first assignments. Weil could
they hear the echo of the new Pontiff ex-
plaining to them their battleground and
giving them his apostolic encouragement
in the romance of their role in the priest-
hood.
THERE IS A variety of activity found
in the Catholic priesthood in the many
programs of the Newark Archdiocese and
Paterson Diocese. Priests will be ful-
filling their calling as they engage in
teaching, studying, special programs and
parochial work. No matter what the field
of endeavor to which obedience sends
them, it is hoped that they will give ex-
pression to the admonition of our Sover-
ign Pontiff that they will find an aposto-
late of being good and zealous priests.
Each ordination class is anew spring-
time in the Church of Christ. The torch is
handed to our young priests to carry on
the work of Christ and His Church wher-
ever they are assigned.. May they retain
the eternal bloom of a fresh priesthood,
revivified each year with the newly or-
dained in a rededication of themselves to
true priestly work.
The Ecumenical Way
Casting Out of Devils
Fact of Biblical Record
By FRANK J. SHEED
W, have spoken ot modern
Christian* to whom Our l»ru »
miracles cause rmharrsts-
ment. hut that is a« nothin* to
Ihotr feeling about hit casting
out of devils
If pressed on the maiti-r,
they «* that Our Lord him-
self knew better. but found tt
saved trouble to «« the lan-
guage of the people of llu own
day. who. to a man. nn con-
firmed believer* in the Dr*J
But thu N lew e*n aria* only
out of a prolonged ahatrntlon
from Goapel reading Our Lord
was not that sort of person
On a matter of no importance
He might have used ordinary
• ay* of * perch But He would
never have uved a way of
speech, however ordinary, that
•as based on a religious error
When hi* disciples assumed
that a man was born blind
either because of stni he would
one day commit or tins his
parent* had already com-
mitted. Oir Lord tells them
plainly that neither was the
cause
FURTHER. WHEN we read
some of the accounts of ex-
pulsions of demons, *e should
feel that He would have been
carrying the use of popular
ideas and popular language
rather far. if He did not be
Ueve that there were any de
mom there
Apart from the occasion*
•hen the Evangelists speak of
the healing and cleansing of
large numbers without giving
details, there are 31 miracle*
mentioned individually be
tween Cana and Calvary, of
these only six are concerned
with the canting out of demons.
Demons are pure spirits,
more powerful as spirits than
the souls of men. (nr they have
no bodies upon the animation
of which our own souls' ener-
gy must in part be expended,
and they do not depend upon
bodily senses for information
about the external world.
While they cannot create mat-
ter, they can move it about in
space, rearrange its parts,
work upon it in a variety of
ways: they have more power
over matter than we have, and
need no hands or material In-
struments for its exercise. But
great as their powers are, de-
mons are limited in their use
of them by lh« will of God.
IT W WITHIN their power
to work upon the human brain,
producing images which might
stimulate the desires to which
• given man is already tempt-
vd: it l* *;thm their power to
move a man's arms or legs so
that hit gestures srw really
theirs Out hi*, and he waikt
where they wish, not where he
wishes, they can use a man »
longue and Ups so that he jt
ter* their ideas not his own. or
U kept from utterance alto-
gether. they can infrfcrc with
the bodily mechanism by
which he see* or hear*
But God s power u much be-
yond theirs, and we are al-
ways under His protect ion
unless vre cast it aside
Most of the symptoms of the
psepi* from whom Our Ir>rd
cast out devils would he re-
garded by modern doctors si
symptoms of nervous diseases
which modern medicine feels
itself equipped to treat—deaf-
ness, dumbness, blindness pa
ralysta, epilepsy, lunacy. Upon
this there are two points to be
noted
THE FIRST IS that there is
bound to be a similarity be-
tween d.lea vet of the nervous
system and d.abobr posses-
***>. because it is precisely at
the point where the inloraa-
Uao about the external work!
brough! by the tense* is taken
over by the soul that the
Devil would mot* profitably
work, either by making use of
say defects produced by natu
ral causes in man's lease
mechanism, or even by God s
permission. working directly
upon that mechamsm
The second is that Our Lord
treats exactly the tame symp-
toms without any reference to
diabolic possession, healing
them at physics 1 diseases
withewit ordering the demons
out of the victim
For Vocations
Members of the Apoato-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary Indulgence under
the ordinary condltioni
once a week, for reciting
daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 days may be gained
for each act of charity or
piety performed for the in- .
tention of fostering voca-
tions to the priesthood.
The Press Box
A Legitimate
Question
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
Recently, our news editor.
F.d Grant, a qualified teacher
and an expert on education in
New Jersey, completed s no-
ne* on the relationship be-
tween the Catholic school and
the community in North Jer-
sey.
PRIMARILY, the series was
designed to show what the
existence of the Catholic
school system means in the
way of relief to the individual
taxpayer. It wa* brought out
that the annual state-wide
saving it 8170 million. In one
typical community, the aver-
age taxpayer's burden was ISO
lighter than It would have
been had there been no Cath-
olic school.
Judging from the response
we received—two phone calls
inquiring about the availabili-
ty of bus service under New
Jersey law the aeries hit
the Catholic lay community
with the impact of a feather
falling on a pillow.
THE UNFORTUNATE truth
la that, with one or two ex-
ceptions, lay people In the
North Jersey area have been
mute on the school question.
The further truth is that un-
less they undertake the task
of educating their neighbor*
and legislators on the con-
tribution* and the needs o(
the Catholic school system the
job can not be done effective-
ly. And 1/ it is not done ef-
fectively the Catholic school
system will be short-changed
when state funds are passed
out for education assistance.
Archbishop Boland, Bishop
Navagh and our educators
have done all that Is prudent-
ly possible to alert our peo-
ple to the situation facing our
schools. They are waiting for
the laity to explain, to bring
before the public and the
legislature the needs of this
school system, a system
which serves the State at
much at the public school
ay stem
ON THE BALLOT in Nov-
ember will be a referendum
for a $756 million bond issue
which will entail an additional
3385 million m interest
charges during the life of the
debt.
Of the money raised. $25-
million will be earmarked an-
nually for five years for new-
state college facilities, *2 mil-
lion annually for the construc-
tion of community colleges
and $l6 million annually for
local school construction, ac-
cording to Gov. Hughes.
These snd other expendi-
tures under the plan, he
elaims, would free $66 million
annually from the regular
budget and he proposes that
$5O million of that amount be
allocated for school aid each
year.
DURING TIIK long debate
on the bond issue, no one
questioned whether increased
atate aid to schools is a nec-
essity. No one asked if any
aid would be extended to other
than public school*. No one
suggested that aid to auch
schools might be necessary.
No one indicated that Catho-
lic taxpayer-parents might
have a right to assistance in
running their schools since
these schools perform a neces-
sary secular function.
Those who are looking for
the clergy to raise these
points hive the role of the
clergy snd the laity confused.
This is an area for lay action.
Lay people built the schools,
public snd private. Lay peo-
ple maintain the schools, pub-
lic and private. And it’a their
money the state proposes to
spend. How will it be spent?
It’s a legitimate question.
The Question Box
Why the Church
Forbids Masonry
Ret l . Leo her ley, S.T.D., end Rev. Robert Hunt, S.TJ>., of
Immaculate Conception Seminery, Darlington, Ramsey, NJ*
are editors of The Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them there for answers in this column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N.J,
Q. It It permissible for a
Catholic to Join a Masonic
sect?
The lsw of the Catholic
Church on the question of
Catholics snd Masonry is ex-
tremely deer and generally
known by the Masonic Order
itself. The law states: "Those
who join the Masonic sect or
other associations of this kind
which conspire against the
Church or legitimate civil pow-
ers contract, ipso facto, an ex-
communication simply reserv-
ed to the Holy See" (Canon
2335),
A study of a whole series of
papal pronouncements on this
subject, dating from the early
part of the 18th century up to
the canonical condemnation of
1917, reveals the mam reasons
for which world Masonry ha*
been denounced. They range
from political sedillousnes* to
militant anti-clericalism; from
the e*tablishment of a purely
natural religion to out and
out atheism; from the
bla*phemous character of
some Masooic rituals, to the
oaths and promises (with their
extravagant penalties) which
disregard the condition* re-
quired by the moral law for a
just and reverent oath.
COMMENTING on this in-
dictment. Walton Hannah, a re-
liable authority on English
Freemasonry. and, at that
lime, a clergyman of the
Church of England, wrote,
"Here are ample grounds for
Catholic condemnation in-
deed, any one of these points
would justify such a course.
And Anglo-Saxon Masonry is
as guilty in these matters as
the Grand Onents, who at
least do not swear the ridicu-
lous Masonic oath* on the
Bible or in the name of God"
("Darkness Visible." pp 6*.
491.
A Masonic author. A W
Waite, candidly states in hu
"New Encyclopedia of Free
majonry" (19251 that "It is
impo*«b> that the Latin
Church should tolerate an in
slitutton like Freemasonry
(for) Masonry set* out to be
regarded as another and inde-
pendent system of ethics, an-
ther guide to life "
MASONRY DEFINES ltaelf
at a "system of morality veil-
ed in allegory and illustrated
by symbol." That it doe* claim
to be "another and indepen-
dent system of ethics, another
guide to life." is borne out.
not only by its own literature
but also by an analysts of the
Masotuc ritual •
Consider, for example, the
implication of the nte of the
first Masonic degree which is
thst of "Entered Apprentice
"
In the nte of this degree, the
candidate is led into the lodge
blindfolded The darkness of
the blindfold has, in Masonic
teaching, a moral and reli-
gious significance, namely,
that as a candidate, a non-
Mason. one of the profane, he
is devoid of the true snd
worthwhile moral teaching
that can be had only through
Masonry.
He is then asked what he do-
sires. His answer is that he de-
sires light. The blindfold Is
now removed and he beholds
what are called the three
greater lights of Masonry; the
Bible, covered by the square
and the compasses.
Don’t be misled by the Bible,
It has about as much signifi-
cance as a piece of furniture.
George Wingate Chase, (“Di-
gest of Masonic Law," p. 207),
hits the nail right on the head:
"The Jews, the Chinese, the
Turks, each reject either the
New Testament or the Old, or
both, and yet we see no good
reason why they should not
be made Masons. In fact. Blue
Lodge Masonry has nothing
whatever to do with the Bible;
it is not founded upon the
Bible.”
IT IS INCONCEIV ABLE that
a Christian could enter into
this symbolism of Masonry
which strikes at the very core
of his Faith. Masonry says to
him, symbolically. "You have
been in darkness; now, in
Masonry you will behold the
light " This to one who has
been baptized into Jesus
Christ, "the true light that en-
lighten* every man who comes
into the world "
We agree wholeheartedly
with William J. Whalen,
("Christianity and American
Freemasonry") that "the
Christian Mason assumes the
role of Peter on the night of
the Crucifixion While be
stands in the lodge among
those who deny and ignore
Christ and participates in
worship and prayer from
which his Redeemer's name is
carefully excluded he is testi-
fying before men T know not
the man ."
Q Your explanation of Gre-
gorian Masses for the dead
i May 14) wa* most Informa-
tive. But some questions re-
main in my mind. (I) Exactly
bow does one go about arrang-
ing for a Gregorian Mast in
Rome on the privileged altar?
Simply by writing the re-
quett (in English) to the Padrl
Camaldolesl. Chiesa San Gre-
gorio al Celio, Via aan Cre-
gono al Celio, Rome. Italy,
giving the name of the de-
ceased of your intention and
your own name and return
addre**
<Z> Whit Is the customary
offering for one Mass?
We are not sure what the
usual offering ia there, but we
are certain that the usual
stipend for an announced
Mass in your parish Church
here would be considered quit*
sufficient and even generous.
(J) What if I request one
Mas* for each of four persons.
Should I send four separate
checks or money orders or
only one?
Send one check with the
total. A personal check drawn
on any American bank Is easi-
ly negotiated there.
<4l If the soul for whom the
Mas* it celebrated is already
in heaven, may the plenary
indulgence of the privileged
attar be applied to another
soul In purgatory? -
Yes. The Mass will be ap-
plied totally for your intention.
You may, for example, re-
quest the Mass for your de-
ceased mother with the furth-
er intention (it is not neces-
sary - to spell this out in your
letter) that, if she cannot
benefit by it, the benefit re-
vert to a deceased brother.
Intentionsfor July
The Holy Father's gen-
eral intention tor July is:
Thst writers and preach-
er* msy be mindful of tra
dition and modern need*
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
»hip of Prayer by the Pope
is:
The teaching of Catholic
doctrine in rural areas of
Latin America.
Our Parish
"How do you say, 'Heaven help us,' in Spanish?"
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STRANGE BUT TRUELittle-Known Facts For Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY OwitlU, It* HO.WC Not* tor***
A Big Boost
For Bargaining
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Actio* Dept., NCWC
In April, 1962, the U.S. Steel
Corporation forced a show-
down with President Kenne-
dy over the issue of prices
and lived to rue the day. The
story is ably recounted by Ray
Hoopes in anew book, "The
Steel Crisis: 72 Hours That
Shook the Nation” (John Day).
Hoopes concludes that "the
company executives responsi-
ble for the decision made a
serious miscalculation when
they decided to.
..
raise prices
across the board; the miscalcu-
lation was in thinking that the
rest of the industry was in the
same bind and would joinin as
it had in the past.”
THAT WAS A minor mis-
take, however, compared to
VS. Steel's almost incredibly
naive failure to anticipate the
intensity of President Kenne-
dy's reaction to its proposed
price increase and to the tim-
ing and manner in which it
was announced.
According to Hoopes, if
Roger Blough (president of
U.S. Steel) and his colleagues
had been paying attention to
public affairs and had had a
better understanding of human
emotions they “should have
been able to foresee the Presi-
dent's reaction.”
It is possible thst Hoopes'
analysis may have to be re-
vised if the archives of the
White House and of U.S. Steel
are opened to historians, but
meanwhile it can stand on its
merits as an impartial and
carefully researched study.
THE RECENT collective
bargaining agreement between
the steel industry and the Unit-
ed Steelworkers of America
seems to indicate that neither
the steel strike of 1959 nor U.S.
Steel’s quarrel with the White
House in 1962 has left any per-
manent scars. At the end of
the 1959 strike and again at
the conclusion of U. S. Steel's
fight with the President the at-
mosphere was so charged with
bitterness that the future of
collective bargaining in the
steel industry appeared to be
anything but encouraging.
Fortunately, the prophets of
doom have been overly pessi-
mistic. The Steelworkers' re-
cent contract with the indus-
try. which was negotiated
without even the implied threat
of a strike, represents a major
turning point m the history of
collective bargaining. It will
undoubtedly help to restore the
nation's confidence m the ef-
fectiveness of collective bar-
gaining as the normal means
of solving even the most diffi-
cult labor-management prob-
lems.
TO THEIR CREDIT, the two
parties began to bargain in
January approximately sev-
en months before there could
have been even the possibility
of a strike. They carried oo
negotiations through the Hu-
man Relations Committee
which had been established un-
der the terms of the 1960 con-
tract
Both management and onion
officials in the steel industry
have nothing but praise for
this committee. According to
R. Conrad Cooper, vice-presi-
dent of UK. Steel, the com-
mittee "enabled the parties to
discuss the issues calmly and
reasonably without the pres-
sure of a fixed deadline." He
called the committee's work
*'a significant development
for collective bargaining."
David J. McDonald, presi-
dent of the United Steelwork-
ers of America, said the steel
settlement “proves the per-
manent worth” of the com-
mittee idea.
In the light of the settlement,
the future of collective bar-
gaining seems now secure. In-
deed. wc may be on the
threshhold of anew era —one
in which the strike and the
lockout will gradually be re-
placed by long term labor-
management cooperation. This
depends on the willingness of
other major corporations and .
unions to follow the example
of the steel industry and the
United Steelworkers of Amer-
ica.
God Love You
World’s Need
For Sharing
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Would we buy a $2 glove for
the right hand and a 10-cent
muslin one for the left? Would
we wear a tan shoe on one
foot and a white one on the
other? We would not, because
the body is one, and we treat
all members alike.
Now apply this to the
Church. We Catholics through-
out the world are related Jo
one another as the right hand
to the left. Is it fair for
us to put up a $500,000 gym-
nasium while hundreds of
Bishops in Africa and Asia
can barely find $2O a month
to pay their catechists? May
.we Catholics continue to spend
an average of $56 a year on
alcohol when, in the rest of
the world, 10,000 a day die of
starvation?
THE ANSWER Is not to do
away with our $8 million lib-
raries, our wall-to-wall-carpet-
ed seminaries, our rectories
with elevators.
But instead of a collection
once or twice a year for the
impoverished members of the
Church, we could snip $5,000
off the library, 100 yards of
carpet off the seminary floor
and walk three flights in our
rectories.
Instead of taking up a “sec-
ond collection, ’’ we could
share, share, share even 1%
of all we spend on ourselves
for the sake of the poor.
What happiness awaits us it
we share! Every Bishop could
share a part of his collections
with the Holy Father; every
pastor could give a 10th of
1% to the Holy Father for the
poor of the world; every as-
sistant could give $lO to the
Holy Father when he buys a
car; every high school student
could give the equivalent of a
package of cigarettes a month.
GOD LOVE YOU to R.V.M.
for $75: "This is the amount
I received after completing a
difficult painting. 1 had trouble
while working on it and asked
God to help me. Now 1 want to
repay Him through his mis-
sions." To A.K. for $2O: "No
fuel bill this month, so I am
sending a little extra." To
Miss V.G. for $5O: "l had
waited for a raise since
January. It finally came, and
hore it is for God's poor."
Cut out this column, pin
- your sacrifice to It and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Ave., New
York, or Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St. New-
ark, or Magr. William F.
Louis, 24 DeGrasse St., Pater-
son.
Letters to the Editor
The mam* ami aiiratt of the writer man ha inclaiei In s Uttar
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
Gives Approval
To Supplement
Joseph M. Billy,
Passaic.
Editor:
I would like to express my
appreciation to Rev. Edward
Hayes, Rev. Paul Hayes snd
The Advocate for the special
supplement of June 20. It was
by fsr the best thing The Ad-
vocate has printed for some
Umc. 1 hope you will publish
similar articles in the future.
I’m aure a weekly column by
these gifted priests would be
greatly appreciated by many
people.
The words of Pope Plus XI
were extremely enlightening
in respect to some recent ac-
tions by our present govern-
ment. The elimination of God
As Catholics we are now be-
ing forced (1) to promote
birth control with our tax
money, (2) to support s ma-
terialistic. secular educational
system while destroying our
own schools, (3) to pay for a
welfare system which encour-
ages immorality at the ex-
pense of our own Church-sup-
ported charitable institutions
snd (4) to help finance com-
munist governments to
murder fellow Catholics.
The Catholics who, in the
past, voted for politicians who
•re now promoting material-
ism and socialism are respon-
sible for their own destruction.
1 hope, m the future. Catho-
lics all over this country will
awaken and not be fooled
again.
Discrimination
Is 'Lynching'
Jean Keelan,
Elisabeth.
Editor:
I sympathise with John
Smith who complains that
many poor whites are as bad-
ly boused and treated as any
Negroes
But there is this difference:
a white man with some mooey
can secure a loan and buy a
house in a neighborhood he
likes. A Negro cannot gel a
mortgage; he te forced to pay
more heavily than a white for
a bouse, he must turn to very
long term VA financing: and
he must face, to boot, the hos-
tility of neighbors who ha ve
not even seen him!
To be reasonable, no one ex-
pects to buy when he does not
hare the money. But to be
turned away when you do
have the money and other
qualifications is grouty un-
fair. U is insulting. H is in-
furiating. it la spiritual lynch-
ing
Correspondents'
Views Attacked
John J. Bracken,
Verona.
Editor:
It is unfortunate thst three
fifths of your Letters to the
Editor space in the issue of
June 20 was taken up by the
views of those who resent the
drive for Negro equality.
John Smith of East Orange
says he's annoyed by the "fuss
about frustrated Negroes," be-
cause, although he is white,
he is poor and has poor white
friends who are unemployed
and live in slums. What he
fails to recognite is thst his
poverty and the poverty of his
friends, no matter how cruel
and undeserved, has not been
forced on them by the color
of their skin.
Charles J. Doerrlrr of Jer-
sey City is more verbose and
less clear in his complaints.
He first implies that the Evers
murder was no worse than the
shooting of white men during
a race riot in Cambridge, Md.
Perhaps such felonious com-
parisons are both odious and
fruitless; but 1 think it is
worse to shoot a man in his
own garage for campaigning
for justice than it is to shoot
wildly at men engaged in a
race riot In a public street.
Mr. Doerrter next compares
the Negro minority with other
minorities who have come to
America and been assimilated,
seeming to imply that the
Negro failure to achieve aim!-
Ur success U his own fault.
This U an altogether unjust
comparison, requiring mora
space than your letter to the
editor corner can supply. Suf-
fice it to say that no other
minority came to America in
chains, and against no other
minority did the U.S. Supreme
Court uphold for over 50 years
the doctrine of separate but
eqijil.
Lastly, Mr. Doerrler doubts
that morality can be legls-
Utcd, particularly in a coun-
try where minority rlghu are
upheld (paradoxically, he
aays) by the very courU who
would prohibit prayer in
schools.
It is a fact ot everyday ex-
perience that morality ran be
legislated, even though civil
law finds It difficult to reach
the heart of the citizen, Thus,
laws prohibiting ownership of
firearms do cut down on kill-
ings, and alert police action
against lewd publications cuts
down on sex crimes. So too,
laws against discrimination re-
duce the number of sins
against justice and charity In
housing and employment.
As for the fact that the same
court which struck down the
Bible also struck down segre-
gation. I draw the opposite
conclusion to the one drawn by
Mr. Doerrler: since men who
are so blind about God can
still do justice for the Negro,
bow much more justice should
we not do. who know that
we are one with the Negro
in Christ Jesus Our Lord?
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Reader Replies
To Mr. Doerrler
Teresa M. Cashman,
Westfield.
Editor:
Mr. Doerrler'a letter of June
20 treats the tragic pic-
ture of fellow human beings
struggling to be allowed to
walk with the dignity that God
gave all men, aa if it were a
petulant sulking over fancied
slights and trivialities.
, .
I am one of his "our people,”
namely, a white human being,
but it la rather the blindness
and vincible ignorance of the
cliche-dominated intellect that
causes in me a kind of fear
it's the match that lights up
smoldering anger and frustra-
tion.
Mr. Doerrler'a naivete stag-
gers me. It Is as If he does not
realize that the Negro is flght-
desperately now—after a 100
year wait—for the basic rights
of human creatures that the
other minorities had use of
Just by being born white.
If I may speak directly to
him—When we can see our-
selves giving the Negro-in his
dally life—the rights and pri-
vileges he intrinsically merits
as an equal child of the same
Divine Father, then I'll agree
with you. Mr Doerrler. that It
is up to him to make bis own
history.
The Silent Treatment:
Quiet Road to Violence
By REV. WALTER W. IMBIORSKI
We Just enjoyed a reconciliation after a serious quarrel. I kept my husband in
the "deep freeie” for four days because he neglected to phone when he was delayed
three hours at work. Now he tells me "lovingly" that if I do it again, he will leave
me. I think silence is the best treatment. What do you say?
I couldn't agree less. When
a husband and wife are In a
heated discussion, one could
very well suggest "Let's atop
away from this now. we're just
hurting each other. Let's
think about the problem for a
while and talk it over again
when we’ve simmered down "
This kind of silent period or
armistice might be very con-
structive, but the usual •'si-
lent treatment" is just plain
deadly.
Husband notices wife hasn't
spoken for almost an hour; he
doesn't know whether to in-
quire about it or just enjoy it.
Finally he asks, "anything
wrong?" She snaps, "No!"
Now he knows there is some-
thing wrong Then he asks:
"Have 1 done anything?" Si-
lence.
So he thinks back and de-
cides to explain his tide of a
couple of situations the might
be mad about. Again silence.
Next he apologizes, for things
she never even knew about
Icy silence. At this point he
becomes frustrated maybe
even frightened and angry She
won’t even let him crawl Com-
munication hat been cut off
He is beyond the pale.
FRUSTRATION CAUSED by
the "silent treatment” can ac-
tually lead to violence.
The next time there’s a fam-
ily misunderstanding, try this
instead;
Fir*, try to get a picture of
what ia really troubling the
Other person. Is some of his
anger really meant for the
boss, but is turned against you
because he is afraid to express
it at work? Is fatigue, tension
or fear a part of the situation?
SECONDLY, TEIX your
feelings. Don't just insult snd
make accusations. The state-
ment, "I felt very embarrass-
ed when you danced with the
lampshade on your head," has
enough scope to suggest you'd
rather like an explanation,
that is, some direct communi-
cation "You are a vulgar
and disgusting exhibitionist"
sounds like a declaration of
war.
Third, guard your tongue
and your temper.
Two people in love can hurt
one another more, because
through their intimacy they
have learned all the other's
weaknesses and tender spots.
Exploiting them ia easy.
Fourth, beware of your
memory. When you are losing
an argument, there is a great
temptation to bring up rein-
forcements from the past and
memory is the arsenal. State-
ments like: “All right, forget
it, but what about last Christ-
mas Eve when you swore
you'd be home early,” etc.,
etc Let the dead bury the
dead.
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Gettysburg Centennial Recalls
Work of Sisters With Wounded
By THOMAS E. KISSLING
NCW'C Sews Service
The official celebration of
the centennial of the Battle of
Gettysburg held July 1-3 re-
calls a little-known chapter in
American Civil War history—-
the heroic services of the
Catholic Sister-nurses who
swarmed onto the scene of the
battle shortly after its ending.
No marker to their self-sac-
rificing labors stands among
the hundreds of monuments
erected in the Gettysburg Na-
tional Park. Even the latest
publication of the U.S. Civil
War Centennial Commission
records the work of these
angels of mercy throughout the
entire war period in only four
lines of a 44-page booklet,
“Our Women of the Sixties."
A HALF-MILE south of the
village of Emmitsburgh. Md.,
and about to miles from the
memorable battlefield of Get-
tysburg, was located the cen-
tral house of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Vincent de Paul,
founded there a half a century
before the war by Blessed
Elisabeth Ann Seton.
Of the Union troops, taking
part in the bloody battle, 3,133
were killed and 14,329 were
wounded.
The Confederate losses were
3,903 klUed and 18,733
wounded.
The battle was fought for
three days, Wednesday
through Friday, July l to 3,
1883. On Saturday, July 4. a
torrential rain set in and the
dirt roads became almost
impassable for wagon trains
loaded with wounded.
THIS WAS the scene which
confronted Rev. James F. Bur-
Undo and a group of the Sis-
ters of Charity on Sunday,
July 3. when they arrived at
the battlefield. A war diary
describes the situation: “Sol-
diers. slain or half dead, lay
before them, in ghastly heaps.
Some were calling for aid and
others gasping alongside hun-
dreds of breathless steeds...
“Here among these ruins of
life, thousands of guns, side
arms, wheels, projectiles, and
all sorts of military accoutre-
ments were promiscuously
scattered.
“Into the midst of these
grim ravages of war went
these noble messengers of
peace and charity, with hardly
an inch of ground to itep on.
and helped pick up the wound-
ed and carry them to farm
wagona which bad been re-
quisitioned as ambulances."
ANOTHER eye witness said:
“The White Cornette of the
Sisters of Charity fluttered like
angeU* wings throughout this
scene of blood and desolation.
At one place a Sister adminis-
tered a cordial, at another her
companion, was whispering
the Holy Name in the eer of a
man whose life waa fast slip-
ping away.
“Seated upon a low stump
of a shattered tree, was a vali-
ant young nun (Sister Petron-
ilia Breen) srbo waa hurriedly
preparing .-orapresses neces-
sary to sUunch the flow of
bullet spilt blood To supply a
shortage of bandage* these
‘AngeU of Gettysburg' re-
moved some of their own gar-
menU. which were quickly
torn into strips and applied to
the bodies of bruised and bro-
ken and bleeding men "
THE SISTERS' chaplain,
writing to bU superior general
on July 8, IMS. told of journey-
ing with some Sisters Into the
village of Gettysburg, where
all available buildings wefe
converted to hospitals. St.
Francis Xavier Church was
one of them. He wrote:
"Each house, each temple,
the court house, the Protestant
seminary were filled with
wounded: and still there were
many thousands upon the field
of battle. It waa impossible to
attend to ail. I placed two Sis-
ters In each of the Urgest im-
provised hospitals. I heard
some confessions and then re-
turned to St. Joseph's.
“Very early the next day I
started with more Sisters and
reinforcement of provision.
Meanwhile, supplies had been
sent by the government Many
Sisters are employed in thU
town transformed into a hospi-
tal to aoUre and relieve suffer-
ing humanity.
“The Sisters were pUced in
charge of the Methodist
Church Hospital, by the medi-
cal authorities. During a pro-
longed period of service they
received from the members of
the congregation and lay
nurse* the greatest courtesy
and assistance. The Sanitary
Commission was also very
prompt and generous in filling
each requisition for supplies
made by the nuns.
HEADQUARTERS OF the
Knights of Columbus are in
New Haven, Conn.
CivilRights Urged by Priest
At Historic Gettysburg Mass
GETTYSBURG, Pa. -
Each American must be
the “great emancipator" of to-
day as was Abraham Lincoln
in his day, a priest active in
civil rights affairs said at a
mass on this historic Civil War
battlefield.
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh.
C.S.C., President of Notre
Dame University, also noted
that Congress has before it
civil rights legislation “that at-
tempts to hasten the comple-
tion of the unfinished business
of which Lincoln spoke here."
"There may well be an-
other battle of Gettysburg in
the Congress, but in the end,
the issue must be settled there
as it was here," said the
priest. a member of the U.S.
Commission op Civil Rights.
HE SPOKE following a mili-
tary field Mass celebrated by-
Bishop George L. Leech of
Harrisburg at the Eternal
Peace Light Memorial which
is the central monument of the
battlefield.
It was the first time Mass
was offered on the historic
site.
A crowd of about 3.500 per-
sons. led by former President
and Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower
and several prelates, attended
the service commemorating
the bloody battle here which
pitted 73.000 Confederate sol-
diers against 97,000 Union
troops.
Among those present were
Archbishop Lawrence Shehsn
of Baltimore. Archbishop Pat-
rick A. O'Boyle of Washington.
Bishop John J. Russell of
Richmond and Bishop William
G. Conns re of Greensburg.
Sponsored by Notre Dame,
the observance also was in-
tended to commemorate a
dramatic episode involving
Rev. William Corby. CSC..
who later became president of
Notre Dame
Father Corby was chaplain
of New York's “Irish Brigade"
and as the group was about to
enter the batle. he mounted a
large rock and imparted gen-
eral absolution The episode
is commemorated by identi-
cal atatues of the priest on
the battlefield and at Notre
Dame.
FOR SEMINARIANS - Herbert Proctor, faithful navigator
of Bishop O'Connor General Assembly, K. of C., presents
a purse of $1,OOO to Auxiliary Bishop Stanton for the
education of seminarians through the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. At right is Rev. Charles P. Cas-
serly, faithful friar and pastor of Our lady of Mt. Virgin,
Garfield. The presentation took place June 27.
People in the News
Rev. Lawrewt Nee. vice su-
perior of the Quebec major
seminary, and Rev. Norman
J. Gallegker, Canadian Air
Force chaplain, were named
Auxiliary Bishops of Quebec In
the first group of episcopal ap-
pointments announced by Pope
Paul VI
Richard Cardinal Cos thing of
Bostoo has been elected to the
board of directors of the North
Conway (N.H.) Foundation, an
mterreligtoua organisation de-
voted to education and re-
search on alcoholism.
Arthnr B. Draught, dean
of Marquette University's Col-
lege of Engineering, has been
namrd the first academic dean
at the U.S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis. Md.
Rev. Rambert George Weak-
OJLB.. has been elected
Coadjutor Archabbot of St.
Vincent's Archabbey. Latrobe,
Pa., to aaaiat Arrhabbot Denis
O. StntlmaUer, 0.5.8
Rev. Brendan GUmore, O.
Carm., has been reelected
superior of the Carmelite
Fathers’ Canadian-Amcrican
province.
Msthew Ahmaaa, executive
secretary of the National Cath-
olic Conference for Internets!
Justice, received the first Pope
John XXIII Award of the Ohio
Catholic Conference far Inter-
racial Justice.
Social Action Group
Plans Convention
DAYTON, Ohio (NC) - The
seventh annual convention of
the National Catholic Social
Action Conference will be held
at the University of Dayton
Aug. 22-25.
Delegates will discus* the
theme, “Creating Community
In American Life." One day
will be devoted to urban re-
newal and housing, with em-
phasis on Inter-faith coopera-
tion in dealing with challenges
in these areas.
K. of C. Appoints
District Deputies
UNION ClTY—Stale Deputy
Charles W. Gardner of the
Knight* of Columbus has an-
nounced the appointment of 23
district deputies to serve coun-
cils In the Archdiocese of New-
ark and Diocese of Paterson.
It was also announced that
a meeting for grand knights
from North Jersey councils
will be held July 13 gt the
Robert Treat Hotel. Nevfark.
THERE ARE 23 Catholic
junior college* in the U. S.
Students Dedicate Memorial to Pope
LA CROSSE, Wls. (NC)
Catholic students at La Crosse
State College will call their
new center the Roncalll Stu-
dent Center In honor of Pope
John XXIII.
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'Who IsMy Neighbor?'
Verona Man Plans 'Labor Peace Corps'
By ED WOODWARD
NUTLEV—“Who is my neighbor?"
asked Jerry LeopaMl of Verona, a man
who deems that a vital question which
demands action as well as a well-con-
sidered answer.
In terms of loving and helping,
“most people think their neighbor is
the woman down the street whose chil-
dren they took care of while she was
having a baby, or the fellow whose
lawn they cut while he was sick," he re-
plied to himself.
"But, there is more depth to the
concept of who is your neighbor," ad-
ded a man whose thoughts these days
are reaching out to his Latin Ameri-
can neighbors in their hour of need.
LEOPALDI is president of Local
447, International Union of Electrical
Workers, AFL-CIO, of ITT Federal Labs
here and guiding hand behind a pro-
posed "Labor Peace Corps."
The program, as Leopaldi sees it,
would provide money and men for proj-
ects which will help various countries
in Latin America and simultaneously
combat communism. He is working
toward the establishment of some type
of labor committee or private founda-
tion which can administer the pro-
gram.
He expects this organisation to be
backed by labor, industry and private
individuals. It would select sites for
projects hospitals, clinics, schools
or the like —and supply construction
funds along with labor experts to super-
vise the work and provide a "people-
to-peoplc" contact which Leopaldi
calls "indispensible.”
The men would go to Latin Ameri-
ca either on their vacations or on an
extended leave of absence. "There's
no worry about having the men,”
Leopaldi said with assurance. "I've got
a list of volunteers who have been
bothering me to tell them when they
can go."
As for the other important ingre-
dient money Leopaldi has a num-
ber of pledges of funds from various
unions and he anticipates no difficulty
in swelling the total once definite plans
arc determined.
SUCH PLANS may become more
concrete this month when a meeting
of interested parties including nation-
al labor leaders such ag lUE Presi-
dent James Carey is held. “WcTl
structure a committee," Leopaldi ex-
plained. "and appoint a group to select
a pilot project, which we can get off
the ground in a very abort time,"
Finding the projects wiU be un-
necessary since Leopaldi has done a
great deal of research on this point.
He recently met Bishop Gettnaro M.
Prats. 5.D.8., Auxiliary Bishop of La-
Pat. Bolivia, and received an exten-
sive outline of needs in that country.
Two motives should strengthen tha
barking of thia "Labor Peace Corps."
according to Leopaldi. "We will be do-
ing It out of Christian charity to help
eliminate poverty," he said, "and we’U
be fighting to check the spread of com-
munism."
HE HAS BEEN working on the
ides for more than a year, ever since
he heard Rev. Frederick Haggerty,
M.M., a Maryknoll missionary, dis-
cuss poverty in Latin America at a
meeting of (he Holy Name Society in
Our Lady of the Lake parish.
"I started adding up all the things
I had read and heard about: Castro's
rise in Cuba, a government survey
which showed strong anti-American
feeling in Latin America, the stoning
of Vice President Nixon, the wonderful
reaction to a group of boys from this
area who went to Mexico last year.
"Those boys had nothing to gain,
they had no selfish motives. Anil they
didn’t have the skills that the millions
of people in labor have. So, I started
working on this idea," he said.
ORIGINALLY, he proposed an aux-
iliary to the Peace Corps it would be
a pool of craftsmen available on their
vacations to go anywhere that they
might be needed by the Peace Corps
for specific tasks for short periods.
Peace Corps officials indicated that
they tike the plan, but it would be im-
possible under present legislation which
makes two years service mandatory.
Leopaldi said there is tome talk of
submitting legislation which would
make an auxiliary possible.
However, he's not waiting for that
and he's proceeding with a "Labor
Peace Corps" which may see American
labor contributing its knowledge,
money, interest, lima and love to its
Latin American neighbors before this
year la ended.
POSSIBLE PROJECT - Bishop Gennaro M. Prata, S.D.B., of LaPaz,
Bolivia, shows Jerry Leopaldi of Verona, architect of a “Labor Peace
Corps, " an area in Bolivia where a health clinic is sorely needed.
It could be one of the projects undertaken by “Labor Peace Corps."
The Court
Was Right
Ry JOSEPH A. BREIG
I do not see how the US.
Supreme Court could honestly
have ruled otherwise than it
did when it outlawed Bibte-
readtngs and recitations of the
Lord's Prayer as devotional
religious exercises sponsored
by tbs authorities la the na-
tion's state-operated public
schools
Not for one moment can I
agree with those who are call-
ing for a constitutional amend-
ment to make these practices
legal. 1 am strongly opposed
to the setting of any precedent
of tampering with the First
Amendment.
THERE WERE two chief
purposes and effects of the
public school prayers and
Bible-readmgs first, the
teaching of Judaeo-Christian
religion, and second, the direct
promotion of religious devo-
tion. It seems to me indispu-
table that these are among the
things government is forbid-
den to do "respecting an es-
tablishment of religion."
True. Bible-readlng and the
Lord's PraVer in public schools
do not establish a religion. But
they go in that direction. How
can it be denied that such is
the tendency of government-
sponsored religious teaching
and devotion in government-
operated schools under a com-
pulsory education law?
Since that is the tendency. I
think the Supreme Court is
correct in holding that such
government activity is forbid-
den by the First Amendment.
As the court remarked, we do
well to take alarm even at
the first threats to our liber-
ties.
APART FROM the legal
question, the primary' right
and responsibility in the ed-
ucation of children belong to
the parents. American law
saya so. Jso does the United
Nations Universal Declaration
of Human rights and the
Popes including John
XXIII have repeatedly en-
unciated the principle
Government, therefore, has
no right to teach religion to a
child without the approval of
Ms parents .And in a nation
like America, with Its many
religions and irreUgrant. ap-
proval ta not forthcoming
PERHAPS we could ait ap-
preciate the feelings of the
objecting parents and chil-
dren U we were to imagine a
nation in which, in the govern-
ment-operated schools, there
were readings from the Old
Testament, say. on Monday;
from the Koran on Tuesday;
from the writings of Mary
Baker Eddy on Wednesday;
from the New Testament on
Thursday; from the Mormon
scriptures on Friday, ami so
on.
The objecting parents. 1 feel
sure, would quickly cease to
be a minority and would be-
come a vociferous majority.
But what can be done to in-
sure the continuance of the re-
ligious heritage without which
America as we know it would
have been an impossibility?
THAT QUESTION, I think,
brings ut to the point. Now
that the Supreme Court has
decided. It will be well if we
will all stop pretending to our-
selves that the public schools
can do the job of preserving
the religious treasure of
America
The public schools can help,
and ways can be found to
make it possible for them to
help without violating the
First Amendment and without
coercing anybody's conscience
But the task belongs first of
sll to parents, and then to the
churches and the synagogues,
and then to society in general.
BEATIFICATION APPROACHING - A likeness of Venerable John N. Neumann, first
Bishop of Philadelphia, appears third from left in this altar carving at the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington, Bishop Neumann's beatification
scheduled for June 23, was postponed by the death of Pope John, but Pope Paul VI
said recently that the ceremony will be held soon. (See story, Page 2). Others depicted
in the panel are from left. St. Ephraem, St. Gerard Majella and St. Bernard.
Hudson Mission Nun
Malaria and Snake-Bite
,
—It's All in a Day’s Work
By ANTOINETTE
TOMANELLI
TECHJMAN. Ghana It s
Friday, market day in the vil-
lage here. AH morning people
from surrounding villages have
been pouring in. By mid after-
noon the clinic at Holy Family
Hospital will feel the crush
when at least 200 patients
come In with ailments ranging
from malaria to snake bite.
Uuoe City-born Stater M
Malachy. SC M M . a Medical
Mission Stater nurse stationed
here, sums it up in one phrase.
■‘What n day!"
A GRADUATE of St Mi-
chael's grammar and high
schools in Union City, she was
assigned to her post here in
1981 That was after profession
in ISM and studies at Miaeri-
cordia Hospital School of Nurs-
ing. Ptuladeiph.a. and the
Catholic Maternity Institute in
Santa Fe. N.M.
The modern Si bed hospital,
set in a thick forest of cocoa
trees here, was built in 1954
(The Medical Mission Sisters
also pioneered the first Catho-
lic Hospital In Ghana, at Ber-
ekura in IMS ) It serves a SO-
TO mile radius, dense with vil-
lages of nil Maes. The hospital
consists of pediatric, male,
female and obstetrical wards,
an out-patient department,
pharmacy and operating room.
Many of the patients at the
clinic are children, who are
very susceptible to malaria.
Sister Malachy reporta. The
disease becomes more preva-
lent dunng the rainy season.
Other common illnesses in-
clude typhoid, parasites, lep-
rosy and tetanus
The maternal mortality rate
Is unbelievably high, she notes,
and attributes it "to their
strong native medicine and ig-
norance They see death so
often and lose so many chil-
dren that they have come to
accept it as a part of every
day life. They say, 'lt’s Nyame
Asem' 'lt's God's doings.'"
THE COMMON language is
Twi; only 5% of the popula-
tion speaks English The vil-
lage is the basic unit. Author-
ity, law and religious tradi-
twns rest with the chief. His
throne, a stool, is the symbol
of authority. The Sisters used
the stool motif in their chapel
at Berekum, Sister Malachy
wrote "In adapting customs
such as this
... one hopes to
arouse an interest in the
Church."
Transportation is s big fac-
tor for those . in the outlying
villages The common means
is by "lorry." a truck holding
about 40 persons, with wooden
slats across the bark as seats.
Printed on the side is: "The
end, don’t despair." or just
"Psalm 23."
AT NIGHT it's almost im-
possible to reach the hospital
if no one in the village owns a
lorry. Sister Malachy explains.
"A member of the family may
have to walk several miles to
a neighboring village to wake
the owner of a lorry and prom-
ise to pay him much money
... By this time
... the tick
person is reaching a critical
point because it would only be
a very sick person that would
bring them into the hospital in
the middle of the night.
"IT HAS TAKEN much ef-
fort and healing to shovy these
people that a hospital is not a
place where you bring some-
one at a last resort after the
local fetish priest has tailed to
restore health nor a place to
come to die. Gradually they
are learning thia."
She calls them a grateful
people. "Even If the patient
dies, they alway* say: ’You
have done weU and have
tried.'" Another example it
their gratitude for used cloth-
ing. It'e called "Boruni awu"
white man has died, and
the term is applied to all sec-
ondhand European clothes,
regardless of source
When a hatch of such cloth-
ing was given recently to hos-
pital employees, they were de-
lighted. Sister Malachy aay*.
"The following day and many
daya thereafter they would ap-
pear in their newly acquired
clothes, not always the right
fit but they were quite proud
of them. Some would come
with only one sock because
that was all they had They
explain that this can be their
privilege and they don't have
to wear two socks as is the
custom of others "
TIIEIR INATE sense of God
and their natural virtues pro-
vide a good basis for Chris-
tianity, Sister Malachy ob-
serves, but their practice of
polygamy predisposes them
for Islamism.
Catholicism dates back to
1471 when the Portuguese dis-
covered the Gold Coast, as
Ghana was called before it
gained independence In 1957.
Later missionary attempts
were thwarted by slave trad-
ers. It was not until 1880, with
the coming of priests of the So-
ciety for the African Missions
that Christianity took root.
And It waa only in 1934 that the
first church was built in Techi-
man. Catholics in aU of Ghana
total 822,429 in a population of
over 5 million.
Sister Malachy was Joan
Coughlin before entering reli-
gious life. She traces her voca-
tion back to grade school days
with the Sisters of Charity
and the Holy Childhood pro-
gram.
MEDICAL MERCY - Sister M. Malachy Coughlin, R.N.,
has been dispensing mercy in a hospital in Ghana for
more than a year now. Here she is pictured with a
patient in Misericordia Hospital, Philadelphia, before
her mission assignment.
He's the Doctor Now
Heart Patient Returns
NEWARK When 15-year-
old Robert Hook of Kearny
was admitted to St. Michael i
Hospital in 1950 he was a boy
who grieved over his exclu-
sion from sports ami who
looked forward to a lifetime
of never being able to do the
things people without heart
ailments could do.
Now he is back at St Mi-
chael's Hospital, no longer
concerned about his own
health, but about the health
of others He has completed
medical school —a strenuous
enough feat, most will agree
—and is serving tor a year
as a rotating intern on the
hospital' > house staff
Heart surgery , in which St
Michael's was pioneering in
those days more than a itaxen
years ago. made the differ-
ence in Robert Hook's life,
which is now completely nor
mal and free of medical re
strirUoas.
DR. HOOK was s "blue
baby
"
The medical name for
hts cardiac disorder Ls Tetra-
logy of FaDo*. It involved a
narrowing of the large artery
which carries purified
blood to the lungs, s hole in
the wall between the lower
chambers of the heart, an
overriding aorta and enlarge-
ment of the right side of the
heart caused by blood flowing
back into the heart instead of
out into the body.
As he grew older, his activi-
tier had to be more and more
severely limited In 1950 his
family doctor referred him to
St Michael's, where the first
heart surgery had been per-
formed Jus! a year before In-
ternists and cardiologists con-
ducted an extensive diagnos-
tic workup on young Robert
Verdict heart surgery in-
dicated
A team of St. Michael's doc-
tors connected the artery of
Hebert's left arm with the ar
tcry of the heart which runs
to the lungs Actually. there
was no repair of the defects
inside his heart that could
be done today. In this era of
open heart surgery which had
not yet dawned at the time
of Robert's operation. But
enough was rceompluhed to
allow Robert to live a com-
pletely normal life —a life,
incidentally, which has sur-
passed his wildest dreams.
ROBERT WAS s patient In
St Micbsrl's for about three
months It was a world that
fascinated him; he decided he
would like to be part of it.
Doubting that his mental and
financial capacities would see
him through medical school,
he enrolled in Rutgers School
of Medical Technology. After
earning his BS. degree, he
decided he would be able to
measure up to the require-
ments for becoming a phy-
sician.
He went to the University
of Amsterdam Medical
School in the Netherlands
(lacking the classic pre-med
training he was unable to gain
entrance to an American med
school, but he has since made
up the credits ) He plans to
become an anesthesiologist.
Last January Robert Hook
returned to St Michael's as
Dr Hook, bringing with him
trom Holland, in additioo to
his medical degree, a petite
blonde research technician
who is Mrs Hook
Many on St Michael's stiff
recognized immediately in the
tall dark good looking young
intern the leenaged boy who
was one of the earliest car-
diac surgery cases in the hos-
pital's history. Dr. Hook say*
St Miehsel's fine intern pro-
gram was the principal rea-
son for his applying for the
internship But he admits that
"sentimental reasons” gsva
him the idea.
HOSPITAL REVISITED - Dr. Robert Hook has a special sympathy for young Claude Val-
dills, because the Doctor was hospitalized in St. Michael's at a young age 100. Heart
surgery performed upon him there in 19 50 made it possible for him to live the nor-
mal life that led to his graduation from medical school and current internship at St.
Michael's.
Rigorous Camaldolese Order
Thrives in First U.S. Home
PORTLAND, Ore (NC) A
community of hermit monks
whose rule is one of the most
rigorous In the Church is thriv-
ing st its new home at Rig
Sur, Calif
In fact, the 31 hermits at
the Camaldolese hermitage
along the remote California
coast south of Monterey arc
already expanding beyond the
resources of their makeshift
quarters on a 600-acre ranch.
THE PROGRESS of the
Camaldolese community,
founded at Big Sur four years
ago, was described here by
Rev. Peter Rebello, Er. Cam.,
who has Interrupted hi* life
as • hermit to engage in fund-
raising.
Father Rebello, a native
of India, was a Jesuit for 25
years before joining the
Camaldolese
"I felt the poor people in
India were not responding to
what 1 was trying to do." he
explained in an interview. "1
thought I could do better oy
praying for them ."
The California hermitage is
the Camaldolese'a first in an
English speaking country and
first in .the Western hemis-
phere Though founded mors
than 900 years ago, in 1012,
the community numbers only
50 members.
EACH MONK HAS his sep-
arate cell in the hermitage
Each cell is a self-contained
unit including chapel, study,
workshop and garden, sur-
rounded by a six-foot fence
The diet is meatless. Fish
and eggs are permitted three
times a week
Father Rebello distinguished
between regular hermits and
“recluses " The hermits leave
their cells six times daily to
join in chanting the divine of-
fice in choir, suspend silence
once a week for an hour and
a half, and once a month en-
joy a recreation day.
A recluse leaves his cell only
three times a year and has
the privilege of having the
Blessed Sacrament m his cell.
"Members of the order are
supposed to sustain themselves
by the work of the hands."
Father Rebello noted. "Each
monk carries out his own form
of work shoemaking, book-
binding. cooking, working in
the harvest, perhaps catching
fish."
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Mtmbtr Ftdtril Dtpoiit
Insurance Corporation.
Moviemen Talk
Of Maturity
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Four well known, Hollywood
Imprtsi trios tat around a
Beverly Hills swimming hole.
There was one producer, one
producer-director, one writer
and one musical director.
The producer "wouldn't care
for his or anyone's young-
sters" to see the picture he
was Just suiting. He ttill
doubted that an “adult cUssi-
fication" Is the answer. "Who
does the classifying," he
wondered, "and when it's
done, who makes it work at
the theaters?”
He doubted "that any pro-
ducer can classify his own
film."
THE WRITER was ada-
mant. "There ought to be no
classification, no censorship,
no code, no interference of any
kind. Rules stifle ere*
ativity," he said. "Besides the
kids today know as much as
we do and those who do not.
need educating.”
All four agreed there is a
growing public demand for
"mature" film themes, but
two admitted that "maturity"
has become a misleading
synonym for unpleasant
or morally controversial sub-
jects, many of which have
been treated too heavily.
"Mature, realistic story ma-
terial,” the writer said, "im-
plies truth about human be-
havior, which is much worse
than most people know or care
to admit” Incest and prosti-
tution, as treated in two re-
cent films, "were handled as
if the creative team was
ashamed to mention such
things." he complained. He
stands for "absolute honesty
and candor”, but he admits
that "what some people call
vice has a dramatic impact”,
while "so-called virtue, al-
though valid, is also insipid
in any deep-down study of
life."
HE WOULD be "honest"
only about human failings,
which at best is half-way hon-
esty; the most deceptive form
of falsehood.
All agreed that "probably no
more than 20% to 23% of the
regular ticket buyers, go for
problems, frankly filmed."
The rest still want "pictures
that make life look at least
50% better than it is.”
How artistically or com-
mercially can "creative
talents" of this bent create
anything but trouble?
POPE PAUL VI has keen
personal interest in. and deep
knowledge of. the communica-
tion arts
As Msgr. Giovanni Battista
Montini, Vatican Pro-Secre-
tary of State, he signed oc-
casional directives bearing
upon the art and morality of
motion pictures. These were
precise, concise and left no
dbobt as to the interpretations
to be given to the. pertinent
encyclicals.
A few years ago. a letter
aigned by Msgr. Montini.
reached my desk. With it, s
clipping from sn American.
Catholic newspaper, (not this
one). Boldly marked were my
review of a movie to which the
Legion of Decency raised
moral objections and a paid
advertisement which I bad not
seen before for the same film!
This. Msgr. Montini indi-
cated. ought not to have oc-
curred. since my review and
the Legion classification in-
dicated the film was not one
Catholics should be encour-
aged to attend After this I
was asked to see that no ad-
vertisement went into that
paper unless the picture ear-
ned Legion approval
Rei'ieur*
, . .
Thrill of It AU (Good;
adults, adolescents) Light non-
sense set in New York where
the hard-working wife of a
young doctor snags a TV com-
mercial contract to boost
"Happy Soap."
Call Me Bwana (Good;
adults, adolescents) A phoney
explorer is sent by the U.S. to
recover a space capsule in
Africa where s lady Soviet
scientist tries to beat him to
the catch.
Irma la Doure (Fair; ob-
jectionable in part) Thu mu-
sic-less adaptation of the off-
color Broadway musical con-
centrates on prostitution in
course, literal comedy terms
Main Attraction (Weak: ob-
jectionable in part) Bad movie
craft and bad morals char-
acterise this piece about s
loose drifter who bounces from
■ shabby affair withs circus
ventriloquist to an honorable
interest in a younger, prettier
bareback rider.
Captain Sinbad (Fair;
family) Arabian Nights spec-
tacle filmed in Munich to ap-
peal directly to uncritical
viewers who are particularly
susceptible to trick camera ef-
fects.
Werewolf In Girls* Dormi-
tory (Weak; adults, adoles-
cents) The year's worst movie
—abadly dubbed import that
claims to make comedy out
of horror.
Book Review
Churches and the Negro
RACE: CHALLENGE TO
RELIGION, edited by Mathew
Ahmann. Regnery. 171 pages.
S4.H (hardcover); 11.63 (pa-
perback).
"Hear. 0 Israel," the tradi-
tional Jewish Shema says.
"The Lord our God, the Lord
is One."
In the Mass, shortly before
the Canon, the priest turns to
his congregation and says,
"Orate, frstres , . . Pray,
brothers.”
Protestants the world over
recite "I believe In God the
Father Almighty. Maker of
heaven and earth.”
These three brief phrases
In themselves should he
encugh to eliminate racial
strife, "enough to teach us
the error of our ways In divid-
ing people into such cate-
gories as race. . But they
have fallen far short.
THIS IS THE keynote theme
of "Race: Challenge to Reli-
gion.” s compilation of ma-
jor addresses delivered at last
January's historic National
Conference on Religion and
Race. The Initial paper is that
of Rev. Will D. Campbell, a
race relations specialist with
the National Council of
Churches, who makes the
point that all major religions
in the U. S. have been In-
adequate in their approach to
problems of race.
Eleven talks arc repro-
duced, including messages
from Albert Cardinal Meyer
of Chicago and R. Sargent
Shriver. director of the Peace
Corps. There is a moving
challenge by the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, and the
now-famous Appeal to the
Conscience of the American
People, Issued by the dele-
gates as the conference
closed.
An eloquent collection in It-
self. this book is all the more
interesting for what has hap-
pened since January the
unprecedented Negro drive for
equality and the role of the
nation's churches and synago-
gues in meeting it.
THE JANUARY conference
was an event of unmatched
historic significance for U. S.
religion Never before has any
large-scale Interfaith project
approached its success, and
never before has any similar
undertaking received such In-
tensive follow up treatment
Throughout the country
even, in some instances, in
the South state and muni-
cipal conferences have been
formed to implement the work
of the national meeting. Cler-
gymen have used the confer-
ence as a basis for a renewed
emphasis on the social teach-
ing* of their faiths President
Kennedy, perhaps with an eye
on the conference's success.
called in the country’s reli-
gious . leaders Including
Archbishop Boland—for talks
on religion's role In eliminat-
ing racism.
There is no clearer blue-
print for what must be done
as this statement by Dr. Dan
W. Dodson of New York Uni-
versity's School of Education
who delivered one of the ad-
dresses published In the book;
"In the years ahead, the
Church Is to be confronted as
at few times In her history.
The Issue is whether she is
dynamic enough to hurdle the
barriers of race and social
class in order to effectively
bind this nation together in
one spiritual community; or
whether, lacking such Im-
petus, these masses who are
now congregating in our
cities, who are rejected be-
cause of class and race, will
despair that such identities
can ever be achieved and turn
to other ideologies . . .
Churches have the choice of
either bringing their memner-
ships to judgment on these is-
sues or being brought to Judg-
ment themselves
. .
_
Jerry Cot tell*
Religious Plays'
Impact Cited
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) -
Religious drams programs
have more impact than con-
ventional types of religious
programming on radio and
television, a priest telec aster
said here at the 13th nationsl
convention of the Catholic
Broadcaster Association.
Rev. EUwood Kieser. CS P .
said dramatic programs with
religious themes may "win
more souls" than the standard
type religious programming
The 34 year old Paulist is the
originator of the network tele
cast "Insight" carried in a 13-
week series last winter.
Religious drams. Father
Kieser said, "is a particularly
fertile,field because It paral-
lels the work!, in which God is
touching souls, and man. in
anguish, continues to wrestle
with Him When man's rela
tionship to God is truly
brought to the screen, there is
drams at its highest "
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Art Competition
FIULADLU'HU (NC) -
Some 1.100 trusts and rr*lu-
men have been umied to
take part in sn exhibition of
hturgirsl art to be held in
connection xrith (he Ldturgtoa)
Week here Aug l*-22 Friiet
totaling *1.300 will be awarded
in painung. aculpture, ersfts
and Ihe graphic arts
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Funay TMnf Htpporaod an Nw
Way I. m. Fanrm - Uwtaft. broad
bunmqu. lyps conwdy about aomo of
11* MbM aobt. Rmn.ru of thorn .11.
A Mo.‘l «MM Brm-M'a aa.rlngty
Mlltr cmrndy iWmmWrmrnd bow an
inatitutirm Ilk. Um army turn, man
Into monstrous klllara Much loul UOr
and n wholly cynical pmnt os slow.
A mar Iran Ors.m mad Tha 100 irory—
Two oarllor Alboo plays. orUlnal and
sua affoctlY*. bat aim cynical and
.1 tlnao. cams.
An tawny A CHw.tr. Lively, ro-
bust version of Sbkheopoaro play
Mfmod tree la Cmatrai Ptfk'a DeU-
mrla Thaalar
Am)was N* Frlno. Uur.te. whim-
airal .dull astir, of cwrom lad. and
IsUWa by * bncnl quartet os youas
BrH lanaca.
Tb* A lacks - Ugly* batefllled ran*,
dy prwntlal rwTal HjuUr. Much
raw. Hlicaol Imadoado and gcnmal
aadartylos cynicism.
A hr. In I. I lac k clever, w
caainr *S )acr bailer ewaardr com
menu ns upon tha chanfins natua as
Nrfroao i. Arnrnlca Soma ufly par-
vara*, yofeaa
Oam Ma n* Shy la Falun.
U(bl. amla Mo ad.lt corned, ,n wbwb
on rods Herg .a lb. Mother ot the
bride wind, up eeetns . peycnutnaL
Desire Under me lima riercwiy
emodonal revirel of o'Nrin‘a New Kag..
lend drama aS Hat. halo eod erred
A delta
gnaw LMObino Amuaws. server ally
acromaMo /rwlab American romady l.
•Men e yawns mu awkwardly but
persistently seta hunmH launched a, an
arlar
Hew * Swcceod * hwtinesa Wiftwwt
Faa»y Tmof Clever Hesiod and
'•lehr lurvee make this atark. cyeical
maatcol teem hlfhly rnienai ASS
Adnite
Mary. Mary lean Karr a Irmby
rwaoedy Mama toe witty youod eft
who (mda thm Ira maay quip. ra.
chalt . ipow Adult a
Mr Pratidam Oats, naq ,axas
Irvins AerUs mussel wits a plemoM
aWaAc arts, and mdtaakimird dp
rent sentiments IM pndlnaakN aade
show dance, but * Sooeeql leißUy I ary
Men * me Ceasily l n usually
atlertue adl Brwwdway revival aS Tor.
seaev'e classic about . Ruaatan lady's
infatuation with hor aon’o young totor.
My Mother, My Pothor mid Mo
Bitter comedy aatlrmns the A meric ae
middle-class scene. Two aufseatlve ep-
leodrv In wort! of lade.
Havoc Too Lata _ fiomoUmos racy
Mlult conwdy about a mlddlt a«ad
pair, wuk a married dauftiter. who
auddonly lout) they're evpedant par.
anu Main. A low fokoo r.thor ribald.
Irul aplrtl saner ally wMosomo.
No tHints Smart, slick, aophlatl-
ralod musical about Americana llvind
ii up In Paris. Sudiootlve In raatum-
ln( and dancea. and decidedly worldly
In accepting ealramerttal loro.
Olleorl Catchy aeon, atunnlnf
ace net and enf asms troop, of round
iwrionnora maka this very free adap-
tation from Dtckeno on entertalnlns
show tGeneral patrooncel
Photo Finish Stldc worldly comedy
about the lons life of a aucceaaful hack
writer with a rmrtod ay*. Muck of Uw
humor hlnsea upon the mur*d boro',
amatory flinfa.
Sho Level Me Bedulllas new opec-
■lie with mellow score about two shy
sales clerks who fall ta loro by mail.
Slap the World. I Want to Oet OH
Insenlnus cornbtnation ot drama, min*
and music to prayed the Id* ef a
bravh Cockney so Setter SuccoeHve
evtcamental lore Htusuona prompt
facile yokes la doubtful taste.
Teverich _ Cepavdtmd larmly mu-
Heal with mellow teen about oo
eriled pair td noble Rimini workln*
•v wrvaata In fap'-i Parts.
WH'I Afraid as Vrrptnla WeaHf
Seamy drama of two collesr faculty
raup.es struts MUtviw through (viler
talk and ahamaS.l behavior durlns an
alLnlftrl OrmkmS bout.
Le DEAUVILLE INN
HAMILTON ROAD CLIHDOLA. N. J.
Spwlowa Knd'.sh etylo menaio. aervins
ll* eicotlam La DeamUie Meou. Beauti-
ful andloins rooms sod racktaU trxmsr
Sporweua lawns. Prom North Jersey Lake
Route H or 11 or Garden State Partway
te Ocean Groce. Call to Route 33. Turn
South ae Ha mitten Fire Hoove and (oilonr
utna established 1*33. I amoul DI’BAL
manasernent
Pbooe MUVwet MSIS
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AIR
CONDITIONING?
So
HOT
and
HUMID
<T
HURTS?
Install the most modem air
conditioning equipment NOW
to avoid another hot humid
summer! CALL CLIMATE
CONTROL TODAY.
■ One of NJ.’s oldest air
conditioning companies
■ Complete line of latest
CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
equipment
■ Engineered to your spo-
cine needs by experts
■ Free survey of your com-
mercial or residential
needs
"limahfonfrol
ikCgj
301 Badftr Avenue, Newark S, N. JL
Bigelow 8-1166
WJifacctpt second bos II
CHOOSEthe'
LEADER!
WEBCOR
President STEREO
Hi-Fi Phonograph
1450
4 apaakera . . . diamond
naadla . . . automatic
atarao record changer...
detachable apaakar wing*
.. . front-mounted volume, bate,
treble and balance control a.
AT THE BEST BEAMS IN TOWN
na SO-Oay Oarvlca
for Naaraat Authorlrad Dialer,
Call WA 3-4900
ALL STATE Dlatrtbutora, N. J.
rargflTnTlirr^Tlffrnrni
Kfwxrzvrm
AnrcoiomoSio
m
iytyrejfriTj
mem
400 BROADWAY
POINT PLEASANT BEACH
nr » 7«47
• THt MODIRN AIR CONDITIONIOm
■m
robert treat a KNOn Horn
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION MIAKFASTS
• ORDINATION DINNIRI
• WIODINO RKVTIONI
• CONVINTtONI, SIMINARt •ml
SAMI MiniNO
IJ Function Roomi - Top Copoclty In On* Room 1290
STANUY J. AKUS. M«og.r AUIRT W. STINDIR, Pr«ld.nl
$0 PARK PUCE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO
ST. ANTHONY'S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundays from Juno2 through Octobnr 27
MASSES 10:45, 11:45, 12.45
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY A SOLEMN BENEDICTION 3 P.M.
GRAYMOOR IS 5 milts north of Pttktkill, N. Y. on Rl. 9
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE.
F*. GUARDIAN, S.A., GRAYMOOR FRIARS,
GARRISON 3, N.Y.
Ttltphont GArriton 4-3671
WRITE FOR FREE VISITORS' DIRECTORY
F>>r LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
Ml MT. PROSPECT AVI., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
A
HUmboldt 245019
-T*« *“*' ■•»*»«»•« M
'» Ov»«,n Miixt
ecM*
RESTAURANT
Or«*a mm nl#nuf
*> ktrp Kin,
Om 1 !x.n ■ *«i-
-20 Momilfon St. - MU 4-4191
//
UCHEE
RESTAURANT
226 WEST FRONT ST.
PLAINFIELD. N.J. . PL. 7-2007
"Preferred by tboit u ho desire
the finest"
For Perions Over 21
900 P.M to 12 30 A M
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, last Paterson, N J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions:
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Porkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND BETTER FOOD ANYWHERE!
Tou n & Campus Restaurant Diner
and Motor Lodge
_
a >*••»» kn tmwri <>«*•*
MORRIS ML and CttlN UNI. UNION. N j.
hmmv r«i> r»>*M rMMM . cwm »n *«» . M n r *„„
yrr; • -**»' «■?*» • cmu«.« *•« . u«*£2
THE WEDGWOOD INN
tn Seelk Street I.unchrotu . Cocktails • Dinner*
Ik Hi.*#* - OMN (VUYOAT -
MorrHtnnn. New Jersey Partiei • Wrddlnf Receptions
JE M4II I. Mill lAJT Of TOWN g«hn
De Maio’s
RESTAURANT 6 SUPPER CLUB
imiuTrc»m
II *M
Mi CMH
PH. II MI M
frUHKIV UtHt «M »l| |« I II
Dim I*4 rrt. Ut 11 in
•Imw Ml. |« mi
wrnmn, i j.
BLUE SHUTTER INN
BANQUETS • WEDDINGS,
ETC., • DANCES •
COCKTAIL PARTIES
(3 rooms Av-iilable)
CockUU Lonnie Open Daily
(Closed Tues.)
2660 Morris Ave.
Union
MU 8-6150
REE PARKING
AM CONOITIONID
Sp«i.SiU| Ik HOME MUM
Ravioli Cavatolli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
PfTtt lIVENTO
Jortoy City. HE 3-8943
Tt
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN THI FINEST TRADITION
Twk cKcktoll lewnfu
UNIXCEUCO TACIUTItS FOR
WIDDINOS - SANOUnt - COMMUNION SRIAKFAtTI
nil MORRIS AVI., UNION MU 6-3537
F»Kk Neves •« Hi* ernes Wed. TTivr*.. Frt„ Sit. end Sim
JOHNNY & MARGIE'S TAP HOUSE
‘'•neslsllilne In Stub Dinner*"
Route #46 DEorfield 4-9070 Parsippany, NJ.
4s You'll Like
If For
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY. Km
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occatiom • Open Daily
Ctfny S W Gfend In (Liebetti.N .1
Hkdolcu Re<ommended in "Cue"CONTINtNTAI CUIJINI
MOILKO UVI MAIN! lOISTKIS DAILY
For Reservations Call MU 7-0707
At TV* Nn IMi Uiim. N J. Garden Ixta n-o, tilt |)|
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OIL lOMTFUL RAIL Y AMIRICAN ATMOSPMS AS
C«i*n*4 l* Weddtee Imvim. Aineueti. Titiih A Lunchtom
1900 East Edgar Road, (Route 1)
UNDIN N. t.
Gretioms Dining *t
PefcMo*
iMhrtm RAT. A (UN.
PRIME RltS OP BEEF *u iut
• Petty AihniinNillwi •
open iverr Otr
c»r. i(mi a Penny ee„ mackinsack
iMdll Allertment n
SEAFOODS
luncfceena. Ale Cart*
For
Reservstions
Dl 2-1299
Get Out of YourShell at the
©turtle Unuik
i delightful chingt of pace for
DINNER md COCKTAILS
Catering to Parties I Banquets
American-ContinentalCuisine
Your Host: hj N*rtfcfi*u a**.
"Chet" Grabouski WEST O*ANOE, N. J.
Rid wood
Dtaero QuV ead Amerteen Kxpree* Credit Card* Accepted
Oa* Sleek treat leered Heart CeAedrel
Whea Motoring Vloil die “Si. MorlU," Sparta, NJ.
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
Oroceful Country Dining at Moderate Price#
FULL COURSE
ON THI PLAZA
COCKTA,E LOUNGE
SPARTA, N.J.
LUNCHEON
American • German • Swiss Cuisine
Open 7 Day# July A Aug. from 12 neon Dll doling
CLOSED THURSDAYS
'DyWJL
'I » •
_
*****
Wgffc
DINNERS
Archbishop's
Appointments
MONDAY, JULY 8
I «.m., Pontifical Low Mass
and preside, election, mother-
house of the Sisters of St.
Dominic, Caldwell
WEDNESDAY, JULY 10
7 p.m., Annual reunion, Lou-
vain Alumni of the American
College, Llewelyn Farms Res
taurant, Morris Plains
Smut Charge Holds
Caldwell Resident
CALDWELL A 30-year-
old resident of this communi-
ty was arraigned in Caldwell
Municipal Court June 27 on
the charge of possessing ob-
scene films, books and maga-
zines.
Robert J. Frlscia was ar-
rested June 25 tn his home by
detectives from the Essex
County sheriff's office, on in-
formation provided by local
police. He is also accused of
showing films to teenagers.
Mark Anniversary
Of St. Raphael's
LIVINGSTON—St. Raphael s
parish will hold a dinner-
dance at the Rock Spring Cor-
ral. West Orange, July 6 to
celebrate its second anniver-
sary. Guests will be Rev.
Francis M. Mulquinn, pastor,
and Rev. John J. Madden, as-
sistant pastor. Chairman is
Mrs. Richard Fitisimmons.
Bishop Urges Love,
Obedience to Pope
PATERSON - Pope Paul
VI sent a personal meaaage of
thanks and his apostolic bless-
ing to the Diocese of Paterson
with a Solemn High Mass at
St. John's Cathedral June 30.
Bishop Navagh, who presided
and preached at the Mats told
the congregation that they
should do three things for the
new Pope: pray for him, read
his inspired messages and "do
what he says."
THE MESSAGE from the
Vatican, signed by Amleto
Cardinal Cicognani, secretary
of atate, said: "His holiness
Pope Paul VI is warmly thank-
ful for your excellency's
prayerful congratulations and
bestows upon your excellency
the people of the Diocese of
Paterson his particular Apos-
tolic blessing."
Bishop Navagh said: "W*
honor Pope Paul today aa the
Vicar of Christ, successor of
St. Peter and the infallible
guardian of truth. No Pope
in history had as much said
about him at the time of his
election as has had Pope Paul.
His is a heavy burden. He
should have our affection, not
merely respect even the
enemies of the Church respect
him."
The Mass was celebrated by
Rev. Aloysius Clarke. O.S 8..
of St. Paul's Abbey, Newton.
Archpriest was Msgr. Walter
H. Hill, rector of the cathedral.
Deacon and subdeacon were
Rev. James J. Daly, pastor of
St. Agnes, Paterson, and Rev.
James J. Smith of St.
Theresc, Paterson.
Priest to Talk
At WCC Meet
MONTREAL <NC) An
American Catholic Scripture
scholar will address the World
Conference on Faith and Or-
der to be held here July 12-26
under the sponsorship of the
World Council of Churches.
Rev. Raymond Brown, S.S.,
professor of Scripture at St.
Mary'a Seminary, Baltimore,
and vice president of the Cath-
olic Biblical Association, will
address the Protestant and
Orthodox-sponsored conference
July It. He wili appear on a
panel with Dr. Ernest Ease-
mann. a German Protestant
Scripture scholar.
The Conference on Faith and
Order aims to promote Chris-
tian unity. It will be the fourth
such conference in 36 year*.
Paul-Emile Cardinal Leger of
Montreal has asked his Cath-
olics to pray for divine guid-
ance for the conference's de-
liberations.
Three Receive
Heart Grants
NEWARK - Three St Ml
chad's Hospital heart re-
searchers received grants tot-
aling 326,708 from the New
Jersey Heart Association, tt
ha* been annosinccd by Dr
Nicholas A. Anlonius. medic-
al director.
The recipients are Dr Leon
C Smith, director of labora
lories at St Michael's; Dr
Russell W Brsncsto. director
of reasrarch In cardiovascular
physiology, amt Dr. Mtchcle
A Chiecht. director of re
search in cardiovascular sur-
gery
The grants are financed by
the Heart Association through
the itt3 “Heart Fund" drive
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE - Rev. John P. Hourihan, director of the Apostolate for the
Deaf of the Mt. Carmel Guild, shows the guild's latest publication, "Religious Instruc-
tion for Handicapped Children," to fellow delegates at the International Congress for
Educators of the Deaf at Washington, D.C. left to right ore Thomas Callanan of Ire-
land, Rev. Dermott O'Farrell of Scotland. Par Berruecos of Mexico and Sister Vincentia
f the Netherlands.
Carillon Due
At U.S. Shrine
WASHINGTON (NC) A
56-bdt carillon weighing more
than 37.000 pounds is eo route
here for installation in the bell
tower of the National Shrine
of the Immaculate Conception
The eanilon was purchased
with a $150,000 gift from the
Knights of Columbus, who also
paid for the shrine's bell tow-
er
Cites Need for Training
To Teach Deaf Children
WASHLNGTUN (NC)
Teaching deaf children reli-
gious concepts such as grace.
Incarnation and Trinity »s a
tough job which calls for spe-
cial preparation plus reliance
on God. a Newark priest said
here at the Internationa! Con-
gress on Education ot the
Deaf
Rev John P. Hounhan. di-
rector of the Mt Carmel
Guild Center for the Deaf,
told a congress section on re-
ligion that teachers—whether
they are parents, religious, or
lay catechists are God s in
struments tn the work of Re-
demption.
“If these teachers choose to
become members of that elite
who accept the challenge
of bringing the truth of reli-
gion to deaf children." he
said, “then they must be pre-
pared to face difficulties and
surmount obstacles that make
the most experienced teachers
of hearing children lose all
self confidence and poise in
the presence of the wondering
little deaf child "
"Those who wish to teach
religion to these little ones
should turn to God for
strength and turn to profes-
sional teachers of the deaf for
techniques." he said. "If these
teachers needed special train-
ing. there is need for special
training for parents, religious
and lay catechists who wish
to teach religion to Friday's
children '
"It would be most help-
ful for them to take sp-
proprtste courses in education
of the desf
"
Theologians Back
Kennedy on Racism
ST LOUS i RMS) A reso-
lution passed unanimously at
the Catholic Theological So-
ciety of America convention
here declared segregation to
be a moral issue and urged
' all men of good mind and
good will” to cooperate in ef-
forts to resolve racial ensis
in me L' 5
Spokesmen for the society,
which has some 1,000 Catholic
pnes: and religious theol-
ogians as members, said they
could not recall any other res
olutmn in the psst that touched
on civil matters
The resolution, in the form
of a message to President Ken-
nedy. said tha convention
"foe* on record as approving
President Kennedy’s declara-
tion that segregation in the
US is a moral issue and not
solely cultural, social, and
economic, and urging all men
of good mind ami goodwill to
cooperate in every way pos-
sible to n-solv* tha present
Award for outstanding work in
the field of theology will be
•warded this fall to Rev. Fran-
cis Dvorntk. professor o< By-
lantine Studies at Harvard
University and Dunbarton
Oaks College, it was an-
nounced at the convention.
Father Dvonuk was cited
for his 156 published works
and in particular for two
books. “Tha Photian Schism,"
and "The Ides of Apoatolicity
in Byzantium."
Msgr Richard Doherty, of
S< Paul Seminary, St. Paul,
Minn , was elected president.'
Englewood Shrine
Planw July Novena
ENGLEWOOD A novena
in preparation lor the Feast of
Our Lady of Mt Carmel will
b' held July 7 15 at the F.ast-
erti Shrine of the Utile Flower
in St Cecilia's Church here.
Rev Quentin J Duncan. O.
Csrm , direcior of the shrine
will preach at the 3:15 pm.
and the 8 15 p m services each
day.
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Sacred Heart's old school In Vallsburg
will be demolished Immediately
FOR SALE
172 MODERN STUDENT DESKS
878 DESKS (that fasten to floor)
31 - 4 FT. FLUORESCENT FIXTURES
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OPEN AU YEAR
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** *****
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5 4 00 Daily„s24 00 Wkiy.
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Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark
Advance 38 Religious Candidates
ENGLEWOOD
- Thirty-
eight candidates for the Sis-
ter* of St. Joseph of Newark
were advanced in ceremonies
July 2 at St. Michael's Noviti-
ate here. Auxiliary Bishop
Costello presided, assisted by
Rev. Owen W. Garrigan of
Seton Hall University and Rev.
Seamus Farrelly of the Co-
lumban Fathers.
The 21 novices who received
the black veil and pronounced
triennial vows were:
Sister M. Madeleva Rayner,
Jersey City; Sister M. Serena
Nee. Harrison; Sister M.
Xaverine Smith, Brooklyn,
N.Y.; Sister M. Alexandrine
Vincent, Pennsville: Sister M.
Celestina Brophy, New York;
Sister M. Ambrosina Funari
Penns Grove;
Sister M. Clarentia Jordan,
Jamaica, N.Y.; Sister M.
dementia Gaffoli. Weirton,
W. Va.; Sister M. Cornelia
Hughes, Ridgefield Park; Sis-
ter M. Evangeiita D'Auria,
Ramsey; Sister M. Flavian
Bodet, Rutherford; Sister M.
Florinda Donohoe, Fair Lawn;
Sister M. Laura Wutidorff.
Oradell; Sister M. Norma Mc-
Cann. North vale, and Sister
M. Placida O'Shea. Sister M.
Dolorette Collins, Sister M.
Gervase Walsh, Sister M. Ig-
natla Byrne, Sister M.
Tarcisaia Moore, Sister M
Theodorine Dineen and Sister
M. Redemptina Gannon of Ire-
land.
THE 17 POSTULANTS who
received the habit of the com-
munity and were admitted in-
to the congregation were first
dressed as brides. They new
novices arc: Ann Rutan, Irv-
ington, now Sister M. Incar-
nata; Mary Marxen, Kent,
Ohio, now Sister M. Emily;
Lulaa Raven, New York, now
Sister Marietta;
Mary Patricia Manning.
Ridgewood, now Sister M. Ar-
line; Susan Margaret Whit-
sell, Ramsey, now Sister M.
Deborah; Helen Murphy. Par-
amus, now Slater M. Jac-
queline;
ELIZABETH Kavanagh,
Fort Lee. now Slater M.
EmU; Karen Marie Young,
Allendale, now Sister M. Ger-
alds;
Carol Ann Fra close, Wayne,
now Sister Maribeth; Norah
Clarke, Waldwick. now Slater
M. Sharon; Lucy Clarke.
Ridgewood, now Sister M.
Roselle; Elisabeth Driscoll.
Clifton, now Sister M. Rosa
mund;
Elisabeth Moran now Sister
M Alphonsa. Catherine Fear-
on now Slater M Lena. Mary
Keys now Sister M. da la
Sale, and Mary Murphy now
Sister M. Genevieve, all of Ire-
land.
THERE ARE four pontifical
universities in the U. S.— Dc-
Paul. Georgetown, Niagara
and Catholic Universities.
Sisters Win
Nurse Awards
NEWARK—Three religious
received top nursing awards
at a ceremony at SI. Mi-
chael's Hospital School of
Nursing.
Sister M. Eileen. S.F.P., re-
ceived the Parent Faculty As-
sociation award as “out-
standing freshman of the
year," Sister M. Beatrice.
S.CC, received the faculty
award for general excellence
and Sister M Clement.
S.C.C., received the outstand
ing bedside nurse award in
the junior class from the Car-
disc Surgery Club of New
Jersey.
24 Postulants, Novices Advance
As Caldwell Dominican Sisters
CALDWELL Twenty-four
candidate* for the Sisters of
St. Dominic of Caldwell ad-
vanced in the community at
ceremonies held in the Mt. St.
Dominic Mother-house here
June 29.
Auxiliary Bishop Costello
presided and preached as 11
postulants received the Domin-
ican habit and names in reli-
gion and 13 novices professed
first vows. The Bishop was
assisted by Rev John J. Ans-
bro, chaplain of Mt. St. Domin-
ic, and Rev. John C. Bouton
St. Aloysius. Caldwell.
THE NEW novices are: Su-
sanne McCaffrey. St. Thomas.
Bloomfield, now Sister M
Raymond; Heather Sharkey
Notre Dame, North Caldwell
now Sister M. Kevtnanne
Margaret O'Malley. St John's’
Orange, now Sister Mary Pe-
ter;
Roseanne Naples. St Aed-
an's. Jersey City, now Sister
M. Ruthanne; Kathryn Kifner.
St. Aloysius. Caldwell, now
Sister M. Siena Mary Pytel.
Assumption. Bayonne, now
Sister M. Bartholomew;
Kathleen McMahon. Immac-
ulate Conception. Montclair,
now Sorter M Jacqueline.
Maureen Kennedy. St. Aloy-
sius. Caldwell, now Sister
Marietta; Eileen McGinty. St.
James. Pittsburgh. Pa., now
Sister Mary Seton.
Veronica Tuohy. St John's,
Jersey City, now Sister M.
Matthew, and Kathleen Bark-
er . St. John's, Clark, now Sis-
ter M. Reginald
THE NEWLY professed Sis-
ters are Sister M Theretita.
Our Lady of Sorrows, Gar-
field; Sister M Leona. St. Mi-
chael'*, Union; Sister M.
Laura. Ml Carmel. Boon ton.
Sister M. AlberUne, Our Lady
of Mercy. Park Ridge; Sister
M. Jose, S*. Thomas. Bloom-
field; Sister M Paula. St.
John*. Clark;
Sister M. Augusta. St. Jo-
sephs. Roselle; Sister M Car
olyn. St. Venantiu*. Orange;
Sister M Lawrence. St. Jo-
seph's. Union City; Sister M
James. Immaculate Concep-
tion. Montclair; Sister M. Ar-
thur, St. John's. Orange; Sis-
ter M. Thom asme, St. Nich-
olas. Jersey City, and Sister
M. Veromque. Our Lady of
the Valley, Orange.
NEW SISTERS - Bishop Navagh presided as the above six Sisters made temporary pro-
fession of vows at Mt. St. Francis Novitiate, Ringwood. The Capuchian Sisters of theInfant Jesus are, left to right, bottom row, Sister M. Raphael. Sister M. Gabriel, novice
mistress; Sister M. Antonina and Sister M. James, top row. Sister M. Leonard, Sister
M. Louis and Sister M. Michele.
I Was Thinking...
What Names Did You Give
To Your Children?
By RUTH H. REILLY
The other evening »t were
discussing names with a
young couple who are expect-
ing their first child.
The father didn't want the
baby named sfter him "It
would be confusing to have
two Jims around the bouse
..." So far as I'm concerned,
the more Jims the merrier 1
like the first son named after
hu father
Margaret never liked her
name and wouldn't "stick" a
baby with It "Maybe she'll
be born on the feast of a saint
with a nice name" she
laughed.
1 thought back tv the nam-
ing of our babies We tried to
choose names already retried
by saints, among the llvtng
and the dead, people on whom
the child could pattern his
life We also wanted strong,
plain names that our children
would Uke. Did we succeed*
We took a poll among the
children, most of whim were
noocomittal Two gave rea-
sons for not Itking their
names Only one endorsed hu.
and that was w;th a reserrs-
turn "1 Uke Joe but you
can leave out the teph."
OUR FIRST horn arrived
three weeks early on the
birthday of her maternal
grandmother who was Mary
Ann. TTie name was a natural
When 1 explained our choice
of name to her paternal
grandmother she asked wry-
ly "If your mother's name
were Bridget, would you name
her Bridget?" I made a men-
tal note to name the next girl
Ellen, after Grandma Reilly!
Walter was named for his
father. Whrn I met Walter
Reilly, t liked neither name.
Waiter was hard to my ears,
and Reilly too glaringly Irish
However, as I knew him bet-
ter, Waiter became to me a
strong and beautiful name,
anl 1 took ReiU> for my own
His father suggested An
thooy. thinking Tony Reilly
had s nice swing to it, but
when the nurse came fir the
information an our next mo I
changed our minds (a wifely
privilege’) and msde it Paul
Anthony
NEXT TIME around we had
our names ready David for
a hoy and Elieo for a girl
What did we have* Twin
boys' No l (as the nursrry
dubbed him) was David No
1 vii a problem After two
days we came up with twth-
mg aod when the doctor who
delirered him said "I'm par-
tial to Philip." we decided
that would be tua name.
We chose Peter next, and
thought Joseph would be nice
for a middle name Remem-
bering Grandma Reilly's
brother Peter who died in his
early JOe. we asked hu full
name It was Peter Augustus’
After five boys we finally
had a chance to use EUen.
and added Ruth for a middle
name
GRANDPA Reilly was
Thomas Stephen He had a
son and two grandsons al-
ready named after him. so we
reversed his name and have
Stephen Thomas (My father.
Armand Clovis, threatened to
disown us If we named a baby
after him! All hu life he said:
"Call me A» ">
We named Elizabeth after
our family doctor, who has
bem a staunch anl loving
friend through the years On
hearing the name Dr Brack-
ett smiled ''Make sure it's
Elisabeth, not Betsy or Beth
"
Father Joe Barry' died short-
ly before our next son was
born and we christened him
Joseph Barry Maybe Father
didn't Uke the "aeph" either,
he was always Father Joe
Barry.
JOHN JOSEPH u named
after a friend who is a tire-
less and giving worker, yet
never too busy to turn the full
gaze of his attention to you
and your special need or joy.
John glowed in the honor re-
fleeted oo his name when Car-
dinal Roncalli chose to be
known at John XXIII, and
now we have Pope Paul VI!
“What’s in a name*" peo-
ple may *ay. or "A roae by
any other name would imell
at sweet." but naming a baby
it always a big job for a par-
ent Each of in doe* hu best
and then pray* that the child
will Uve a We that will add
luster to the name in the
sight of God and man
Benedictines
List New
Appointments
ELIZABETH - Mother Cor-
nelia. OS B , prioress of the
Benedictine Suters of Eliza-
beth. announced anew com-
munity supervisor. lour new
superiors and three principals
this week
Sister Thomasine. OS B
.
formerly principal of Sarrtd
Heart High School, Elizabeth,
will be community supervisor
of education with residence at
the mother house here Sister
Kathleen, OS B
. formerly of
Benedictine Academy, Elisa-
beth, will succeed her •* prin-
cipal and superior at Sacred
Heart
At Blessed Sacrsment. Eliz-
abeth. Sister Brendan, O S B ,
is the superior and Sister Mar-
gretta, O S B . principal Sister
Ruth. O S.B . is new superior
at St. Michael's, Cranford, and
Sister Marie Therese. OS B .
U superior and principal at St
Henry's, Bayonne.
The positions are effective
oo Friday, Aug. 16.
Golden Jubilee
For Sister
PITTSBURGH - Sister St
Vincent of the Little Sisters
of the Poor, the former
Johanna Crowley of Paterson,
celebrated her golden anni-
versary •* * religious in the
Little Sisters convent chapel
here.
The daughter of the late
Fire Captain John Crowley
and Mrs. Crowley, she was
the first postulant to enter the
community from Paterson.
Guests included Angelus Crow-
ley and Mrs. Frank Bergin,
her titters; three brothers.
John and Robert Crowley of
Paterson and Thomas Crowley
of Lakewood, and several
nieces and nephews.
Clifton Sister
Gets Doctorate
ALBANY, N. Y. Sister
Frances Regis, C.S.J., daugh-
ter of Mrs. Francis A.
Eustace and the late Mr.
Eustace of Clifton, received
her doctorate froln Catholic
University In English and Ed-
ucation. She la presently as-
siatant professor of English at
the College of St. Rote here.
5 St. Elizabeth’s Profs
Win Graduate Grants
CONVENT Five faculty
members of the College of St.
Elizabeth have received grants
for further study. Three will
attend summer institutes while
two have received fellowships
for doctoral study.
The aummer programs in-
clude: Sister Elizabeth, math
instructor, a National Science
Foundation grant for 10 weeks
at Michigan College of Mining
and Technology, Houghton,
Mich.; Sister Marguerite
Francis, assistant physics pro-
fessor, an NSA grant to Clare-
mont University College,
Claremont, Calif., for college
physics teachers; and Sister
Rose Anita, assistant Spanish
professor, a Board of Foreign
Scholarship grant under the
Commission for Educational
Exchange, for eight weeks at
the Institute Caroy Cuervo, Bo-
gota, Colombia.
Sister Francis Helen, mathe-
matics instructor, will study
theoretical physics at Ford-
ham University for three
years under a National De-
fense graduate fellowship. Sis-
ter Therese Aquinas, assistant
philosophy professor, will con-
tinue in history and the phil-
osophy of science at St. John’s
University under an NSA
graduate fellowship.
St. E’s Art
Department
Gets Subsidy
CONVENT The Carnegie
Corporation of New York has
approved a subsidy of $9OO for
the art department of the Col-
lege of St. Elizabeth. This
•ward is in the form of a
matching gram and ia to be
used toward the purchase of
a act of 1,500 color slides of
American art.
In the letter announcing the
grant the selection committee
of the Carnegie Corporation
declared it was "well im-
pressed with the use the col-
lege proposed to make of thii
material."
Sister Grace Mary, art de-
partment chairman, said the
alkie collection will be used
by the department in the fine
arts and arts courses
connected with the American
way of life as well as in re-
lated courses such as interior
design The collection will be
made available to ail other
departments concerned with
Americana including the his-
tnry department, the English
department, and the home
economics department
Quote
Of the Week
"Please remember that
true charity is manifested
through politeness to a pa-
tient and employees In or-
der to be holy, St. Francis
reminds us, it is not neces-
sary to be boorish or cold
or disdainful. A man may
be a gentleman as well as
a saint. Cordiality, affabil-
ity. cheerfulness should go
with the white uniform."
Rev. John J. Flanagan,
S.J., executive director of
the Catholic Hospital As-
sociation, to Conference of
Cathotic Schools of Nursing.
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DO YOU KNOW...
■. I
©
NEW JERSEY
...it a worldfaderinport fatiUtiet!
Except for its 48-mile northern border, New Jersey’s bounda-
ries are made up entirely of natural waterways. New Jersey’s
deep water shipping facilities on its eastern border are part of
the world’s largest seaport, in terms of tonnage, and on tho
western side are part of the nation’s largestforeign trade port.
New Jersey’s share of the Port of New York includes tho
west bank of tho Hudson River, the Upper Bay, the Lower
Bay, the Kill Van Kull, and the Arthur KilL deep water
porta of northern New Jersey are Port Newark, Pqjrt Eliza-
beth, Kearny, Jersey City, Hoboken-Weehawken, Edgewater,
Bayonne, and Port Raritan.
The Delaware River Port district, the second largest in tho
nation, includes Camden, Gloucester, Paulsboro and Trenton.
These porta have incorporated the most
modern equipment, and offer shippers an un-
paralleled location in the center of the world’s
richest market. As modern communications
continue to make the world smaller, and for-
eign lands become next-door neighbors, New
Jersey’s importance as a center of world traf-
fic will continue to grow.
*oo*
IM4-U44
NEW JERSEY
TERCENTENARY
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC a GAS COMPANY
Taxpaying Servant of a Great State
„
Have You
Read...?
The followingquestions are
based on articles which appear
•n tbit issue of Tbt Advocate.
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with
the page on which the answer-
ing article can be found.
1. Pope Paul VI was crown-
ed by
(a) Cardinal Confaloneri
(b) Cardinal Tlsserant
(c) Cardinal Ottaviani
f. The U.S. delegation to the
coronation of Pope Paul
VI waa headed by
(a) President Kennedy
(b) Vice President John-
son
(c) Chief Justice Warren
*• The sports' world lost a
warm enthusiast in the
death of
(a) Home run Baker
(b) Robert Frost
(c) Pope John XXIII
4. Thirteen years after an
operation a boy returns to
the same hospital to
(a) be x-rayed
(b) have another opera-
tion
(c) be a doctor
•6»*»d *<3)-y
! £l a*»d *(3)-f !i a*»d '<3)^
ll afed *(3)-i ryjfJ.HSNK
Book Reviews for Children
A Ballet Dancer Is the Perfect Heroine
THE GIVING GIFT, by Al-
ma Power Waters, illustrated
by Velma Isley. Farrar.
Straus A Cudahy. IS7 pages.
yz.ts.
It is a rare delight to read
such a warm, rich novel for
young people. This book
seems more apt for young
girls than boys (from about
the fifth grade up), because
the heroine comes alive in
dimensions of emotion, sens a
tivity and frustration
Lisa is an orphan who loves
to dance. She is given the
magic emerald slippers that
once belonged to a famous
ballerina by an old woman
who predicts her success
Those slippers move with Lisa
throughout the book almost
Ukr a fairy godmother, a
touchstone for dreams, or a
blessing from the leprech-
auns Lis*, of course, is Irish
THE GIRL is adopted and
develops into a fine dancer
who is enrolled in the lead-
ing ballet academy in Eng-
land She dances in a profes-
sional company and is offered
a tour to Paris with a famous
ballerina
Lisa decides to say thank
you to her fneeds at the or-
phanage by dancing for them
in her beautiful gown, with
her friend, also a success, ac-
companying her on the piano
The book ends at Michael, the
accompanist; Pam. Lisa's
new mother, and Lisa ars
rushing from the orphanage
to make a performance at the
theater
THE STRUGGLE Is one
that every young girl will ap-
preciate lacing each day
and each challenge, growing
to meet one's dreams, falling
sometimes to
. understand,
finding happiness in giving.
The author who has given
us such valuable biographies
as "Mother Scion and the Sis-
ters of Chanty," and “St Ca-
therine Laboure and the Mir-
aculous Medal." seems even
more gifted when dipping her
pen In the ink of fiction
Jane Dwyer.
TEIX ME ABOIT
PRAVER. by Mary Constat.
Kenedy, in Ml**- » *J.
This is an example of a
book that has tried to branch
the gap between two cultures
and has failed Prepared in
England. It la apparently
geared to children but it writ-
ten tn a style that is above
the Amerkin child * normal
comprehension
The author uses references
to Caedmon. Germaine, St.
Joan But these references
and those to Bible history
stories are not normally
familiar to our children who
are learning to pray
TIIE READING mattrr
would seem appropriate to a
student in the higher grades
as a beginning meditation
book Thu is somewhat dis-
counted. however, by the
many illustrations of young
children and the occasional
references to the way to
"start" praying
These delects on the Amen
tan market may not exut in
Britain
_
The thoughts are
strong But for the American
child the book will complicate
the communication wtlft God
which should remain at sim-
ple and direct at possible
throughout life -date Dwyer
Receives Habit
ALLEGANY. N Y Dan*
HoUls. daughter of Mr. and
Mr* John IWtu. Garfield, re-
ceived the habit of the bister*
of the Third Order of St. Fran
ci* July I at St Elisabeth
Mother bouse here Asa
novice she will spend a can
omcal year in study
JUBILARIAN - Sister Ancilla
Marie, formerly of Sacred
Heart, Newark, is celebrat-
ing her silver jubilee as a
MaryKnoll Sister. She went
to the Philippines in 1939,
was a prisoner during World
War II and was released by
U.S. paratroopers in 1945.
When released she helped
reopen Lucena High School
there where the is present-
ly stationd.
Nun’s Honor
WASHINGTON (NC) - Rep
Peter W. Rodino Jr. of New
Jersey paid tribute In a state-
ment in tha Congressional Rec-
ord to the "dedication" of
Mother Alberta, a member of
the Sisters of St. John the Bap-
tist. who directs an orphanage,
clinic and school in Northern
Rhodesia.
Mother Alberta, a native ol
Newark, was named recently
to receive the annual humani-
tarian award of Amlta. Inc.,
>n organisation founded to
give recognition to the achieve-
ments of American women of
Italian decent.
Sisters’ College
PITTSBURGH (NC) With
the approval of Pennsylvania
Gov. William W. Scranton tha
new La Rocha Collage, a four-
year liberal arta institution
staffed bjL the Sisters of Di-
vine Providence, will open in
September.
The college la named for
Mother Marie De La Roche,
cofoundreas of the sisterhood.
It will open with 190 Sisters
from various communities a*
students. Plans call fur the ad-
mission of lay atudenta soon.
Here Comes the Red- White-and-Blue Day
By JUNE DWYER
Here comes that big red-
white-and-blue Fourth of July.
This is the day our America
was born!
<Our America —of spacious
skies and amber waves of
grain, of mountains and fruited
plains. Our America land
of liberty, of the pilgrim's
pride, of brotherhood from
sea to sea.
DONT TAKE It lightly you
young Yankee Doodle Dandles.
It's important. Important for
us to remember why our coun-
try was founded, what it baa
meant to the world, how our
forefathers have pulled to-
gether time and time again to
stand up for freedom, liberty,
the rights of man.
As Catholics we should feci
doubly grateful to those fore-
fathers—most of whom were
not Catholic*—who built a na-
tion where we could practice
our Faith, could build our
schools, coukl be proud to
share our principles of
brotherhood under God.
As young people we should
be eager to accept the chal-
lenges and obligations that
bava been handed to us by
strong men who heve kept
America free. The threats of
communism, racial disorder,
space, creating new Jobs, edu-
cation—these are our Bunker
Hills, our Concords and our
foreign wan
THIS YEAR cities and towns
throughout the nation are
going to bring back an early
custom of ringing belli to re-
mind us of the Liberty Bell
that first rang out our freedom
and the birth of our nation. It's
the kind of an idea that we
need.
When that bell was first
rung it was only the beginning
—the future still had to be
won. It still docs.
Watch the firecrackers and
remember the skies of flame
that inspired "The Star Span-
gled Banner." See the soldiers
-march and think of the thou-
sands who have marched
away to keep us free. Enjoy
the picnic and thank God. for
our rich gardens.
PLAY BALL and know any
boy or girl on your team can
be whatever he wants to be.
Watch the planes fly overhead
and knbw that your mom and
dad are on (hat defense team
through taxes they vote to
support.
Kneel in church and pray
without fear. Read American
history and see our heroes
come alive. Hang up the Stars
and Stripes and salute the
spirit that has kept us free.
Then lock the memories of
you red whtte-and-blue day in
your heart and mind and try
to live up to them the rest of
the year.
THANK YOU - On July 4 Americans should remember
the many countries from which our forefathers came to
help build America. Addie thanked the Irish when she
was there with President Kennedy on his recent trip to the
land of his oncestors.
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Summer Contest
SENIORS: (Boy* and girls from the fifth through the eighth
grades, including recent graduate* ) Writ* a letter
in UO word* or lew telling u* bow you can than
>our summer vacation with God.
JUNIORS: (Boy* and girls from the kindergarten through
the fourth grade*) Draw a picture of your favorite
vacation spot.
(Cut out and attach)
RILES: (l) All entries must be mailed to June V. Dwyer,
Young Advocate Club Headquarters, SI Clintoo St.
Newark l. N.J., by Wednesday. July SI.
(2) Each entry must be accompanied by the above
coupon or by a copy of it.
(3) Prizes of SS. S3, and K will be awarded in each
division.
(4) Your entry makes you a member of the Young
Advocate Club.
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YOU PAY
HIGHER PRICES...
WHEN YOU ROAM
Says The Wise Old Owl!
If you can't get to one of our showrooms, wo will come to you. Consider nol
only your car, gasoline, but your time and energy, when you roam for value.
Take advantage of our FREE>shop-at<home service. At trained representative
will call at your home and give you skillful advice, and help you make your
selection of style and color. .. No obligation'of course.
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Golden Knights Upset
In State VFW Contest
WILDWOOD - Catholic
corpa dominated the leaders
among the 20 units entered in
the New Jersey state Veter-
ans of Foreign Wars cham-
pionship June 29, but the Gar-
field Cadets took the all-im-
portant top spot, successfully
defending the drum and bugle
corps title which they won in
1962.
The Blessed Sacrament
CYO Golden Knights, who had
held seven victories in eight
contests against Garfield, fin-
ished in the runner-up posi-
tion. Garfield scored 85.50 and
the Golden Knights 84.85.
BLESSED SACRAMENT
had defeated Garfield the pre-
vious evening in a contest
sponsored by the Ridgewood
PBA at Ridgewood High
School field.
In the VFW final, St. Pat-
rick’s Cadets (Jersey City)
were third with 76.15. St.
Lucy’s Cadets (Newark) were
fourth with 75.80 and the St.
Rose of Lima Imperial Lan-
cers (Newark) sixth with
70.75.
Blessed Sacrament and St.
Rose will be among the corps
which will compete in a con-
test at Fort Lee in the after-
noon July 4 and at Roosevelt
Stadium, Union City, in the
evening that day.
St. Rose will also compete
at Newark Schools Satdium at
6 p m. July 4 and July 6 at
Ocean City. Blessed Sacra-
ment will enter a competition
sponsored by the Audubon All
Girls corps July 6 at Audubon.
Youth Seeks
Finals Berth
KEARNY Richard Lup-
per of Boystown, who grad-
uated from Kearny High
School last month, will repre-
sent New Jersey in the sec-
tional finals of the Knights of
Pythias national oratorical con-
test at the Hotel Madison in
Boston July 7.
He will compete with win-
ners from each of the New
England states and two Cana-
dian provinces for the right
to enter the national finals in
Cleveland early in August.
“Rights and Responsibili-
ties’’ is the topic which Lup-
per and the others will dis-
cuss in their speeches.
THE MIAMI Diocese opened
the first Catholic school in
Florida for mentally retarded
children in 1962.
COOLING PROCESS - Members of the first session of an
Essex County CYO swimming instruction doss are shown
in one of their lessons at the Olympic Pork pool. Regis-
tration for the second four-week session, which will begin
July 22, will be held until July 12 at the county office.
In the water, left to right, are Sandy Gonczlik, waterfront
director; Elizabeth Tompson, Michele Bethel and Elizabeth
Redden, all of Newark, Mary Ann Marchwinski of Kearny
and Pat Fachet, waterfront instructor. The program is
conducted in two parts annually by the county unit.
CCD MEDALISTS - Rev. Simon Schwanter. O.F.M., moderator of Holy Angels (Little Falls)
CYO, presents to Kathleen Panic and Thomas Maller Confraternitry of Christion Doc-
trin awards from the Our Lady of the Highway Council, K. of C . at a recent Commun-
ion breakfast. Thomas Hart, the council's youth activities chairman, is at right.
Teens AttackRacial Problem
CLEVELAND INC) _ -The
only difference is the color of
our skin, but that s all anyone
sees They don't look to (usd
out how much alike we are.
instead they look for the dif-
ferences "
The speaker was a teenage
Negro Ctrl who with tome So
other white and Negro teen-
agers here tt taking part in a
grassroots, person to person ef-
fort to surmount racial barri-
ers
THE YOUNG people meet
twice a month in groups of 10
—five Negroes and five whiles
for informal discussions in
earti other's homes
They also have interracial
picnics hike hikes, hall games
and other group activities
The program is sponsored by
t'antas a Catholic interracial
group It aims to cut through
the seemingly complex prob-
lems that divide the races and
reach a greater mutual under-
standing through fnmdty and
informal borne discussions.
'T t TYPK'LL meeting
here the young people were
engaged m a llsely dialogue
°n racial problems whose
theme was that Negro and
white youths share the same
altitudes, aspirations, goals
and interests
As one Negro girl put it:
“Young people of both races
have the same idea of what it
fun They want to have friends
They want to do good to
others. They want others to be
the same with them.”
Unbeaten 9s
Face St. Rose
In CYO Leagues
NEWARK Teams repre-
senting St. Rose of lima t New-
ark) will have opportunities to
knock off the only two un-
defeated teams tn the Essex
County CYO junior and inter-
mediate baseball leagues July
7
in the junior league. St. Ben-
edict’s will place lta league-
leading. JO record on the line
against SL Rose. In the inter-
mediate circuit. Sacred Heart
Cathedral will atempt to ex-
tend its unbeaten status to JO
In a game with St. Rose
Wet grounds postponed all
action last weekend, leaving
Sacred Heart Cathedral and
St Antoninus in the runner-up
spot in the junior league with
2-1 each St Francis is second
in the intermediate league
with the same standard
The standing i and schedule
arc as follows
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Do It Yourself
This Summer
By REV, JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
When you think of all the
thing* you can miss in the
course of a summer, you tend
to tremble a little, so maybe
it’s better to look instead at
what you can accomplish.
Let’s look into one source of
summer profit and accom-
plishment those things
which might fall under the
general heading of “hobbies."
IN THREE MONTIES you
could pick up at least the be-
ginnings of a real proficiency
in any number of things.
Latch onto something that in-
terest! you. Then, don’t just
doodle away your time with
it. but develop a real knowl-
edge and skill in it.
Since classes are what
you’re escaping from in tbe
summer, it’s a good time to
indulge in some consistent
physical exercise, a time for
delving into all the sports
you’re interested in not just
as a spectator but as a par-
ticipant.
It’s important for any
maturing human being in-
creasingly to understand that
he Ik a reasonable being, and
should therefore have good
reason- for everything he
doe*, physical exercise in-
cluded.
God certainly expects us to
keep our bodies in as good
shape as possible for the great-
er balance and help of our
whole being we're not souls
and bodies, but individual per-
sons, composed of body and
soul So make with the exer-
cises this summer.
THERE’S A WHOLE new
world of exercise* before you
- not so much for fun as for
strength and shape in the
isometries. You can find out
all about them from just about
any sports magazine or store
or library.
They're effective, even
though they juat aren't as
rough fun at the old time ex
ercues. like lifting barbells
and dumbetls of various types
Depending on where you
live, there are other outdoor
forms of recreation which can
be most enjoyable In moun-
tain country, you can make
like a goat, and enjoy the ex-
ercise w-ith the scenery In
lake country" the swimming
and sailing are terrific
Picnics are pertly good re-
creation and exercise almost
anywhere depending, of
course, on how enslaved you
are to a car by this time
Driving can be fun. too, of
course, under the nght cir-
cumstances In general,
though, you're going to get
more out of something which
Involves some exercise.
THERE ARE A lot of “put-
tering" hobbies you can in-
dulge in during the summer—-
from gardening and lawns, to
painting your home or moving
it a couple blocks, building
bird-houses and model planes
and skyscrapers and electric
brains and rockets and such.
(Sometimes I get carried
away.)
Maybe it’s in the general
field of the "arts" that you'll
find your greatest sources of
interest, fun and profit. Photo-
graphy. for instance, can be a
fascinating hobby not just
snapping pictures with great
abandon, hut learning how to
do it expertly, and also how
to process the film and print
your own pictures.
Or try’ your hand at drawing
and cartooning. beginning
with some simple books on it
from the library. Maybe you
have it. maybe you don’t. But
you may as well find out.
YOU MIGHT EVEN take a
crack at writing. It must be
quite obvious to those of you
who read this column that
anybody at all can indulge in
this form of hobby.
And along this line, let me
suggest something which, for-
tunately or unfortunately, got
thu author started in this
writing racket. Try writing
and producing a play, even
if you have to put it on in a
garage, an attic, or in your
basement, and even if your
whole audience is in the play
No matter how corn-ball
amateur theatrics may get,
they often have less corn than
some of the pros, and they’re
always a lot more fun
THIS lAST OF' suggestion*
of bubble* could go on and
on It's better if you get vour
own Hobbies are occupations
to keep you busy —but they
are also much more than this.
They are skills to be de-
veloped. and they are the
mean* to human perfection,
and yes, to sanctity So don't
just vegetate during the sum-
mer Be an active human be-
ing one recognizable as such.
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Sportsdom Lost Warm Enthusiast
By JOHN McCORMICK
NCVPC Sews Service
Sport* lost a warm enthusiast when death
claimed Pope John XXIII.
On a number of occasions during his five-
year pontificate Pope John let be known his
deep admiration of the determined athlete, hit
insight into the vast good athletics can accom-
plish.
WHEN STRIPPED of formal language his
pronouncements on sports revealed Pope John
to be an avid fan. For instance, there was the
time he wrote to Raul Cardinal Silva Hcnriguex,
5.D.8., Archbishop of Santiago, Chile, saluting
the world soccer championship playoffs in San-
tiago.
“This event gives us an opportunity to un-
derline how sound athletics can contain in them-
aelvea the aspirations which have deep roots in
the very hearts of men and peoples,“ Pope
John wrote.
He recounted that sports pay "due homage
to physical values" and also contribute to the
“higher ideals of interior beauty and perfec-
tion, of self-control and discipline, in the spirit
of mutual competition which contributes to the
peaceful and joyful way to universal brother-
hood and concord among nations."
SOMEWHERE ALONG the line during his
pontificate Pope John disclosed he was strictly
a spectator sportsman that he failed twice
aa a competitor. He recalled that in his young
manhood his dreams of becoming a distance
runner turned into a nightmare and on one oc-
casion when he attempted to swim he nearly
drowned.
Sports followers the world over long will
remember his warm welcome to the 4,000 ath-
letes who came to Rome in 1960 to compete in
the 17th modern Olympic games.
“It is obvious," he said to the athletes
gathered in St. Peter’s Square, "that we can-
not wish victory to every team, or to each in-
dividual athlete ‘May the best man win.'
“But this is no obstacle to our expressing
the very »trong desire that the contests during
these days will benefit you all and that from
them everyone without exception will be able
to gain some advantage.
“It is not the prue offered in the rare."
Pope John counseled, "but the correct exer-
cising of the body that merita the higher es-
teem."
■ *JL' *-■•»-• -
AND THERE WAB the occasion of the Sixth
Congress of the Italian Athletic Union April
26, 1969.
"We trust that you will never forget, be-
loved sons,” Pope John said, “that your ath-
letic efforts are not an end in themaelves; re-
member that the body which you train, whose
agility and grace reflect a ray of the beauty
and omnipotence of the Creator, is only an in-
strument which should become docile and ac-
cessible to the strong influence of the soul."
Pope John told the athletics the competi-
tion of sport ought to develop their spiritual and
immortal side.
"If they (sports) were to have a harmful
influence, if your athletic life should prove to
lie not a safeguard but a danger to your souls
or an obstacle to the fulfillment of your religious
duties, then you would find yourselves off course,
like runners who, because the true course Is
not well marked, do not arrive at the tape in
good time," the Pontiff said.
"ATHLETICS ALSO possess a value of the
first order for the practice of virtue in your
life," he reminded "You train continually to
preserve the elasticity and vigor of your mus-
cles, lest their reflexes be diminished.
"Such continual preparation, although It
aims primarily at attaining physical and tech-
nical prestige, should nevertheless bear fruit-
ful and endunng results in the soul, which is
thus enriched by the good habits acquired.
"Moreover, sports can also develop those
true and strong Christian virtues which the
grace of God later renders stable and fruitful;
in the spirit of discipline one learns and prac-
tices, obedience, humility, and renunciation; in
teamwork and competition, charity, the love of
fraternity, mutual respect, generosity, and some-
times even pardon; in the strict laws of phy-
sical efficiency chastity, modesty, temperance,
and prudence," Pope John continued
“Oh, how fortunate you are to be able to
practice with youthful enthusiasm these ancient
virtues; without them one can certainly be a
courageous athlete, but never a truly Christian
athlete," he enthused
Record Book Closes on School Sports
NEWARK Before we
close the record book on the
1962 63 scholastic sports sea
son. let s Lake a final look at
the more important accom-
plishment* achieved this year
Several North Jersey schools
took a share of the various
trophies which were awarded
in football, track, basketball
and baseball, but Bergen Cath
olte easily paced the held.
THE CRUSADER teams
led by the trackmen cap
lured a total of eight maior
league or state titles The
track team won tut of those
honors two in state com
petition
Bergen Catholic took both
the indoor and outdoor New
Jersey Stale InUtrschoiastic
Athletic Association parochial
crowns in track and three of
the New Jersey Catholic Track
Conference laurels indoor,
outdoor and outdoor relays
The Crusaders also won the
Tri-County Catholic Confer
ence track diadem
Additional honors went to
the Orsdelt school tn the T-
CCC where !t won both the
basketball and baseball cham
pionship*
DERAIL, WHICH was sec
oed to Bergen Catholic tn the
number of major honors won.
featured the football season
by winning both the NJSIAA’s
North Jersey Ps'arhial B
award ami the P j Seven Con-
ference cto an
The Spartan finished with
an (to rec-ird ti leaf s quartet
of grsd team a which went
through th# t-stria without a
defeat Seton iiaU. which was
60-2. led the other unbeaten*
by taking the NJSIAA North
Jersey Parnell*! A title
St J-wepV* fWNY). whirl
ei;oyed a bener teasoo aad
an *0 record, had to settle
far tm l.tlr in 'be state com
petition as did Don Bosco.
which had a 7-0-1 mark The
I hoc* annexed the T-CCC
crown with a 3-0 record
INDIVIDUALLY. S« Bene
diet's Prep's juo»c sparkplug.
Ralph Liiore took the scoring
crown with 96 points on. IS
touchdowns and »u eatrs
points He narrowly edged
Doug Schroeder of DePaul,
.who had 6t points
Bob DeYenena of Bayley
EUatd. who was third In the
scoring race, took the top
s-tx tn the Big Seven with
64 points and Mickey Vaughn
of Don Bosco, fourth in the
overall ranking, was first in
the T-CCC with 22 points
BASKETBALL saw tome
changes made as St. Cecilia’s
(K) led the way _ dethroning
Hoi- family from the NJSIAA
Parochial C championship
perch which it had held for
two years The Saints, inci-
dentally. were the only team
to win two state champion-
ships besides Bergen Catholic
The Kearny club took the
Parochial anccer title
tn Parochial A. Roselle
Catholic pushed aside the per
ennial tlUista. St. Peter $ and
Seton Hail, to win the North
Jersey aectioo of the state
tournament aad narrowly miss
• urprtatng Trenton Cathedra!
in the stats final
EOl THE FIRST time in
history, the North Jersey Pa-
rochial B basketball ml# w»n;
to a school outside of the New-
ark nr Paterson dtocaaei
Philips bur* Parochial.
in the leagues, Bergen Cath
olic unseated Dan Boscd from
IU T-CCC throne and, DePaul
picked up the Passaic-Bergen
Catholic Conference prue
Overall. St. Peter s Prep
showed the way with a 23-4
record, followed by DePaul
and SU Mary's (E) with 29-4
apiece and Si Atoysius. 216
Bob Corsetto of St Bonavcn
ture scored at a 27 6 point per
game rbp to pace the indi-
vidual scorers Corsetto had to
battle Joe Catmllrry of St
Mary's iJC).
AS MENTIONED above, it
Mary s t JC). who bad 27 0.
was just about all Bergen
Catholic in track Essex Cath-
olic was the only North Jer-
sey team to crack the Cru-
sader dominance, taking the
NJCTC indoor relay title St
Peter s <NB) won the NJ-
CTC cross -country award
Individually, Steve Ashurst
of Our Lady of the Valley
drew most attention with hu
efforts in the quarter mile and
as a key member of a strong
relay team Roger Radecki of
Roselle Catholic dominated the
weight events
IN BASEBALL. St Jo
seph s (WNY) compiled a 21
2 record to set the pace The
H'.ue Jays included their first
NCIAA championship in that
record with Tom Brooks fir-
ing a no-hitler tn the title
game with Snyder
Don Bosco upset St Joseph s
in the NJSLAA North Jersey
Parochial A final to win ns
first crown in that division.
The B title went to St. Mary s
•El and St. Mary's (P) won
the first C crown ever dr
cided an the field.
Wrap-Up
FOOTBALL
Tmoi Champion*
Trt-County Don Bane*
Bid Snvnn DuPuul
North Jirmy "A” Baton Halt
North Jtntf "B" Du Paul
North Jaraoy AN Mura
End Walnhrucht. St. Jomnh'i
End Purtyrki. Baton Ball
Tackla BmlSouamnSl Fuucu
Tackla Waltar. BL Bunodlrt'a
Guard Gorman. St. Joaapb'a
Guard Ray, DaPanl
Canlar iJiMotU. Don Boaco
Bark Mon-toon. Baton Hall
Back . Vaughn, Don Boaco
Back LUora, Bt. Banadlct'a
Bark DaVanmla. Baylry FUlard
Bark ot tha Vaar
Vauahn
Inaman ot tha Yaar , ...Rap
TRACK AND FIELD
Taam Chamtient
NJSIAA
Indoor Bor con Catholic
Outdoor Borgtn Catholic
MiCTC
Indoor Borgtn Catholic
Indoor Relay* latte Catholic
Outdoor Btrgto Catholic
Outdoor cnAnglin i ClthoUe
PaaaaJc Bergen Luka's
Btf K-jght St Lukee
Tri-County . Barren Catholic
Crate-Cavalry AH Start
Fahertr Btrftn Catholic
Kennedy O L. Valley
OX#ary Eater Catholic
Rehsldeoko fetoo Mall
Sheehan CBA
Smith St. Peter* (SB >
Sot tot SC Peter* (MB)
Indttr All Start
<tf> Madden. Bargee Catholic
440 AshortL O. L. Valley
r> V haldonko. Stton HaU
Mile Fabeny. Baryta Catholic
2 Mile Ryan. Ettas Catholic
Utah llurdiea Drew. ft. Benedict'a
High Jump . Mulrlhffl. CBA
Shot Put ZUincar. CBA
•SO Relay Manat
Mile Relay O. L. Valley
1 Mile Relay Seton Hall
wMwr Alt-Start
100 Madden. Bergen Catholic
r» Madden. Barren Catholic
440 Aefeurat. O. L. VaDey
•V) Sckaldonko. Satan Hail
Mile faharty. Bergen Catholic
3 Mile Ryan. Ettas Catholic
High IturdUe Drra. ft. Benedict‘a
Um Ho/diea DaPaxio. CBA
Broad Jump Murray, Don Boaro
Wiump MalvthUi. CBAVault MMvlhlQ. CBA
Pnt Put HUfina. Bergen Catholic
rnarua R adeem. BottUa Cathabe
Jevel.it Radar hi. Roeella Catkaiia
AniaHt #r da Yaar
CroeaCeuntry faharty
Indoor A ah or at
Outdoor Redeem
BASKETBALL
NJSIAA T* ft Codlla’a OO
NbCtR J«TM> “A" Ho—CrOmOc
p»»tk JUrfM DtPul
Tnriuu R*rftn CaUtobc
HCIAA Hi. Potor't
Jetty CC. Ttontiam tt AJ'a
I’ftlßfßOO TcßtfCßHWltf ft Jottt'R
Jirwi
Rronka fiL Jam pfe'a <Wi
f tmejar; ft. Mary'* • JC)
i ft C«cilU-R <K>
r#p*#)*7 Roly fußfip
HiMi ft Mut'r <E>
Mamioa btai H Mil
BaAfßl * limOi CriMta
HkKaHmi ft Alcwh*
M • s* Bar gen CaUtohc
Wairt Das Bose*
h»)w at Ytf lUiutea
BASF.B.MX
T«am O—lift
Hwti J*tmy "A” Dw Bom
NortJi jßrory "B*’ ft
Win Jermy "C- ft UmYt
Piuiur JWtfffi S» Iftiiftlnn
TnCftly Iff CoMke
BtLAA ft Jftftfc*!
CxmeMj C«U 8< i (JC)
Ah Sirpr
nm Mh K xtoy. Bvm Catfcatie
Wrof Kim I—'*•. ft BOftftct't
VrtIMOB HgTTRJ. Si
TPafl Haro KacfcmoUfci. Xl' M
Ojffwit? HcGuy. Onn -J Pooco
Ott/toU DaBtfURR. O. L VUftjr
OiKtMM RtiDofU. ImmbrjlM*
CairMr Hhoavraa. it IwwArti
Couftr Mt. fc Mrxt • <R»
TWPU». «C Bern lßct*K
Huftt Barft CalMUe
n*Hif Caa«u. ft Man'* id)
IWW/ftn*. ft Afrfft
PU|tr at '.*» jfif Maa/TRj
Ptaarwi■ AAlun
PVai lUm rorroil. Ddkartaa
Wctooil lUm Bf» D*Po«l
tevMDf tftftj. D*Pm4
TWO Km* MKToftu
UmcTwA4 n»\*w*u. lUjki DUri
OffwU VuiirOarf, Mama C nUdx
OhrfJwft ttota. ft Mfy*t (P>
rsuwf IWi7«v ft Ba*t<ftW
hu*« Plfji. ft Bff ma
Marpß>nO. L Uf
f'Ksftr lKaafi. luft ilaai
SSS -me Veer ‘“'TItSS
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Why more people
are opening
savings accounts
at Emigrant
%
4*4
total per annum
LATEST QUARTERLY DIVIDEND...this in-
cludes the regular dividend of 3 3 /*% per
annum plus a speoial 1/2% per annum on
savings on deposit four consecutive quarters
prior to the dividend period. This is the highest
bank rate in NewYork State.
NEW HIGHER DEPOSIT L1M1T5...*15,000 in
an Individual Savings A000unt...*30,000 in a
Joint or Trust Account...and two people may
maintain up to *60,000.
PLUS dividends from day of deposit...extra
dividend days every month...dividends cred-
ited and compounded four times a year.
PLUS the most friendlyand efficient service.
AND NOW the usual quarterlysavingsbonus
... open an account or make a deposit up to
July 16th,you’ll earn dividends from July Ist.
Mail the coupon or stop in at an Emigrant office today.
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank
□ Without obligation-
tand literature on how I
cm start building •
good caah rtaarva In on
{migrant Saving* Account.
I am intaraatad in an
□ Individual Account
□ Joint Account
□ Truat Account
Enelotad It >
□ In my namt alona
□ In my nama In truat lor I
□ In my nama jointly with (
Forward paaabook to Q Mr.
PftINT NAME
ADtHtEtS
CITY 1
.to opan an account
□ Mr*. Q Mitt
.STATE.
(U** ft«gi*ttr*d Mail whan aandlng cath)
81 Chambers St. ■ 5 East 42nd ■ 7th At*. & Slat
uau*c» r*oa»Ai siaosir in*u*anci co«»o«ation .
NA74
Workman's
Transportation
mo mokiv oo*»
r*r U you HD* liMtml
55 Cfcmtlct 2*.. 51*5 00
51 llmtl 4 Or S4» 415 00
55 PutiK 24r HT
..
215 00
54 Far* luck «i|ii 315 00
55 Cbrplv 4it tin . 115 00
54 r«4 • Pm Sti Wp 245 00
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVI.
EAST ORANOI
mm
CORVETTES
AMERICA'S
#1
CORVETTE
DEALER
o**» Im h * Wt* i hi m i
194 Rout* 17 'rjrr*'
PARAMUS CO 1-7100
AUL'S
MOTORS
\nlh. llt-.il.
GoHIc MJ & Liiluy cttc Avc
Ha WTMOr.NC
HA 7-2530
( i. in <
1956 FORD >595
Town Sedan, 4 Door, VI, Auto.
Trans,, R&H., w/w, original
17,000 mile*.
1960 COMET >1395
4 Door Sedan. All White Body,
Red & Black upholstery, Stand.
Shift, R&H, w/w.
1960 CHEV >1295
Corvair, 4 Door Sedan, Stand.
Shift, R&H. w/w.
1957 CHEV >895
Bel Aire, 4 Door hard top,
White Roof, Red Body, VI,
Auto., P.8., R&H., w/w.
*■■*»>♦»» «IIU
pirtakli i«*f rw*«i*
mm4 a* *»»4«.-fa*l»»T-«***A»»<
fey InM totfcnkiam.
NmrMMOkhiKkHfc
unyliM •••nr «*
DALERANKTN
•<•••.•». N J. w «H ly-r* TV) Mill
Ml Vnw. N T IM L
'••Mu In P», Onn l-MM
DEN Vlll E
Boat & Spoil Ccnlei
RT 46 OINVIUt I
OAk.jod MOJO
BOATS
RVSIBOUTS
CRUISERS
RCIVBJHS
C‘ NCES
JMBJSTS
LOTS OP
aicoii uiintN « mm h
JOHNSON OUTBOARD
Sult't 4 S«rvi<*
t.ECTtIC
C?i s Ml 1
NEW YORK
Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
Luitim u< Dtnn*
mmt tm Mmaißla tunoahtn
Mil u 4 SUNDAY AtrCmd
CmkOmi •« raiiwaip * rhMi.i
CMn Wiaa» ai«4 iA§wn MumJ
IFSCIAI PACIIITHI SOS
FIIVATI FAST 111
ACCOMMODATING II M M
TM ISMII A*a. At AMS If.
NfW YORK CITY
EXCLUSIVE N.J. ENGAGEMENT * STARTS WED., JULY 17
----- HOW THE
WEST WAS WON
aoi
BUE2£
Aia coho.
ratri«»H<4l
nuns it mi ofnci ohthm.
I* 12: 5i.25 it al tea
y
ju
THE
YAMAHA
GRAND
IS A MASTERPIECE!
Hear the mognificent full voice end tone of the finest
quality artists' piano mode in the world today, and It
it unconditionally guaranteed.
MUSIC CITY
470 - 472
BROAD ST.
DIMM, N J.
Ml fHU
}00« •JO to ( P M
littpt tKaf, t Sit
I JO to I P M
Ut* Hit trot Oitkini lot
ROBBIES
MUSIC CITY
ROUTE 46,
MW. MJ. • Ct 0-1717
Coo* 0 to 10 PM.
t'OO Port "t lot
ROBBIES
MUSIC CITY
589 BROAD ST.
MMK. M l —MS MtM
o»t" t to e p m
Mon t WtO to * PM.
A*Wlt oortlM ocrou
Strtof
DISSATISFIED with Your Checking Account Service Charges?
J BANK BY MAIL FREE ...
I With NO Service Charges!
YOU OU A
REGULAR CHECKING ACCOUNT
For LiltU or Nothing
AT TNI
EDGEWATER NATIONAL BANK
BuUßrMall Knttloptf Available
W* Ray Th« Pott ag* BOTH Way*
WRITE FOR DETAILS ‘
The Edgewater National Bank
BDQEWATER, N. J. WH 3-0110
OPEN DAILY • A.M. TO 3 P.M. - MONDAY EVENINGS 6 TO • P.M.
7**
5200 * OVER -
,
00 ,o »oo
m
Und” $lOO 02 Jl *"• I
:—■ '•»<». « .
• Member Federal Depoett Ineursace Cor*.—Fedor el Reserve System • SO years of Unintamifited Progress and Service
BRAZIL BOUND - Two North Jerseyans were among the five Graymoor Friars who
took part in a departure ceremoby June 26 at Garrison, N.Y., before leaving for the
Society of the Atonement's first foundation in Brazil, left to right are Rev. Camillus
Daniel, S.A., superior; Rev. Leigh Martin, S.A.; Rev. Martin Madison, S.A., of Jersey
City; Brother Franc. Bray, S.A., of Bloomfield and Brother Julian Stone, S.A.
Tithing for Missions
Expression of Thanks
A widow writes: “I cannot
remember when Malachias
3:10 became precious to me.
but it must have been when
I was a little girl. The verse
reads: ‘Do but carry your
tithe-barn for My temple's
needs, and see if I do not open
the windows of heaven for
you, rain down blessings to
your heart's content.'
"Our family was large and
we were very poor. I deter-
mined when 1 began earning
money that the first thing I
would do would be to give the
Lord His part. 1 began teach-
ing and when I drew my first
check of $55 I gave $5 50 to
the missions. Through all
these years I am still teach-
ing school and my tithe is
more than the first check for
teaching the entire month. I
can truly say with all my
heart it is more blessed to
give than to receive.”
The Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith expresses
the gratitude of the mission
anes for the generosity of
this benefactor. This is one of
the highest expressions of
almsgiving for the Holy Fa-
ther. because He is responsi-
ble for sending missionaries
into the whole world.
Peruvian Villagers
Proud of 'Yankees'
••Death to the Yankees.”
scribbled on adobe walls is a
familiar sight in many Latin
American villages, but in the
village of Chucuito. Peru, the
townspeople are proud of hav-
ing Yankees living among
them. Those Yankees happen
to be Maryknoll Fathers en
gaged in a dynamic building
campaign to revitalize life us
this remote village some 13.-
000 feet up in the Andes
Mountains.
The Maryknollers are re-
building the huge old colonial
Church there They also built
a rectory and a retreat house
for the townspeople
The Mayor proudly points
out the new and renovated
buildings to visitors. There is
a movement under way by
the townspeople to cut down
trees obscuring the village so
motorists and passengers on
passing buses can see how
the former dying town has be-
gun to reawaken.
Your help to the missions
plays a large part in this ven
ture.
Near-TragedyHas
A Happy Ending
A little African named
Cecilia belonged to the Legion
of Mao'- She recited her ro-
sary daily and earned it
around her neck wherever she
went. She loved Our Lady and
had great confidence in her
protection.
One day Cecilia was ac-
costed by a man while walk-
ing along a lonely road
Repulsing his advances, she
told him she would not delib-
erately commit a sin.
“Look.'' said the man. “I
have a sharp knife in my
pocket. If you refuse 1 shall
kill you "
"You may do as you wish.”
said Cecilia. “1 am sure Our
Udy is with me." With this,
the man put his hand m hu
pocket to grasp the knife, but
the knife had disappeared
A passerby reached the
scene and Cecilia related what
had occurred. The man who
listened was impressed, lie
became converted to Chris-
tianity and Joined the Ugion
of Mary
This is a true story is told
by a missionary a few
month* ago. The happy end-
ing was caused by the help
given so that missionaries
would spread the Word of
God
Bishop to Visit
Newark Parish
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on July 7 at St.
Francis Xavier. Newark,
Msgr. Joseph A. Pooling,
pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Msgr. Dooling and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St.. Newark 2. N. J. Phone 623 *3o*.
Hours: Daily, t a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saluiday, t a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
21 DeCiratse St., Paterson l. N. J. Phone ARmary t fries
Hours: Daily. * a.m. to S p.m.: .Satnritar. Sam t„
,
Poutiont to the Society lor !be Profijgotiom of //-,
Tsitb ore hr come Ux JeJrtcfble.
CatholicsLead BrazilianLandPlan
By JAIME FONSECA
NCW'C News Service
Brazilian Catholici are
spearheading a nationwide
drive to solve the pressing
problems of the rural poor In
Latin America'a largest coun-
try.
These problems are literally
matters of life and death.
Landless firm workers need
their own land to avoid starva-
tion. They need a living wage.
They, as well as the small
landowners, need better health
ami educational facilities and
protection from Red propa
ganda and violence.
To belter their plight. Bra-
zil's Catholics arc foatenng a
number of rural organizations
which are already bringing a
new sense of solidarity and
personal dignity to the poor
farmers the camponoscs
in the mofrt critical areas, par-
ticularly in the poverty-
atricken northeastern region.
BEFORE LEFTLST leader
Francisco Juliao started his
Peasant leagues there, the
Catholic Sponsored Confedera-
tion of Workers' Centers was
helping the few farmers
among its half a million mem
ber*.
But the threat of Red vio-
lence on Brazil's large estates
the fazendas —and in the
villages lew! to the broader rf
forts now being made by the
new Agrarian Front, which is
made up of Catholic farm
workers' unions
The communist offensive
has been stalled by the com
bined attempts of the front
and the confederation, work-
ing with the Young Chmuifc
Farmer* and a number of
priest-laymen teams.
Despite the stalling of the
Red drive, sporadic violence
still marks the efforts of the
landless to acquire land On
June 22. Brazilian troops had
to he called to to aid police
when about 800 armed cam-
poncsea and city slum dwellers
took over sn estate in Duque
de Caxias after raiding a gun
store and seizing hostages.
The squatters were led by
Anlbal Mendes, a priest of the
schismatic Brazilian Catholic
Church which was set up in
1951 and now claims 50.000
members.
THE CATHOLIC farm work-
ers' unions which make up the
Agrarian Front were begun in
1960 in the northeastern state
of Rio Grande do Norte by
Bishop Eugenio do Araujo
Sales, Apostolic Administrator
of the Natal Archdiocese. By
early 196.1 there were about
350 unions in a dozen states
with more than 500,000 mem-
bers
Rev Antonio Melo Costa and
his side* have organized more
than 25,000 farm workers,
most of them at the expense
of Juliao's Peasant league*.
Father Costa expressed the
wish: "If Bishop Sales’ move-
ment could only spread (o the
rest of Brazil, we could soon
achieve a land reform that is
really Christian and human ”
His wish is coming true The
camponesrs are discovering
the power of organization for
the first time after decades of
complete neglect by the law,
government and big city union
bosses
These Catholic unions are
beginning to attract govern-
ment attention and recognition
in spite of restrictive laws,
the government s marked
trend toward the left and the
bitter opposition of the tom
munist-dominated General
Workers' Committee.
Much of the present leftist
trend among government lead-
ers is a result of their effort
to please the Marxist bosses
allegedly in control of labor
The truth is that of the five
national labor federations.
only two can be effectively
controlled by the communists.
SINCE FORMER President.
Janio Qusdros unexpectedly
resigned two years ago, Bra-
zil has been in a constant
state of crisis. Quadras' sud-
den departure brought the
country to the brink of civil
war over the question of his
successor, partly because
many people feared the pro-
Red statements of Goulart,
who waa then vice-president.
By a quick constitutional
change - in what Brazilians
call a "jeito" or lucky chance
presidential powers were
turned over to Parliament. But
President Goulart and his
prime minister saw to it thst
the parliamentary system sc-
complished nothing, and by
January of this year a pleh-
escite gave back all ruling
powers to the presidency.
Meanwhile, runaway infla-
tion. the high cost of living,
business uncertainty and un
employment continue to
plague Brazil's people And
there is little prospect of bet-
ter days as agitation increases
on the issue of land reform.
AN IMPORTANT part of
Brazilian society is opposed to
Goulart's efforts.
But many moderate politi-
cians. social reformers and
Bishops agree that Brazil
needs land reform to case the
bitter lot of some 40 million
camponcses.
They insiat that such reform
must consist of more than
giving land to the landless.
They state thst the farmers
must also be given credit fa-
cilities, technical assistance
and a basic education
Has No 'Army,'
Prolate Says
HUE. Vietnam Archbisb
op Peter Ngodinh-Thuc of
Hue denied an American mag
arine'a claim that US.-aided
armed forces sre at his dis-
posal for protection of
churches and priests The
charge was made in the May
27 issue of Newsweek, which
said small units of troops
are directly responsible to the
Archbishop
The Archbishop told NCWC
news service the story is un-
true He added that the prov-
ince chief gives him a secur-
ity escort .whenever he
travels, consisting of four men
in civilian clothing
Family Life
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Shoe Appeal
Gets Results
SEOUL, Korea (NC) A
soldier’s letter to his wife at
home in Pittsburgh has
brought 130 pairs of shoes to
the members of Hcv. Paul
Kim’s parish of Keum Ho
here.
The soldier, Elmer Gladish,
found that Father Kim’a Cath-
olics could use shoes and
asked his wife and sister-in-
law to see what they could do
about getting some.
The two women told a Pitts-
burgh Press writer about the
situation His story, accom-
panied by a sketch of a bare-
foot Korean child, became a
rallying point for donations of
shoe* even though no direct
appeal was made. After one
month the number of shoes do-
nated was 130, with more still
coming to the Gladish home.
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
Daily, 9 to 4, Wednesday* to 8 p m.
Mttt PARKING AT KINNtT GARAGt ACROSS TMt STRICT
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSININO-ON.HUDSON, NIW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
MatM! and SacramanM Available
Leo J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Astocult Dirtclort
Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
DOLLY MOUNT
Sim* 1955
A nurting home in * beautiful letting.
Complete faeiliuet »ish homelike nmm-
phete
IVtoted Penonalitnl numni vert ice
I nenvevj by Sute of Nt» Jcnev Moderate
Run.
Tel. LA 5-7677
20 Velley Komi
C.liftom, S. J.
Crete: An Island Known To Paul
ft
e
CIITI, Ik# ulind alt Ik* <«ul »f Gtmt, (till u mind
Bt- l*»»l • !*■*•«•» ra)4# to Malta #b4 Imm. Hu ship hid
il»»H tor • Urn* *1 Citu, aktt*
ful prophrurd UNkk. but tha Ke-
rn** leader paid •• HUtliMi to hu
■ m4* . . . Ik* ru«l#( .hip* reek
•«d lending (I Malta U th.
m turtn ad *ll Ua#
. .
. to*
d*f la IAM.t ON. • (rtui dtp,
ralWr Georg* ki)«M, 1 (Ikwlita, u
Intal l* repleee a lakf-duujrd
rburth. Uia eely Catholic an* la ike
City, th* erigia.l rhorrh tu dtm-
•H by bambini la World War II
b«l repaired ..fftrtrntlr far srrvireo
. . . Tbra la IISI aa earthquake
•track It aa fiercely tkat dell authorities forbad* tu aar. Star*
<kaa Father Rmaoa baa been krarrlr trying la build a ara
•karrh far kla hundred p.rtthloarr.. aha ar* farmer, and poor
aarklatmea with little mora to (Ira than their Inker .
. Far
toaatka ae» work baa bee a .topped far lark af fund, to bap
aaaterlal. Father a red. |!JM to complete the build ln ( . . .
Maar toartaU visit UU rhureh to aUead service. Per hep. yen
•era .are aa a atalt there . . . W ill p*« help flabh thl. mark-
aeeded church? The prte»l aad people of lAKL.YO.kf mill re.
member you gratefully la Marne* and prayer*.
TW Mf Urt Mtam Aj4
ithOma'CW
SPEAKING OF TOURISTS. Three da pi you art probably plait-
■ln| pour vacation. Some will even be maklm a trip to lit*
Holp Land
...
Or perhgpa thU I. for pou a dream deferred
Meantime, why not have a MASS oilered bp one of our prlrtla
In the HOLY LAND to watch over pou during pour vacation,
wherever that may be . . . Yean ago vacation-time .11 often
wed for pilgrimage, to famed ahrlnea. Such a MASS mip ho
actually celebrated c!o»e lo a place made holy by ChrUt'a Ufa
aa earth. And often your attpend may be tha prints rola
dally aupport.
Rl>c; AROUND PALESTINE
la LEBANON to the north, tom ltJkbO PALESTINE REFIT.
GEES need ear help. In Syria aad Jordan to Ike EAST, aad
tha Gaaa Strip to the SOUTH of Pilealiae, there are UH.Mf
■or* af theae people nude homrleet bp the Arah-laraell War
*t IMS
. . . Pope Plus XII aad his aacceoaor. Pop* Jahn XXIII
animated oar aawciaUoa with the leak af hrlpiag Uieae people
who remind aa aa much of Chrlat—once homrlraa la Ike land
He made holy. A Sl* FOOD PACKAGE will feed a REFUGES
FAMILY far a month, SS will (apply a warm BLANKET for a
seedy BEDOUIN. Will you help*
Kindly rememmber ua In your will. Our official tula it:
THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
Mamberthlp la SI a year for a aingla perton: S3 for a family.
IN MEDIEVAL TIMES, a pilgrim on hla way to the Holy Land
nought boapltality by earing he waa going “ala aalato terra."
from which w« have the word “aaanter." The word "canter"
comet from the motion of horaea aa tha pilgrtma trotted along
the Canterbury road la tha abriae of St. Thomaa a Bechet . . .
Today'a ‘•pilgrim." go by Jet, But the way to Gad'a aervtce aa
a prle.t or nun la atill alow and careful, requiring much time,
careful preparation, and pea—money! We have names of many
young seminarians aad Blstera-to.be who need your help la
completing their training. By adopting one of theae. you can
prepare them for their work In tha NEAR aad MIDDLE EaaL
SIS* a year for two yeara papa for • Siater'a education . . . SIM
a year for all yeara eovera coat of training a seminarian. Your
contribution may ba tent In Installment.
DOLLAR-A-MONTII CLUBS
With this amall donation you can Join one of our clubi. Lota
of little gifts make our work poa.ible:
□ DAMIEN LEPER CLUB (Caret for lepera)
□ ORPHANS BREAD (Feed* orphani)
P PALACE OF GOLD (Provide! for aged)
p THE BABILIANS (Support million tchoolt)
P MONICA OUILD (Provider artlclee for chapel*)
(^DearßstCDissionsj^i
PIANOS CARDINAL SHUMAN, Praiidanl
Mi«r. Jetepk T. lyoe. Natl Soa>
||| INNMilfctllli f+i
CATHOLIC NIAR lAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
4«0 Laxlnoton Ava. of 46H» St. NawYork 17, N. Y.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
BLAIRSOBN, PiAPACK, N J.
M*vM for Women and
Retreat H«vm
Artistic French Oiataau of breath
taAlai beauty m the Somerset Hllla
LUra modem facilities. Healthful
climate Karrllent meals. Open year
round In ConvaleorenU. Vacationists
and Permanent Geests
Retreat* from September to June
**rept the Thanka«i>inf Christmas
and Neo Year's Weekends Da>a
and Etemnii of Reroilertion
Orected by (be Utters of 11. j#*n
Tba Raat.st PI seech tent . nm
ALBERT H. HOPPER. Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-67
JJKJ4I M|| load Oppot-'« Moljf Croul Na. A.legion
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4l*a»tn« wKy Afbtrt H. Mop p+t «• Hip lorfott
MAOMvfoctvrtr »l Mtimntli m Now Jonty
* •« '• •«» iwtltmifi ■
‘•’•*l •* O* »t JON Wy ttlltftf
»• fkt p«r<kotO#.
• All work * dtnt Wy local Him*.
Cvfltn 4 itryffi Wort tl *vf
ttHHWf fM tl
oto dtltvory.
• Vpv com t*tpc<f Hit mom trial
M wori R'lf'imt
• W• hart at our plant a largo
»«Ofk of raw material. tnabltng
« comploto yovr cfcoico on
tfcort n#«Kt
In Time of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
II hose careful and undemanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
| BfRGfN COUNTY
VOUC. FUNERAL HOMiS
TEANECK. TE 6 0202
BOGOTA HU 9 2202
JOHN j. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY EUNERAI HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. N J.
HUbbord 71010
CLIFFORD H PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N J.
FRANCIS X FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
McQUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W McQuade
270 BROADWAY
Hillsdale. N. J.
NOrth 4-5699
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbster 9 0098
HENNESSFY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIo* 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7 3050
ESSEX COUNTY
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NFWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2 2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVIUE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N.J.
PI 3 2527
MJ3PHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNV ft CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
l. V. MULLIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
CORNY ft CORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
Bloomfield, n j.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood. Mgr.
112 So. Mu nn Ave.
East Orange. N. J.
ORonge 4-4445
MArket 2 2530
CODIY-S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6. N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESse* 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESsez 3-1020
RE2EM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESse* 2 8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323 329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. j.
ORange ? 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVIUE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
HUDSON COUNT Y
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion "7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
James a McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N J.
Oldfidd 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY, _
manager
HEnderson 4-0411
earl f. bosworth
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manoger
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 7-6767
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2 6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
UNION COUNTY
GORNY ft GORNY -
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELI7ABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. j.
Elizabeth 2-6664
MKtion coll The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Museum Offers
Saleof Prints
SOUTH ORANGE An ex*
hibitloo and tale of over 50
original lithographs and
etching! will open July I at
the Seton Hall University
museum in McLaughlin Li-
brary.
The prints are by leading
contemporary European art-
ists and are chiefly abstract.
Their prices range from $lO
to $2OO and all are in limited
editions.
The exhibition will be open
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon-
day through Thursday and 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays and
Saturadys to July 31.
Paterson Legion of Mary '
Observes 10th Anniversary
STIRLING - The Paterson
Curia of the Legion of Mary
marked its 10th anniversary
June 30 with a Mass at St.
Vincent do Paul Church here
and a luncheon at the Old
Mill Inn. Bernardaville.
The Legion of Mary was in-
troduced into the diocese in
1949 by Rev. Thomas H. Mur-
phy, then assistant at Mt. Car-
mel, Boonton. and now pas-
tor at St. Vincent's. The first
meeting was held in January
of that year. 1
BV 1953, there were eight
praesldiums (parish units) in
the diocese and Archbishop
Boland, then Bishop of Pater-
son, granted permission for
the organization of a curia, or
governing council, with Father
Murphy as spiritual director.
The first meeting was held
June 28, 1953, at Mt. Carmel.
The curia soon grew within
and outside the diocese so
that, by 1958, new curias were
established in the Archdiocese
of Newsrk and Diocese of Pat-
erson from praesldiums or-
iginally part of the Paterson
curia.
There are now 14 senior and
three Junior praesldiums in
the diocese, two of them for
Spanishspeaking members.
Jersey City Man
Taken Simple Vows
MANCHESTER, N.H. - Fra-
ter Brian N. Jones, O.S B„ of
Jersey City was one of six
Benedictines to pronounce sim-
ple vows for three years at
St. Anselm's Abbey here July
2
Frater Jones is a graduate
of St. Benedict's Prep. His
vows were received by Abbot
Bertrand C. Dolan, 0.5.8., of
St Anselm's Abbey during a
low Pontifical Mass in the stu-
dent chapel.
DIAMOND JUBILEE - Archbishop Boland presided at Msgr. Paul G. Knappek, P.A.,
pastor of St. Casimir 's, Newark, celebrated the 60th anniversary of his ordination at
Solemn Pontifical Moss June 29. In front are page boys, left to right, Michael Dobrze-
lecki, Ronald Kempczynski, Donald Linek and Greg Bulthaupt.
Fair Lawn Novena
Honors Patron
FAIR LAWN - The snnusl
novena in honor of St, Ann*
wiU begin July 1* at St. Anne's
Church here awl end on July
28
There win tie services after
the 9 a m Man each day and
also at 8 o'clock in the even-
ing
Parent in Terris
Reprint Available
WASHINGTON <NC) - The
last encyclical of Pope John
XXIII. Pacem in Terris, has
been published in pamphlet
form by the Publications Of-
flee of the NCWC The Pam-
phlrts are available at 30
cents each or $24 in 100 lots,
from the Washington office.
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FORT in AND BERGEN COUNTY
OVER 500 LISTINGS
CARDIN APTS. APT. HOUSES
1-FAMILIES 1-FAMILY HOUSES
FURNISHED UNFURNISHED
TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENTS
1-7 ROOMS - S6O-5450
~B«rtw County'! Orlstnnl uitf
LarftM RenUl Sorvtco"
GOLDSTEIN
MARTIN
BROKER
Windsor 7-7000
TORT LEE
Brand n«w 2H rm
EFFICIENCIES
Also ov«rslz*d 1 bdrm
4 RM APTS
CREATED AT THE FABULOUS
Crossbridge
Towers
tm LEMOINE AVE.
BUU t (•« el theee left:
Oversized, magnificent
2 and 3 bdrm opts
With S full belhe aml meny 111110—
feature! you mui
PLIS
BEAUTIFUL HEATED
SWIMMING POOL!
EVANISHED Monrj. OPEN
♦AM tPH
Eac!u«*\* rental »cwt
GOLDSTEIN
MARTIN
BROKER
In NY call IW 4-0238
In NJ (201) Wl 7-7000
X» MAIN ET IT LEE
FAMILY MOMUMIMTS
john f. a. McGovern
MEMORIALS
AITHOIUZXD DEALER
(opp Hole Cron Cemetery’
W RIDOI ROAO
NORTH ARLINGTON. N J
WYmir t lllt • DHawere 11)11
In The Kearny Ne Arii»*fte« A re*
TO SELL YOUR HOME FAST
lauit on LiMlnf II Wt—-
//aUl
Iff Belleville Pile. Art.often
WYmon 1-4822
Omi UnktiHli Bar Awtulnwl
GOLD KEY
HOMES AND
FARMS
Near Catholic Church
and School
VERY LIVABLE. IDEAL FOR
CHILDREN. II you want
THEM to have the beat In
home environment, and a con-
venient, happy neighborhood
where they can walk to a good
school, consider this spacious
4 bedroom house with lots erf
closet space, mothers kitchen,
fenced-in-yard $21,300. Call
Now!
OWNER BUILT well construc-
ted Colonial Cape Cod is being
sacrificed by widow. Features:
14x21 living room with fire-
place, formal dining room,
contemporary kitchen, plaster
walls, oak floors, ceramic
bath, 3 bedrooms on first floor.
AND 2 more bedrooms can be
finished on second floor. School
bus stops at door More than
$30,300 value here’
A STREAM, a pasture and a
3 acre building site in a most
attractive setting at Colt's
Neck $7,300
Coll 442-0303
EVENINGS: 462-4288
THE
REALTOR
OWCROFT
INSUROR
18 SOUTH ST. FREEHOLD
AN OUTSTANDING BUY!
RANCH TYPE HOMES -
3 bedroom*. 2 baths, kitchen,
dining room, living room, util-
ity room. 2 car garage. house
3 year* old. Modern with all
outdoor* machine'*, etc <l*
acre* (ully landscaped with
fruit orchard. Priced for quick
buy
'
$23,500
Located near Lakewood, Ji. J.
•
Wonderful Home In
Tom* River, N. J.
RANCH TYPE HOME
3 bedroom*, bath, paneled
living room, kitchen, dining
area, rear clo*ed porch, com-
pletely finished baiement. bar-
beque pit Beautiful landscap-
ed house, T year* old.
- PRICED TO SIU -
$20,000
JACKSON
AGENCY
ROUTE 52A RD.I.
JACKSON. NEW JERSEY
FOXCREST 3-ASM
TITLE SERVICE
TUnoLCUOI T MW jbusiy
*
3Tew jEnsEYRealty
TITLE I.YSLRANCE CO.
NEWARK
TRENTON • HACKENSACK
FREEHOLD
Trees/ Trees/ Trees!
5 MODELS
Ranch* i, IU-Ltv*U, Split-Lntlt
•nd Colonial* from
*26,500
tow At 10H DOWN
10-YA MOCTOAOU
OMN DAILY M
MON.. TUIS. H t
DIRECTIONS: BloomfUU
Ava. %citt to Park Apt,
CaUtctll; rithl It and tf
urart and Park Avtnu*
F.iiataa mod* 11. VIA
PARKWAY: BloomfUU
Iti* (0141) than u«M on
Rloomfiild At*, u thown.
WEST CALDWELL
ft
Ho-Ho-Kus
North
Cheelcroft
Direction* to Site:
Route 4, north on Route 17. left
at 3rd traffic light (Shrrtdaa
A»*. I. aecood right Ackerman
A»e.». fallow Ackerman Ave. to
alt* from Ridgewood, Maple
At*. u> Sheridan Ate. 4th
left la Ackerman At*. Sales
representative at IS Sergcat
Road (last right torn on Acker-
man Ate.)
We are proud to present the
Arrowhead Section of North Cheelcroft.
This section comprises the
last building plots in this beautiful
community located adjacent
to St. Luke’s Church and schools,
Kindergarten, thru High School.
All homes are custom built
and we inviteall interested to submit
their plans or avail themselves of
our architectural services.
Area values $35,000 to $55,000
low taxes.
Appointment* can be made to inspect
home* already occupied.
Chrvslcr Construction
%)
Incorporated,
50 North Franklin Tumplkr. Ho-Ho-Kus, X. J.
Representatives Chrysler Realty Assoc.
Cos.
444-2081
ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE I
1 40c p#» !■**• 4
P** 3 Imi.
CWod ' 4 K
Wr.«« «9 TV# Ad»<xc*#
31 C! «*©n N# work. N J
•> MArtu 40700. E»• 32
HELP WANTED - FEMALE
HAVE OPENINGS IN’*
FEMALE-ST ENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE • SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHIAS-
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
BroAd
NURSE
U»N RELIEF DUTY - .
NuraiAg home. New ark. 11l 341303
WANTED MAtari »omu la U*e ia
private horn# in Glea Hark. N. J iM
car* for wmllatiM woman of <2
130.00 A »ftk Private quart art tod
TV on day off. Mutt have rW«mcM
CaII Gl 44M» between 7 And I P. M.
AAjr »Nl day evening
UPSTAIRS MAID
M*T middle A|Ad widow without oapen
dooU. In A in. for roctorr tn Mattia county
Reply Ron 177. Th# Advocate. 31 Clinton
Avt. Newark 1. N. J.
Haaevworker. woitreea. for rectory In
EUCAhrth. sleep In. no rooking, other holy
•mpioyed. 3 prleeU la mMnct. mature
woman desired. r eTer e*v«t requested
Reply Bn* 202. The Advocate. 31 Clinton
R. New Ark 2. N. J.
WANTRO
Experienced 7th grade ta Ac her for
New Ark Parochial School Smell c!aa«
Good Salary Reply Bo* 203 The
Advocate. 31 Cltatna «. Newark. N. J
FOR SALE
BARNEY'S WAREHOUSE
LIQUIDATES OUTFITS
Complete Home* of Plan
QUALITY FURNITURE
'or the Unpaid Balance*
3 Room! • 3>i Room* • 4 Room*
BARNEY'S SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
Opm Mon . Wod. . »rl NU.
Pork on our Pi.muo.
PATERSON DRIVE-IN OUTLET
«7 RJvor SL 1 Rl from Main
Opon Mon.. Tlwri. A m. Nu.
AUTO DEALERS j-NEW CARS
"BUICK e MERCEDES-BENZ
Authorlnd Salon k Sorvloo
MAPLE BUICK INC.
Eetabllahed 14 yuri
Complete Una of fuaraalaad need ©Art
Phone SO 2-7500
►IT W. a. Or oaf. Avo .
So. Ornnf*. N. i.
CADILLAC
SALES * SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Finn Solomon ol Uaod Cam
I C.ntr.l Avn. Noworh
Phone AAA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
Now J.rxy’i Urn* Cadillac
Distributor
Authorised CADILLAC • OLD!
SALES A SERVICE
* Politic Avo. Clifton. N. ).
OR S-SSOO
AUTO DEALERS • NEW CARS
CHEVROIETS
SAVE -HI'MUUM
Omii (na ■ Urn
AB Madete - OreetxaLy la*KM
l & S
CHEVROLET
*oa» refutation
i* mu
xm Morn* An . Cam MV
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
AuUeartaad
'ALES A (E* vscx
M Ridje ltd WY 1MM. N Arbaatae
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
•CONNER CHEVROLET
"On* el Anartu'i Lersaet
Uh*.total D**l*>*~
IT] RloamCaUl Ail. Caldwell
CA 6 6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Aulhoruad Ul« Santr*
Chevrolet - chevy n
CORVAIR - CORVETTE
Compter* Lin* el Good 1 ead Can
wh t nm
ua Aadareoa An . Cl Wind* Tut
CHRYMJJt . PLYMOUTH . VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct rectory D*al*r
Rain Peru Sente*
Uaad Can Body Shop
Phon* HUntar 6-1400
15 St. Oeori* An.. W, Undan. N. 4.
FORD
NAPPA FORD
Nat* and uead relcona. Pbrd* Thun
derbird* and ITucka.
AM Newark An . title balk. N. 4.
EL 4-8030
FORD
TALCON - THt'NDERBtRO
PORD TRUCKS
Cuaraataad Uaad Can
FOREST MOTORS INC.
179 Cintril Av«. Ori«|t. N. J.
OR 3-2917
S. lICCARDI MOTORS
Author trad Setae A Santa*
a LINCOLN a MERCURY
a COMET . METEOR
•M N. Bread Street ElUahatk
EL 541 M
FLETCHER
LINCOLN • MERCURY CORP.
• Coatlnantal e Mercury e Carnal
Saiaa A Sen Ire - Peru A Acaaaaartaa
Sale Bup Uaad Can
•1 FRANKLIN PL SUMMIT. N. 4.
' CR 7-0940
Far The Baal Deal la
OLDSMOBILE
aaa JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Authorlead Setae A Ranrtaa
• Guarentaed Uead Can
PI 4-7500
IT! Gian Rldsa An. Mantelatr
AUTO DiAIHSV_NM CARS
PLYMOUTH -
FUUER MOTOR CO.
am Hadaon Si*»*4. t. .laa cur. *c. J
UNion 6-6300
PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
VALIANT
. IMPERIAL
MVRPHY PROA. MOTOR SALES
tun ft service
CwuM L'aad Chi
Elnobsrh 5-5600
*** X- R»aa« m niiwt. n j.
1963 PONTIAC - TEMPESTS
An Hlftll and Cltol lillllH
iMMftiH Mnrr
«WT. DEAL » STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
KTT N. Broad it. HilJatda
j'honft, WA 3-6900
PONTIAC
Niw C»r Itln - Mtvui • T»ni
tiuaraatoad l aad Cart
riant Mr Work ft XlHir Imm
TROPHY PONTIAC
•** »'•!». Car 41th St Raraaaa. N J
HE 7-4900
PONTIAC - TEMPEST
RAMBLER
MRO2EK AUTO SALES
AuUtartaad IliM aad Sar.ica
*° Yean W gjij.ti
CntJ Can - Body Shop Intin
Bhawraom S» St U aorta Ah"|
Uwlaa N t. HV tun
•arrlta l)a»l ; 41s Raul la St.
HU SIAM
RAMBLER
Saa Jtrrr Sunara
ELM AUTO SALES
•ALES . SCR VICK - PAKTTS
WYmon 8-7311
» Kaarny Art. Ktarar. N. J.
CREST RAMBLER
of PASSAIC
A Cam Plata Uaa at
Salart l'aad Can
SALKS - SERVICE - REPAIRS
factory Tralnad Machaain
PARTS . ACCESSORIES
Ml Mala Ara. O Ri»ar Drtvo
Punk. N. J. Paaaak. N. J.
OR 4*4137 PR >404
. VOLKSWAGEN
Aulhoriiad Pactant
SALES • SERVICE . PARTS
Aircoolsd Automotlvs Corp.
"Eaui Ceuatp'a Old rat Daalar"
1(4 VaUap SL South Or ana
PKonst SO 3-4567
HAGIN ft KOPUN. INC.
VOLKSWAGEN
SALES ft SERVICE
a Tartary Tralnad Machaaka
• Body ft Paint Shop
a Gaautna Partnry Park
a Gvaraataad Uaftd Cara
IN KUiahath Ava., Nawark. N. t.
TA 4-3000
AUTO DLA LEAS - NEW CAftS
VOLKSWAGEN
taylom motor wua is*
m>xi. lza(in(. . rttri
PHon* 489 - 1300
m w nm» k . Mar-.i I
incr> nn'in
AUTO ITWCU HffAlftS
G. M. Transmission S*rvic*
ft*. CtnnM. takl UU»
■*•**•.
ik« nil* aw' * «k
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MICO MOTOR
Installation corp
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ARMORY AUTO SERVICE INC
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buildino material
VIOLA BROS. INC.
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JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
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MOVING ft STORAGE
u -'*»—■> Ul> tal u Matfaoe Cawncy-
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GALLAGHER
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MONTCLAIR NURSING HOME
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ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
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Karla* Vallay New York.
PLUMBING ft HEATING
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL BERVICE
RlAl ESTATE
ESSEX COUNTY
HARRY J. STEVENS. INC.
REALTOR'
** T«*n at luu Uolu*
l ‘ ,‘ • Awi.uti . Nuunml
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RAPB> RELIABLE RESULTS fad
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BUOO LAKE
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ALBERT A. STIER, Inc.
REALTOR'
Phone PReicott 9-4546
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V. J. GAMBINO AGENCY
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• Mat
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FORKED RIVER
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GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL. INC.
~
*Ree imo
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GLEN ROCK
OUR ROCK
CUSTOM BUILT GEM
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THE MURRAY AGENCY
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HAZLET
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Oaa of thaao muat ho for you.
CASEY'S AGENCY. BROKER
Raal Katato . Inauraaco
" -
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE
IN ALL ITS PHASES
tad
APPRAISELB
Phone WYman 1-4344
IB Kaanur Ara. Kaaraj
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.
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JAMES E. MARSTON
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MONTCLAIR
SALES RENTALS
MANACtVLHT
Cmul«i« Uiunnra Seme*
JOS. A. KEUEHER. JR.
Raaltara
Pfc«M Autim* 1tl«»
|J * »ullarto* *.. . Montclair. N
MOUNTAIN LAKES
MOUNTAIN LAKES & VIC.
Ktm Tuumf. • complete ten* pkotna.
KLINTRUP. INC. Realtor
ISA RltrL <M» Rt 4*> DR ««4C*
__ R*»J TaUt. .1 -ISO- VKI !»'.»
MULLINS • RASMUSSIN INC.
**- * Ml Uku DR 4 £4OO
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NEWARK
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REALTOR . APPRAISER
INSURANCE . MORTGAGE*
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PATERSON
WILLIAM T. MASSAKER
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RIDGEWOOD
GILSENAN & COMPANY
"OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR
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Catholic Relief Agency Tops
Units in Overseas Assistance
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
American Catholic agency (or
overseas relief distributed
about 44% of all the aid dis-
pensed abroad by voluntary
U.S. groups last year.
Catholic Relief Services
NCWC distributed aid worth
$161,059,043 during 1962. The
total by 55 agencies was $363,-
566,095.
Catholic Relief • Services
spent $34,178,956 In funds and
purchases in its overseas ro-
Hef program, and also dis-
tributed goods valued at $126.-
880,087.
The report, prepared by the
Agency for International De-
velopment of the State Depart-
ment, shows the following
countries as large-scale re-
cipients of aid from the volun-
tary agencies: Italy, Poland,
Yugoslavia, Algeria, Morocco.
Greece, India, Israel, United
Arab Republic, Nationalist
China, Korea. Brazil, Colom-
bia, Chile and Mexico.
Vocation Panel
At Fordham
NEW YORK - Sister M.
CelesUne, S.C.C., psychology
instructor at Assumption Col-
lege for Sisters, Mcndham,
will be among the speakers at
Fordham University’s 13th an-
nual Institute on Vocations
July, 10-11.
The instituto will be opened
with a keynote address by Aux-
iliary Bishop Joseph M. Per-
nicone of Now York. Approxi-
mately 1,200 priests. Brothers,
Sisters and laymen will attend.
Sister Cclestinc will speak
at the July 10 afternoon ses-
sion on the relationship be-
tween school environment ami
girls' vocations.
Pray for Them
Other Deaths
. . .
Peter A. Dell'Orto of Jersey
City, father of Rev. Vito G.
Dell 'Orto of Assumption, Ba-
yonne, died Jude 25.
Mrs. John F. Howlett of
Jersey City, mother of Sister
M. Henrietta Teresa, S.S.J.,
died June 27.
Mrs. William E. Caffrey of
Newark, mother of Rev. Benet
Caffrey. 0.5.8., of St. Mary’s
Abbey, Morristown, died June
30.
Ih your prsyers sho remem-
her Ibeit, your deemed
prieih :
ISeicark
...
Rev. John V. Woods, July 6.
1935
Rev. Camillus Loponte, July
7, 1929
Rev. Francis J. Reilly, S.J.,
July 7, 1956
Rev. Henry A. Beale, July 9,
1921
Rev, William J, Baird, July
9, 1926
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John F. Ryan,
July 9, 1941
Rev. Joseph McDonald, July
10, 1961
Rev. Francis J. Hourigan,
July 11, 1933
Rt Rev. Msgr. Patrick Cody,
July 12. 1920
Rev. Joseph G. Fulcoli, July
12, 1960
Rev. Charles A. Smith, July
12. 1932
Returning Priest
Schedules Mass
ORANGE-Rev. Philip D.
Morris, who was ordained in
Rome Dec. 19; will celebrate a
Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving
July 14 at noon in Our Lady of
the Valley Church here.
Father Morris has spent the
last four years as a student at
the North American College in
Rune, taking his theological
degree at the Pontifical Gre-
gorian University.
Assisting at the July 14 Mass
will be Rev, John H. Koenig of
Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary, assistant priest: Rev.
James T. McHugh of Holy
Trinity. Coytesville, a cousin
o( Father Morris, deacon, and
Rev. Mr. Peter J. Zaccardo of
Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary, subdeacon. The preach-
er will be Rev Francis F.
Boland, pastor of Blessed Sac-
rament, Franklin Lakes.
Obscenity Nets Billions
WASHINGTON. DC. (RNS)
More than $2 billion an-
nually is realized by the sale
of pornographic literature,
photos and movies in the U.S.
a House Post Office subcom-
mittee was told here.
Charles H. Keating Jr., a
Cincinnati attorney and chief
counsel and co-chairman of the
national organization Citizens
for Decent Literature, made
this point in testimony before
the subcommittee.
“WE HAVE NO hesitancy
to enforce narcotics laws.”
Keating said. “But the porno-
graphy problem is even more
deadly. There is no cure for
the pornography addict."
The-subcommittee is holding
hearings on bills to authorize
receivers of obscene literature
to demand that their names
be removed from mailing lists.
THE NATIONAL Catholic
Educational Association was
founded In 1904.
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FOR THE QUIET
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/*Ok/. Dramatic front and rear entry
foyers! Convenient rear foyer puts
kitchen just steps from the back door
and the lower level recreation and
storage areas.
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HOME
3 BEDROOMS
FINISHED
FAMILY ROOM
’17,850*
•without air condition
4 BEDROOMS
Vh BATHS
FAMILY ROOM
’18,990
Inio* y»or-round living yo ur own
privato lot*, right at your dooritopl Plut
graat rocroationol focilitiat including
twimmlng, fiihlng l booling.
POST BROOK ESTATES
WEST MILFORD
WAIT AHRENS. BUILDER
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OAVIO B. MARSHALL CO.
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YOUR OWN
r SUMMER HOME 1
HIGH IN THE POCONOS...
—«**»..lkw
ms2s~
only
$2995V
Ittl
plot
EASY TERMS
SPACIOUS HOMESITES
near on* of th* lakes
!•« *295
if NOT a "shell" or •
"prefab" but e
complete custom built
beeuty, 4 roonn &
bath on the plot of
your choice >!
Birchnood Lakes.
WE CHALLENGE ANY
BUILDER. ANYWHERE.
TO MATCH THIS
TREMENDOUS VALUE!
$5O DOWN • $5 A MONTH
(M.nimwm of 3 p«r pu'chater)
Buy your land NOW!
Build any time!
Two erystol-cleor lake* ..4 miles of shorefront... perfect
swimming, booting, fishing. Guarded, private white, sandy
bothing beaches. All sports foaiities- Golf 10 minutes owoy.
Amenta's Most Delightful Vacation Community
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IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
om£
Rancher from $12,490
*
•ion REDROOMS . M CERAMIC
mEB BATHS • CUSTOM YANITORIES
•MAHOGANY PANELED FAMILY ROOM
•QUEEN SIZED KITCHEN WITH MODERN
OVEN. NANCE. CUSTOM CABINETS AND
OININC AKA • SEPARATE LAUNDRY
ROOM • SEPARATE UTILITY ROOM •
K RANOtAMIC LIVING ROOM * FORMAL
| , OININC ROOM * MANY MOKP - FUTUKS.
15,490
NO MONEY DOWN
VA, FHA 30-YR MORTGAGES
ll»»l tmnlllMl IluMill AIM AllllUll
Topper from $13,490
OIKICTIONV Garden S»a»e Parkway oeatk la Kail W.
tyrn n«M (•ail) an tout# 37, ji* mile* to model
home* on left; or tooth an Koala t la Intern* ion of
Koala V, torn left (aott), «a ftfe mile* la modal
Name* an left.
e°Dw. rHo„ i. *SB|J[ I
CHtitnut 4*9511 Dl 9*2212
NO LEGAL FEES AT CLOSING
IMJ
PARK
ROUTE 37
ESTATES mm
TOMS RIVER, N.J.
Country Setting Is Retained
A K*yloh 'ReUttst
TOMS RIVER (PFS) Engi-
neering the tract to save trees,
preserve the natural roll o( the
terrain and retain the rustic
atmosphere of suburban living
has aided sales activity at the
100-house Deer Hollow Estates
here where only 15 homes re-
main to complete the quick
sellout.
Builders Joseph Freistat,
Sheldon Freistat and Joseph
Frontera, who are creating
the community off Rte. 3T
about 2-1/2 miles east of the
Garden State Parkway, have
built the homes into the natu-
ral rdll of the terrain and in
many cases have placed the
homes around trees to retain
the natural beauties of the
tract.
The developers attribute
many of the 83 sales to this
engineering concept of pre-
serving as many trees as pos-
sible.
Meanwhile, the builders re-
port that homes have now been
delivered to 46 familes and
plans are to move in 10 to 15
additional buyers during the
month.
The tract offers models in
ranch and bi-level design
priced from $13,430 and avail-
able with no down-payment
V. A. terms or low down-pay-
ment F. H. A. financing. Crys-
tal and Okun. Toms River
realtors, are in charge of
sales.
Homes at Deer Hollow Es-
tates are being built on fully-
landscaped plots 75 by 120 feet
and larger in an area which
has city gas, electric and water
and includes paved walks,
curbs and streets. The rolling
terrain Is close to shopping,
schools, transportation and
multi-seashore and recreation-
al facilities.
No. Cheelcroft
Section Opens
In Hohokus
A Psge Relratt
HOHOKUS (PFS) - Sales
are being initiated this week-
end in the final segment of
North Cheelcroft, a custom
community of 33 homes off
Ackerman Ave. here.
The Chrysler Construction is
now in the final Arrowhead
section of seven homes, which
are located adjacent to St.
Luke's Church and Parish
School.
The homes are all custom
built to the buyers' specifica-
tions.
Appointments can now b«
made to inspect sbme of the
homes already occupied Sales
are* under the direction of
Chrysler Realty Assn, with
offices here.
'Like Second Car'
Resort Developers See
Trend to 2nd Homes
Am S.O.T. Rtltdst
MANAHAWKIN (PFS) -
"Within the next fivq years it
will be.our objective to make
a second home for vacations
as desirable and commonplace
as a second car," stated Roy
Riker, President of Ocean
Acres, Inc., anew homeslte
community being constructed
here.
It Is Riker’s contention that
because the work week is
getting shorter and because
people are letiring at earlier
ages this dream will soon be
an actuality.
Riker has long been an ex-
ponent on the values of the
New Jersey Shore and the At-
lantic Ocean.
Ocean Acres, which Is locat-
ed in the heart of the Jersey
resort belt, is presently Operat-
ing as a year-round commun-
ity.
It offers an abundance of
swimming, fishing and boating
facilities. It is a community
that is ideal for the entire
family either as a primary or
secondary home. It is near
schools, shops, restaurants
and other facilities.
Ocean Acres has patterned
its development and sales pro-
gram after the successful Flor-
ida operations. The buyer may
select a property site for only
s!(■ down and make monthly
payments of $lO.
Ocean Acres is easy to reach
via Garden Staig Parkway t;
located only 8» miles from
Newark off Exit «3.
From the Philadelphia.
Trenton and Camden areas
just follow Route 70 mto Route
72 to the shore commpnlty.
It is 60 miles from Phila
delphia.
Hemlock Farms
Names Broker
An Adirnt Rtlfjir
NEW YORK (PFS) - J.
Douglas Ritchie, vice presi-
dent of Western Heritage
Properties Limited, real es-
tate development firm, has
announced the appointment of
George Mann, a prominent
New York City real estate
hroker, as sales manager for
Hemlock Farms, anew 4.200
acre lake residential recrea-
tional community in the Poco-
no Mountains.
Mann has been a vice presi-
dint and director of the firm
of Albert B. Ashforth A
Cos., of New York City for
over 25 years.
W hile serving with Albert B.
Ashforth A Cos., Mann was re-
sponsible. among many other
high caliber projects, for the
Parkway Village project in Ja-
maica, N.Y., and. he also was
active in many other large
commercial, residential and
recreational real estate pro)
eels.
Mann is a veteran of both
World War ) amt World War
11, serving on the Division
Staff of the 71 at Infantry Divi-
sion in the European theater
His duties at Hemlock
Farms will include superrt
aion of sales offices and per
sonnel throughout the develop
ment and the nearby branch
offices.
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HAMILTON PARK HOMES
NEPTUNE, N. J.
V.A. NO DOWN PAYMENT FHA $790.00 DOWN
BW.*v*l 8 Room*, IV, Both*, 2 Cor-Garoga. Split Laval
8 Room,, IVi Both, 1 Cor Goroga ond Botamant
aULLY INiULATIO
Copa Cod Brick Front. I Cor Goroga from $16,990 Cot-
Built Quality. Fully Intulated. 1
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ROUTE 72 MANAHAWKIN • NEW JERSEY
75 x 120 FT. HOMESITES
FULL PRICE
OCEAN’ ACRES HAS
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Ocean Acres because of its proximity
to the Ocean, Lakes and Bay offers vir*
tually everyone the opportunity to follow
his own favorite pastime or avocation.
For the family looking for the ideal
vacation and year round spot Ocean Acres
offers an abundance of things to do. .
It offers fishing, cither salt or fresh
water, it offers boating, it offers golfing
(anew golf course will be constructed
directly on the property), it offers horse-
back riding and just plain old fashioned
relaxin.
Because Ocean Acres is in the heart of
the famous New Jersey resort belt youwill find many famous restaurants in the
immediate vicinity. You will find manyhnc established shops which can provide
you with your every need and service.
i ou don’t have to wait for five or ten
years for the community to grow up. It is
all about you.
Yes, for vacationing, retiring or invest-
ing you just can’t beat the Jersey Shore...
and Ocean Acres.
DIRECTIONS • From North Jarsayi
Gordan Slot* Parkway to Exit d3. Thera it
l«l Ocaon Acres. (Follow Directional Signs;
From Philadelphia!
Benjamin Franklin Bridge to Route 70.
Continue on Route 70 to Route 72 to
Manahowkinand Ocean Acres.
Ocean Acres.
I understand that there Is no cost
or obligation for this information.
Pleas# send me full particulars on J
becoming a property owner at fabulous |
I
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a distinctive new lake
community in the Pocono Mountains
EMLOCK FARMS
ROUTE 402 LORDS VALLEY, PA.
HAWLEY
Visit Hemlock Farms now... this beautiful
new development was previously a private
4,200 acre estate... now a private, profession-
ally developedcommunity for your vacation
home. *9,
Several lovely lakcfront lots arc available for
your inspection.
(Purchasers must inspectproperty prior tosale.)
MILFORD
590 n
PECKS”
POND
HEMLOCK
FARMS
PENN A.
4C2
27)
MARSHALLS
V CREEK
NEW JERSEY
60 to 46
LAKEVIEW BUILDING SITES, OVER 1/3 ACRE, FROM $l5O DOWI
HARD SURFACED ROADS • YEAR ROUND WATER SYSTEMS • DOCK AND BEACH PRIVIUOI
HW**
1 1.'•'Jfjr
THIS*
ARI ACTUAL
PHOTOORAFH*
TAKEN ON
tNJOY sailing, ushinq; boating and swimming at HEMLOCK FARMS
A dtwlopmanl W WESTON HERITAGE PROPERTIES LIMITED
t M» Vmlluy, Hayfoy, PonniyJvanlo Ttltphont: 717*226*AT73
33 Christian Brothers
Pronounce Final Vows
NEW ROCHELLE - Eight
Irish Christian Brother, with
North Jersey connections were
among 33 who pronounced
their final vows June 27 at
Holy Family Church here.
M*gr. Charles E. Fitzgerald,
pastor of Holy Family, presid-
ed at the Mass, which was cel-
ebrated by Rev. LawTence Mc-
Gowan. June 27 was the feast
of Our Lady of Perpetual Help,
patroness of the Brothers con-
gregation.
Following the Ceremonies,
there was a breakfast for the
Brothers and their relatives in
the lona Prep dining hall,
w-hile later in the day, Brother
W.C. Penny. F.S.C.H., Ameri-
can provincial, presided at a
testimonial dinner attended by
350 Brothers in Spellman Hall.
THE NEWLY professeds, all
graduates of lona College, are:
Brother J.E. Dornbos.
F.S.C.H., a native of Butte,
Mont, who has been teaching
at Bergen Catholic High School
since 1961. He is a candidate
for a master's degree a tSeton
Hall University.
Brother A.G. Naclerio,
F.S.C.H, of New York City,
who has been at Essex Catho-
lic High School since 1960 He
is studying for his master's in
education at Soton Hall
Brother J. C. Martin.
F.S.C.H., of Chicago, who has
taught at Rice High School.
Manhattan, Blessed Sacra-
ment High School, New Ro-
chcllc. and Is now at Essex
Catholic. He holds a master's
degree in theology from St.
John's University.
Brother J. T O'Callaghan.
FS.C.H.. of Whitestone, N.Y.,
who has taught at lona Gram-
mar School. New Rochelle, St
Helena's High School, the
Bronx. Catholic Memorial
High School. Mass , and is
now at Essex Catholic He is
a candidate for his master's
degree in theology at St.
John’s.
BROTHER J.B. CHANEY.
F.S.C.H., of Englewood, who
is now assigned to Mt. Cashel
Orphanage. St. John s. New
foundland.
Brother J. M. Binkley.
F.S.C.H., of Norfolk. Va.. who
has been at Essex Catholic
High School since 1961 He is
studying for his master's de-
gree in theology at Kordham.
Brother J A van Koolber
gen, F.S CH , a native of
Englewood, who is assigned to
Bishop Gibbons High School.
Schenectady He is a candidate
for his master's degree in Lat-
in at Kordham.
Brother J S. Quigley.
F S.C 11.. of New York, who is
assigned to Essex Catholic
High School, is studying
for his master's degree in Sci-
ence education at St John’a
TAKE FINAL VOWS - These member, of the Christian Brother, of Ireland, natives of
New Jerseyor teaching in school here, took their final vows at Holy Family Church
New Rochelle, June 27. left to right, they are Brother J. A. van Koolbergen, F.S.C.H., of
Englewood, Brother J. C. Martin, F.S.C.H., of Essex Catholic, Brother J. M. Binkley,
F.S.C.H., of Essex Catholic, Brother J.B. Charney, F.S.C.H., of Englewood, Brother J.T.
O'Callaghan, F.S.C.H., of Essex Catholic, Brother J.S. Quigler, F.S.C.H., of Essex Cath-
olic, Brother J.E. Dornbos, F.S.C.H., of Essex Catholic.
Fr. Loviner
Honored
LAFAYETTE Over 300
fellow Franciscans and co-
workers at St Anthony's
Guild joined in helping Rev.
John Forest Loviner. O PM,
founder and director of the
guild, celebrate the 40th an-
niversary of his ordination
June 20.
Father Loviner celebrated a
Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving
in the chapel of St. Raphael's
Novitiate here, assisted by
Rev. Valentine Long, 0.F.M.,
guardian of the fnary; Rev.
Francis Jerome Doughaen,
0.F.M., of St Francis of As-
sisi Church. New York., and
Rev. Gregory Wyse. 0.F.M.,
of Columbia, S.C. The preach-
er was Rev. Anthony O'Dris-
coll, O.F.M . of Holy Cross
Friary, the Bronx.
A luncheon followed the
Mass. Rev. Casaian - Kirk,
0.F.M., assistant guild di-
rector welcomed the guests
and Rev. Sylvester Ahearn.
0.F.M., also of the guild, was
master of ceremonies.
Paul Zoppo, senior male
employee at the guild, pre-
sented Father Loviner with a
spiritual bouquet and a purse.
In Alaska
Ruling Favors
St. Joseph Nuns
JUNEAU, Alaska (NC>—The
Alaska Supreme Court Has up-
held the right of the city of
Ketchikan to lease its new hos-
pital to the Sisters of St. Jo-
seph of Newark. The congress
tion has its novitiate in Engle-
wood, N. J.
The right had been challeng-
ed m a brief filed by O M
Lien of Ketchikan Lien said
the lease was unconstitutional
because the hospital would be
conducted by “a religious
group contrary to his beliefs,"
and he would be compelled "to
support a religious establish
ment" •
LIEN BROUGHT the case to
the state Supreme Court after
the First District Superior
Court last year dismissed his
suit against the lease arrange
ment
In January,attorneys for the
city of Ketchikan and the Sis-
ters of St. Joseph of Newark
filed a brief with the state Su-
preme Court stating that the
purpose of the lease is to aid
the city to provide hospital
function*
"The fart that ho«p«tal func-
tions under the lease are ad-
ministered by persons profess
mg a religion or professing no
religion U nesther relevant or
material, nor may it be con-
stitutionally inquired into." the
brief stated
The city bulk the Hospital
with local, state, and federal
fund*, then agreed to let the
Sister, operate it tor 10 year,
at a yearly reout of *1 Un-
der the lease, the Sister, oper-
ate and maintain the hospital
facilities at their own expense
3 New Parishes Set
Mass Times, Sites
NEWARK Sunday serv-
ices have already been sched-
uled for three of the four new
parishes created last week by
Archbishop Boland in Jersey
City, North Bergen. Union
and Caldwell Township.
In the case of St. Thomas
More, Caldwell Totynshlp.
Masses have been said since
last December by priests from
St. Aloysius, Caldwell, at the
Township Grammar School
on Fairfield Rd. They will
continue at 8:30 and 10:30
a m. under the direction of
the new psstor. Rev. George
P Hreski.
The Caldwell Township par-
ish, which takes In almost
all of the community, has an
estimated 500 families in It*
territory. The eventual site of
the parish plant is a 13-acre
tract located at Horseneck
Rd. and Hollywood Ave., near
Plymouth Rd.
NINE MASSES will be of-
fered in the new parish of
Our Lady of Mercy, Jersey
City, July 7. it was announced
by Rev. Edward F. WoJtycha,
pastor. There will be services
on the hour from 7 am. to
noon at Moose Hall, located
at C»tor Ave and West Side
Ave.. and Mams at * 30,
9:30 and 11:30 a m. at the
Bayonne Skating Arena on
Hudson Blvd.
Our Lady of Merry, carved
from the existing parishes of
St. Paul's (Greenville) and
Our Lady of Victories, em-
braces all of the southeastern
part of Jersey City, bounded
on the east by Hudson Blvd.
and on tho north by Ful-
ton Ave. There are 2,500 fami-
lies In this area.
Father WoJtycha said that
the eventual site of the par-
ish plant will be on Bartholdi
Ave., between the Boulevard
and Country Village.
REV. GEORGE D. Drexler,
pastor of Holy Spirit, Union,
said that Masses would be
celebrated at 9 and 11 a m.
July 14 In Kawecmah Junior
High School. The Union par-
ish is located to the south of
Rte. 22 and contains about
1,800 families. It owns land on
Morris Ave., adjoining the
Suburban Golf Club.
No sit*, has as yet been ob-
tained for services in Our
Lady of Fatima, North Ber-
gen. Rev. George A. O’Gor-
man said, but an announce-
ment ia expected soon.
This parish, taken from the
area of St Joseph’s and Ma-
donna Della Libera. West
New York, runs north from
72nd St. to the Bergen Coun-
ty line, is bounded on the
east by Bergenline Ave. and
on the west by Newkirk and
Cottage Ave. Its eventual plant
will be at Hudson Blvd. and
(Ist St.
The fifth new parish an-
nounced last week was St.
Thomas Aquinas, Newark,
elevated from the rank of a
mission. There will be no
changes in its schedule of
service*.
P°* NEW CHURCH - Moyor Jomei W. Kelly of Edit Oronge join. Rev. Jomes W. Me-
Corthy, postor of All Sool* in broking ground for the $1 million church ond school
f f *** n ' were ' fo ri 3 h '- Hugh J. Fitzsimmons,
oCh
R#V - John E o y rn * of A " S^ l *' R#v - Daniel A. Curtin;pastor f Christ the King. Hillside, ond Msgr. Daniel J. Collins, pastor of St. Peter the
Apostle, River Edge.
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